THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DOCUMENT AND REQUIRES YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.
IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO HOW TO RESPOND, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR FINANCIAL OR
LEGAL ADVISER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

BIDDER'S STATEMENT
ACCEPT the Offer
(Cash Offer or Share Offer or a combination of the Cash Offer and the Share Offer)
By

Food And Beverage Australia Limited (ACN 008 197 206) (“the Company”)
to acquire all your shares in

National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited (ACN 091 539 678) (“NVFAL”), an unlisted
public company domiciled in South Australia.
The Cash Offer is for A$10.00 cash per NVFAL Share
The Share Offer is for 9 fully paid ordinary shares in the Company for every 10 NVFAL Shares.
To accept this Offer please complete and return the Acceptance Form to the Company, marked
to the attention of the Company Secretary.
Unless extended or withdrawn, the Offer is scheduled to close at 5:00 PM (ACST) on 31 May
2022.
Please call Food And Beverage Australia Limited on (08) 8132 5500 (within Australia) or +61 8 8132 5500 (outside Australia) between 9:00 AM
and 5:00 PM (ACST) if you require assistance with accepting the Cash Offer or the Share Offer. Alternatively, you can ring 1‐300‐FABAL‐1 (1‐
300‐322‐251). Please direct your enquiry to the Company Secretary
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CORPORATE DIRECTORY

IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND NOTICES
Replacement Bidder’s Statement
This is a replacement Bidder’s Statement and is issued
by Food And Beverage Australia Limited (ACN 008 197
206) (“the Company”) pursuant to Part 6.5 of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (the “Corporations Act”)
(as amended by ASIC Class Order [CO 13/528] and the
additional ASIC relief described in Section 9.1) and sets
out certain disclosures and information as required by
the Corporations Act. It is given to National Vineyard
Fund of Australia Limited (ACN 091 539 678) (“NVFAL”).
It includes an Offer to acquire all of your NVFAL Shares.
The Offer made under this replacement Bidder’s
Statement is on the same terms as the offer set out in
the Original Bidder’s Statement except to the extent
approved by ASIC in the relief described in Section 9.1.

This Bidder’s Statement is an important document and
you should read it in its entirety.
This Bidder's Statement is dated 11 April 2022. This
Bidder’s Statement replaces the original Bidder’s
Statement lodged with ASIC on 30 November 2021
(“Original Bidder’s Statement”). References in this
Bidder’s Statement to ‘the date of this Bidder’s
Statement’ (or similar) should be read as references to
11 April 2022.

ASIC
A copy of this replacement Bidder's Statement was
lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (“ASIC”) on 11 April 2022. Neither ASIC
nor any of its officers takes any responsibility for the
content of this Bidder's Statement.
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Investment Decisions

Offers outside Australia

The information provided in this Bidder's Statement is
not investment advice and does not consider your
individual investment objectives, financial situation, or
needs.

The distribution of this Bidder's Statement may, in
some countries, be restricted by law or regulation.
Accordingly, persons who come into possession of this
Bidder's Statement outside of Australia should inform
themselves of, and observe, those restrictions.

You should therefore seek your own independent legal,
financial and taxation advice before making a decision
as to whether or not to accept the Offer, and in
particular seek your own financial advice from a
person who holds an appropriate Australian Financial
Services Licence (“AFSL”) and is licensed to give such
advice.
You are advised to exercise caution in making your
decision to accept or reject the Offer. If you are in any
doubt about any of the content of this Bidder’s
Statement, you should obtain independent
professional advice.

Forward looking statements
This Bidder's Statement may contain forward‐looking
statements, statements of current intention (which
include those in Section 3), statements of opinion and
predictions as to possible future events.
You should be aware that such statements are not
statements of fact and there can be no certainty of
outcome in relation to the matters to which those
statements relate. Forward‐looking statements are
subject to many inherent risks and uncertainties
before actual outcomes are achieved.
Those risks and uncertainties are not all within the
control of the Company and cannot be predicted or
guaranteed by the Company.
Although the Company believes that expectations
reflected in any forward‐looking statements included
in this Bidder’s Statement are reasonable as at the
date of this Bidder’s Statement, no assurance can be
given that those expectations will prove to be correct,
and accordingly, you are cautioned not to place any
undue reliance on them. Actual outcomes may differ
materially from the events or results expressed or
implied in any forward‐looking statement made in this
Bidder’s Statement.
None of the Company, any of its subsidiaries or their
respective officers, or any entities or individuals
named in this Bidder's Statement with their consent,
or any other person involved in the preparation of this
Bidder's Statement, makes any representation or
warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy or
likelihood of fulfilment of any forward‐looking
statement, or any outcomes expressed or implied in
any forward‐looking statement.

The Offer is subject to disclosure requirements in
Australia which are different from those applicable in
other countries. NVFAL Shareholders (if any) whose
address in NVFAL’s register of members is not in
Australia (Foreign Shareholders) may not be entitled
to receive Company Shares on acceptance of the Share
Offer if the Company considers them to be Ineligible
Foreign Shareholders. Ineligible Foreign Shareholders
who accept the Share Offer will receive a cash amount
in accordance with Section 5.8.2 of this Bidder’s
Statement.
This Bidder’s Statement does not constitute an offer to
issue or sell, or the soliciting of an offer to buy, any
securities referred to in this Bidder’s Statement in any
jurisdiction in which the issue of such securities would
be unlawful.

Information on NVFAL
All information in this Bidder's Statement relating to
NVFAL has been prepared by the Company using
information included in public documents filed by
NVFAL or published in respect of NVFAL by FABAL
Operations Pty. Ltd. (“FABAL Operations”) on its
website. Information has also been obtained by the
Company from NVFAL under the terms of a Bid
Implementation Deed signed between the Company
and NVFAL prior to the Company issuing this Bidder’s
Statement. That information is included in this
document with the prior consent of NVFAL.
None of the information in this Bidder's Statement
relating to NVFAL has been independently verified by
the Company for the purposes of this Bidder's
Statement. Accordingly, subject to the Corporations
Act, the Company does not make any representation
or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of this information.
The information in respect of NVFAL in this Bidder's
Statement should not be considered comprehensive.
In addition, the Corporations Act requires the directors
of NVFAL to provide a Target Statement to NVFAL’s
Shareholders in response to this Bidder's Statement,
setting out certain material information concerning
NVFAL, including an Independent Experts Report on
the fairness and reasonableness of the Offer.

Risks
When making your decision to accept or reject the
Offer, there are certain risks and risk factors that you
should take into account, which are outlined in Section
7 of this Bidder’s Statement.
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Privacy Statement

Defined Terms

The Company has collected your information from the
register of NVFAL Shareholders for the purposes of
making this Offer and, if accepted, administering
acceptances in relation to your NVFAL Shares.

Unless otherwise noted, capitalised terms used in this
Bidder's Statement are defined in the Definitions in
Section 10. Section 10.2 also sets out certain rules of
interpretation which apply to this Bidder's Statement.

The Corporations Act requires the names and
addresses of NVFAL Shareholders to be held in a public
register. Your information may be disclosed on a
confidential basis to the Company's related bodies
corporate and external service providers, and may be
required to be disclosed to regulators, such as ASIC.

Time

Rounding
A number of figures, amounts, percentages, prices,
estimates, calculations of value in this Bidder's
Statement are subject to the effects of rounding. The
actual calculation of these figures, amounts,
percentages, prices, estimates, calculations of value
may differ from those set out in this Bidder's
Statement. Any discrepancies between totals or
financial statements or in calculations or graphs may
be due to rounding.

All references to time in this Bidder's Statement are to
Australian Central Standard Time (ACST).

Enquiries
If you have any questions in relation to the Offer,
please call the Company on the following numbers:
Within Australia:

(08) 8132 5500

Outside Australia:

+61 8 8132 5500

Business hours:

9:00AM to 5:00PM (ACST)

Important Dates
Original Bidder's Statement lodged with ASIC

30 November 2021

Replacement Bidder’s Statement (this document) lodged with ASIC

11 April 2022

Date of this replacement Bidder’s Statement

11 April 2022

Date of the Offer [date the Offer opens]

25 April 2022

Offer Scheduled to close (unless extended or withdrawn)

5.00pm (ACST) on 31 May 2022
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CHAIRMAN & LEAD DIRECTOR’S LETTER
11 April 2022

Dear NVFAL Shareholder,

THE COMPANY IS SEEKING TO ACQUIRE ALL OF NVFAL SHARES CURRENTLY ON ISSUE
THE COMPANY MAKES THIS OFFER TO ACQUIRE YOUR NVFAL SHARES FOR CASH OR SHARE CONSIDERATION:
CASH OFFER OF $10.00 PER NVFAL SHARE
SHARE OFFER OF 9 SHARES IN THE COMPANY FOR EVERY 10 NVFAL SHARES HELD BY YOU.
The Company is pleased to provide this Bidder's Statement which contains an Offer to acquire all of your ordinary
shares in NVFAL.

PURPOSE OF THE OFFER
The Company’s objective is for it to become the ultimate beneficial owner of 100% of the issued share capital of
NVFAL. However, subject to the satisfaction of all the Conditions of this Offer, it will proceed if a sufficient number
of NVFAL shareholders accept the Offer which result in the Company (together with its Associates) having a Relevant
Interest in 80% or more of the total issued share capital of NVFAL.
The Company provides this Bidder's Statement to formally make the Offer, and to provide you with information to
assist you to decide whether or not to accept this Offer.
In the event that a sufficient number of NVFAL shareholders accept the Offer which results in the Company
(together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of NVFAL Shares, the Company intends to
compulsorily acquire the remaining NVFAL Shares on the same terms as the Offer.

BENEFITS OF ACCEPTING THE OFFER
In the opinion of the Directors of the Company, the consolidation of NVFAL with the Company will enable both
companies to:






benefit from economies of scale
rationalise expenses, especially vineyard management and infrastructure upgrade expenses
better leverage the benefits of being part of the broader FABAL Group
better service their portfolio of customers through a wider offering of grape varieties from diversified
regions
better navigate through the risks and challenges of the wine industry in general, including the impacts of
the Chinese government’s decision to punitively tax Australian wine.

The Offer has been structured so that each shareholder of NVFAL (other than Ineligible Foreign Shareholders, please
refer to Section 5.8.2 of this Bidder’s Statement) can choose between:




accepting the Cash Offer of $10.00 for each of their NVFAL Shares
accepting the Share Offer to be issued 9 Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares, thereby becoming a
shareholder in the Company or
accepting a combination of the Cash Offer and the Share Offer.

There is no cap on the total number of NVFAL Shares that can be acquired under the Cash Offer.
NVFAL Shareholders who choose to accept the Cash Offer should note that the consideration for the Cash Offer
represents the same price as has been transacted in NVFAL Shares prior to the Offer Date. The NVFAL OTC
transactions implemented between 30 August 2019 and 26 May 2021 were completed at $10.00 per share.
The Cash Offer represents a discount of approximately 35.6% of the NAV of NVFAL Shares as at 30 June 2021, which
was $15.52 per share, and a discount of approximately 33.5% of the NAV of NVFAL Shares as at 31 December 2021,
which was $15.03 per share.
The Company issued additional shares between 30 June and 30 September 2021 and currently has 1,210,000
ordinary shares in issue (please refer to page 27 for details). Taking those additional shares into account, the NAV
of the Company as at 31 December 2021, was $18.01 per Company Share.
Based on the audited financial statements at 30 June 2021 of NVFAL and the reviewed financial statements of the
Company for 30 June 2021, the consideration for the Share Offer ascribes a NAV of $15.52 per NVFAL Share
compared to NAV of $18.29 per Company Share (a premium of 6.02%).
Bidders Statement from Food And Beverage Australia Limited to National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited
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Based on the audited half year financial statements at 31 December 2021 of NVFAL and the Company respectively,
the consideration for the Share Offer ascribes a NAV of $15.03 per NVFAL Share compared to NAV of $18.01 per
Company Share (a premium of approximately 7.87%).
Please note that the NAV of the Company Shares as stated above is based on its historical financial statements, and
does not take into account the impact that the success of the Offer will have on that NAV, nor does it take into
account the concurrent MEL Offer (see below). NVFAL will be arranging an Independent Expert’s Report which will
express an opinion of the fairness and reasonableness of the Offer and the values being ascribed to the shares in
both the Company and NVFAL, which will be provided to you as part of NVFAL’s Target Statement to be issued by
NVFAL in response to this Bidder’s Statement.
The Independent NVFAL Directors will give their recommendation to NVFAL Shareholders whether to accept the
Offer in the Target’s Statement Proposal. The other NVFAL Affiliated Directors who are also directors of the
Company will not provide a recommendation in the Target’s Statement due to their conflicts of interest.

TAX IMPLICATIONS OF THE OFFER
NVFAL Shareholders should note that if the Company’s Offer is successful, then capital gains tax (“CGT”) roll‐over
relief may be available to you, which may allow you to defer CGT liability to a later date. (Please refer to Sections
8.2 and 8.3 for further details and consult your tax adviser for advice on your own individual circumstances).

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THE OFFER AND BEING A SHAREHOLDER IN THE BROADER FABAL GROUP
The Directors of the Company reasonably believe that some of the benefits of accepting the Offer include:


the immediate liquidity that is offered to NVFAL shareholders seeking to exit by accepting the Cash Offer. The
Cash Offer of $10.00 per share represents no premium to the most recent share price transactions in NVFAL at
$10.00



those shareholders wishing to remain invested in the Australian wine industry can accept the Share Offer,
priced at a 7.87% premium to the Company’s NAV as at 31 December 2021; and



receiving the benefit of NVFAL’s full NAV and benefit from the enhanced leverage and diversification of the
expanded organisation as a shareholder of the Company (please refer to Table A on pages 8 and 9).

The key potential benefits of being part of the broader FABAL Group are summarised in Table A at the end of our
letter.

CONTEMPORANEOUS MEL OFFER
FABAL Investments currently owns approximately 31.63% of the issued share capital of Marandoo Estate Limited
(“MEL”).
An off‐market takeover offer for the MEL Shares has been made on the same date as this Offer (the “MEL Offer”)
and, if successful, would result in the Company (together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest in MEL of
between 90% and 100%. MEL owns 2 vineyards with approximately 292‐hectares of planted vines in Langhorne
Creek all of which is planted to premium cool climate wine grapes.
A summary of the terms of the MEL Offer is provided in Section 2B, and the preference of the Company is to
ultimately own 100% of the MEL Shares together with its Associates. The MEL Offer is conditional upon the
Company (together with its Associates) acquiring a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of the total issued share capital
in MEL.

COMBINED GROUP INCLUDING COMPANY, MEL AND NVFAL
If, at the end of the Offer Period and MEL Offer period, there is 100% acceptance for both the Offer and the MEL
Offer, the combined group would have significant assets, diversification and balance sheet strength.
Based upon the individual audited half year financial statements of the Company as at 31 December 2021, the
abridged financial statements of MEL as at 31 December 2021 and the audited half year financial statements of
NVFAL as at 31 December 2021, the indicative balance sheet disclosed in Table C at the end of this letter would
reflect the combined balance sheet for the merged companies as at 31 December 2021, if the following assumptions
have occurred by that date:
a.

acceptance by 50% of the NVFAL shareholders of the Cash Offer and 50% of NVFAL shareholders of the Share
Offer, and

b.

acceptance by 50% of MEL Shareholders of the MEL Cash Offer and 50% of MEL Shareholders of the MEL Share
Offer, and

c.

costs, taxes and stamp duty associated with the acquisitions of MEL Shares and NVFAL Shares being included,
and

d.

financing of the full amount of the Cash Consideration and the MEL Cash Consideration through the
Transaction Facility with National Australia Bank as described in Section 6.
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TABLE A
NVFAL OFFER
The key potential benefits for NVFAL Shareholders of being part of the broader FABAL Group are summarised in
the table below. It should be noted that there are risks associated with accepting the Share Offer and being part
of the broader FABAL Group. Please refer to Section 7 Risks and Risk Factors for details of those risks.
Geographical location of Vineyards

Agribusiness Scope

NVFAL Standalone

As part of the Company

 Diversified exposure to six geographical
regions including Barossa Valley, Clare
Valley, Heathcote, Langhorne Creek,
Margaret River and Padthaway
 Reduced risk of agricultural failure due to
geographic spread of Estates across three
states and six GIs
 Growing and selling of grapes
 Ownership of water licences and assets
 Selling of bulk wine

 Diversified exposure to seven geographic
regions including the premium regions of
Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale










Agri‐tourism Scope

 No current opportunities or activities
 Owner jointly with MEL of a cellar door
facility at Langhorne Creek







Business Model

Access to Customers
Dividend Track record

 Farming / price taking business model
from sale of grapes
 Vertically integrated branded business
model with value‐added proposition
through the Project Wine JV
 Risk of volatile grape prices for a single
region is mitigated by operating in 6
diverse GIs across Australia
 Ability to secure grape sale contracts as
part of a large, diversified pool with a
broader customer base
 Five dividends paid in the last 10 years,
including the 8.0 cent fully franked
dividend paid in October 2021

Vineyard Management

 Contracted to FABAL Operations for an
annual management fee, requiring
sufficient cash flow to maintain

Water Security

 Owns water licences and assets for each of
the Estates
 Reduced risks and uncertainties relating to
future water requirements
 Dependent on annual leasing of water for
between 20‐35% of requirements.
 High risks and uncertainties relating to
future water requirements, requiring a
new pipeline or the purchase of additional
water licence(s) (see Sections 2.7.2 and
7.1.2.3).




Growing of grapes
Management of over 20 vineyards
Sale of branded wine – Vineyard Road
Water distribution business, and
ownership of water licences and assets
Production and operation of an artisan
chocolate business in the Barossa Valley
and Langhorne Creek
Production and operation of a natural
skincare business in the Barossa Valley
and Langhorne Creek
Potential for further business
diversification and enhancement
Operation of Vineyard Road cellar doors
in the Barossa Valley, Langhorne Creek
and Adelaide
Operation of specialty cafés in the
Barossa Valley and Langhorne Creek
Agri‐tourism retail shops in chocolate and
skincare in the Barossa Velley
Agri‐tourism retail shops in chocolate and
skincare in Langhorne Creek
Vertically integrated branded business
model with value‐added proposition
Potentially higher margins and enhanced
returns on capital

 Enhanced ability to secure grape sale
contracts as part of a larger diversified
pool with a broader customer base
 Dividend policy with the intention to pay
fully franked dividends on a semi‐annual
basis, with a consistent 25‐year track
record, subject to the requirements of
the Corporations Act, business
performance and the uncertainties of the
agribusiness industry in general
 Owns FABAL Operations, which also
manages over 20 vineyards
 Owns 50% of water distribution business
in Langhorne Creek
 Owns water licenses and assets
 Reduced risks and uncertainties relating to
future water requirements
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Liquidity of Shares

 Unlisted and illiquid investments
 Most recent OTC transactions have been
at $10.00, representing 66.5% of NAV as at
31 December 2021 or a discount of 33.5%

Expenses and Cash Flow

 Ongoing cash‐flow requirements to pay
expenses (including management fees to
FABAL Operations)
 Ongoing cash requirements to make
capital
investments
to
maintain
infrastructure to required standards
 Ongoing cash flow requirements to effect
renewal of plant & equipment at NVFAL
 Inefficiency of dedicated resources not
fully utilised

Market Value

 Reliance on the FABAL Group and other
managed entities for contracted vineyard
management and access to water
 Sale value of assets likely to be discounted
as a result of these dependencies
 FABAL Operations currently provides
services to other managed entities in
addition to NVFAL, which can potentially
give rise to challenges in prioritising clients
and create actual or perceived conflicts of
interest
 The FABAL Group companies and
Associates of the Company currently hold
61.99% of the shares in NVFAL
Ongoing exposure to business risks and
uncertainties impacting the value of the
business and the NVFAL Shares
 diversity of exposure to six GIs
 cash and capital requirements
 dependencies on the broader FABAL
Group
for
contracted
vineyard
management and access to water
 under‐utilisation of assets and resources

Further Alignment of Interests

Overall Risk Profile

 The Cash Offer gives you an opportunity to
dispose of your NVFAL Shares for $10.00
per share in a single transaction
 The Share Offer allows you to receive 9
Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL
Shares you own. Being a larger business
and broader shareholder base, enhanced
opportunities for OTC share transactions
 Most recent share transactions have been
at $9.25, representing 51.4% of NAV as at
31 December 2021 or a discount of 48.6%
 Subject to future performance of the
business, and the macro‐economic
conditions at the relevant time, there is
the potential to list its shares on a
reputable stock exchange, or seek other
liquidity event such as a trade sale
 Stronger financial base to fund upgrade
and maintenance of infrastructure
 Ability to fully deploy and leverage assets
and resources across a broader business
base
 Enhanced economies of scale in relation to
(amongst
other
things)
general
administration and the unavoidable costs
associated with the preparation and filing
of audited financial statements, tax
reporting and corporate governance (See
Section 3)
 Renewal of plant & equipment for
vineyard operations at Company & NVFAL
 Potential to enhance value of assets as a
result of being part of a larger pool which
leverages the broader asset and resource
base
 Pooling of assets in the broader
organisation
reduces
prioritisation
challenges and enhances the ability to
leverage business opportunities
 Actual and perceived conflicts of interest
are removed
 100% ownership of NVFAL will align
interests of NVFAL, FABAL Operations and
other relevant stakeholders
 Consolidation into the broader FABAL
Group benefits from economies of scale,
greater business leverage, enhanced asset
values and the backing of a stronger
balance sheet
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TABLE B
POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF BOTH MEL AND NVFAL OFFERS BEING ACCEPTED
The key potential benefits of being part of the broader FABAL Group as a shareholder of the Company if both this
Offer and the MEL Offer are completed are summarised in the table below. It should be noted that there are risks
associated with accepting the Share Offer and being part of the broader FABAL Group. Please refer to Section 7
Risks and Risk Factors for details of those risks.
MEL Standalone

NVFAL Standalone

As part of the Company

 Exposure to a single region –
Langhorne Creek
 Risk of agricultural failure of two
separate vineyards in one region
in the course of one cycle

 Diversified exposure to six
geographical regions including
Barossa Valley, Clare Valley,
Heathcote, Langhorne Creek,
Margaret River and Padthaway

Agribusiness Scope

 Growing and selling of grapes
 Ownership of water licences and
assets
 Selling of bulk wine

 Reduced risk of agricultural
failure due to geographic spread
of Estates across three states and
six GIs
 Growing and selling of grapes
 Ownership of water licences and
assets
 Selling of bulk wine

Agri‐tourism Scope

 Operation of a bed & breakfast
facility at Langhorne Creek
 Owner jointly with NVFAL of a
cellar door facility at Langhorne
Creek

 No current opportunities or
activities
 Owner of cellar door facility jointly
with MEL at Langhorne Creek

 Operation of Vineyard Road cellar
doors in the Barossa Valley, Langhorne
Creek and Adelaide
 Operation of specialty cafés in the
Barossa Valley and Langhorne Creek
 Agri‐tourism retail shops in chocolate
and skincare in the Barossa Valley
 Agri‐tourism retail shops in chocolate
and skincare in Langhorne Creek

Business Model

 Farming / price taking business
model from sale of grapes
 Vertically integrated branded
business model with value‐added
proposition through the Project
Wine JV

 Farming / price taking business
model from sale of grapes
 Vertically integrated branded
business model with value‐added
proposition through the Project
Wine JV
Risk of volatile grape prices for a
single region is mitigated by
operating in 6 diverse GIs across
Australia
 Ability to secure grape sale
contracts as part of a large,
diversified pool with a broader
customer base

 Vertically integrated branded business
model with value‐added proposition
 Potentially higher margins and
enhanced returns on capital

Geographical
location of
Vineyards

 Risk of volatile grape prices for a
single region

Access to Customers

 Challenges involved in securing
grape sale contracts from a single
region

Dividend Track
record

 Two dividends paid in the last 10
years, including the 5.0 cent fully
franked dividend paid in October
2021



Vineyard
Management

 Contracted to FABAL Operations
for an annual management fee,
requiring sufficient cash flow to
maintain



Water Security

 Dependent on annual leasing of
water for between 30‐50% of
requirements.
 High risks and uncertainties
relating
to
future
water
requirements, requiring a new
pipeline or the purchase of

Five dividends paid in the last 10
years, including the 8.0 cent fully
franked dividend paid in October
2021

Contracted to FABAL Operations
for an annual management fee,
requiring sufficient cash flow to
maintain
 Owns water licences and assets for
each of the Estates
 Reduced risks and uncertainties
relating
to
future
water
requirements

 Diversified exposure to 7 geographic
regions including the premium regions
of Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale






Growing of grapes
Management of over 20 vineyards
Sale of branded wine – Vineyard Road
Water distribution business, and
ownership of water licences and assets
 Production and operation of an artisan
chocolate business in the Barossa
Valley
 Production and operation of a natural
skincare business in the Barossa Valley
 Potential for further business
diversification and enhancement

 Enhanced ability to secure grape sale
contracts as part of an even larger
diversified pool with a broader
customer base
 Dividend policy with the intention to pay
fully franked dividends on a semi‐annual
basis, with a consistent 25‐year track
record, subject to requirements of the
Corporations Act, business performance
and the uncertainties of the agribusiness
industry in general
 Owns FABAL Operations, which also
manages over 20 vineyards, 10 of which
are MEL and NVFAL vineyards
 Owns 50% of water distribution business
in Langhorne Creek
 Owns water licenses and assets
 Reduced risks and uncertainties relating
to future water requirements
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additional water licence(s) see
Sections 2B.5.2 and 7.1.2.3).

 Dependent on annual leasing of
water for between 20‐35% of
requirements.

Liquidity of Shares

 Unlisted and illiquid
 Most recent OTC transactions have
been at $1.00, representing 23.0%
of NAV as at 30 June 2021 or a
discount of 77.0%

 High risks and uncertainties
relating
to
future
water
requirements, requiring a new
pipeline or the purchase of
additional water licence(s) (See
Sections 2.7 and 7.1.2.3).
 Unlisted and illiquid investments
 Most recent OTC transactions
have been at $10.00, representing
66.5% of NAV as at 31 December
2021 or a discount of 33.5%

Expenses and Cash
Flow

 Ongoing cash‐flow requirements
to pay expenses (including
management fees to FABAL
Operations)
 Ongoing cash requirements to
make capital investments to
maintain infrastructure to
required standards
 Ongoing cash flow requirements
to effect renewal of plant &
equipment at MEL
 Inefficiency of dedicated
resources not fully utilised


 Ongoing cash‐flow requirements
to pay expenses (including
management fees to FABAL
Operations)
 Ongoing cash requirements to
make capital investments to
maintain infrastructure to
required standards
 Ongoing cash flow requirements
to effect renewal of plant &
equipment at NVFAL
 Inefficiency of dedicated
resources not fully utilised


 Stronger financial base to fund upgrade
and maintenance of infrastructure
 Ability to fully deploy and leverage
assets and resources across a broader
business base
 Enhanced economies of scale in relation
to (amongst other things) general
administration and the unavoidable
costs associated with the preparation
and filing of audited financial
statements.,
tax
reporting
and
corporate governance (See Section 3)
 Renewal of plant & equipment for
vineyard operations at Company & MEL

Market Value

 Reliance on the FABAL Group and
other managed entities for
contracted vineyard management
and access to water
 Sale value of assets likely to be
discounted as a result of these
dependencies
 FABAL
Operations
currently
provides services to other
managed entities in addition to
MEL, which can potentially give
rise to challenges in prioritising
clients and create actual or
perceived conflicts of interest
 FABAL Group companies and
Associates of the Company
currently hold 51.68% of the share
capital of MEL
Ongoing exposure to business risks
and uncertainties impacting the value
of the business and the MEL Shares

 Reliance on the FABAL Group and
other managed entities for
contracted vineyard management
and access to water
 Sale value of assets likely to be
discounted as a result of these
dependencies
 FABAL
Operations
currently
provides services to other
managed entities in addition to
NVFAL, which can potentially give
rise to challenges in prioritising
clients and create actual or
perceived conflicts of interest
 FABAL Group companies and
Associates of the Company
currently hold 61.99% of the
shares in NVFAL
Ongoing exposure to business risks
and uncertainties impacting the value
of the business and the NVFAL Shares

 Potential to enhance value of assets as a
result of being part of a larger pool
which leverages the broader asset and
resource base

 cash and capital requirements
 exposure to a single wine region
geography
 dependencies on the broader
FABAL Group for contracted
vineyard management and access
to water
under‐utilisation of assets and
resources

 cash and capital requirements
 exposure to several wine region
geographies
 dependencies on the broader
FABAL Group for contracted
vineyard management
 under‐utilisation of assets and
resources

Further Alignment
of Interests

Overall Risk Profile

 The Cash Offer gives you an opportunity
to dispose of your NVFAL Shares for
$10.00 per share in a single transaction
 The Share Offer allows you to receive 9
Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL
Shares you own. Being a larger business
and broader shareholder base, holding
Company Shares may provide you with
enhanced opportunities for OTC share
transactions
 Most recent share transactions have
been at $9.25, representing 51.4% of
NAV as at 31 December 2021 or a
discount of 48.6%

 Pooling of assets in the broader
organisation reduces prioritisation
challenges and enhances the ability to
leverage business opportunities
 Actual and perceived conflicts of interest
are removed
 100% ownership of MEL and NVFAL will
align interests of MEL, NVFAL, FABAL
Operations
and
other
relevant
stakeholders
 Consolidation into the broader FABAL
Group benefits from economies of scale,
greater business leverage, enhanced
asset values and the backing of a
stronger balance sheet
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TABLE C
INDICATIVE BALANCE SHEET OF COMBINED FABAL, MEL AND NVFAL AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021
If, at the end of the Offer Period and the MEL Offer period, there is 100% acceptance for both the Offer and the
MEL Offer, the following indicative balance sheet would reflect the combined balance sheet for the merged
companies as at 31 December 2021, based upon the assumptions previously described on pages 6 and 7 of this
Bidder’s Statement under the heading “Combined Group including Company, MEL and NVFAL” having occurred at
that date.

FABAL, MARANDOO ESTATE & NATIONAL VINEYARD FUND
Consolidated
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Adjusted Financials for 31 December 2021
Balance Sheet
Audited

Unaudited

Audited

Unaudited

FABAL

MEL

NVFAL

6 months
ended 31
December
2021

6 months
ended 31
December
2021

6 months
ended 31
December
2021

Consolidated
Group
6 months
ended 31
December
2021

ASSETS
Ca s h

$

275,812

$

60,534

$

14,672

$

351,018

Tra de & Other Debtors

$

1,906,176

$

602,249

$

639,282

$

3,147,707

Inventory & Other

$

1,683,750

$

1,791,157

$

3,092,374

Fi na nci a l As s ets

$

3,054,607

$

2,131,868

$

5,836,367

‐

$

6,567,281

$

2,992,985

Property, Pl a nt & Equi pment

$

$ 18,350,028

$ 42,590,940

$ 64,922,555

Inves tments

$ 19,997,729

$

442,708

$

2,285,342

$

3,421,881

Deferred Ta x As s ets + Inta ngi bl es

$

$

700,605

$

1,136,126

$

2,097,868

Total Assets

261,137

$ 33,015,578

$ 24,079,149

$ 49,758,736

$ 83,501,295

Tra de & Other Credi tors

$

892,272

$

415,744

$

681,955

$

1,989,971

Lea s es – Current

$

704,251

$

145,080

$

225,717

$

1,075,048

Provi s i ons

$

925,869

$

286,348

$

290,327

$

1,502,544

Lea s es ‐Non‐current

$

1,042,236

$

320,669

$

$

1,362,905

Loa n – Non‐Current

$

3,510,000

$

7,105,000

$

8,234,356

$ 27,719,582

Deferred Ta x Li a bi l i ti es

$

4,147,039

$

3,037,609

$

6,514,516

$

LIABILITIES

‐

8,843,860

Total Liabilities

$ 11,221,667

$ 11,310,450

$ 15,946,871

$ 42,493,909

Net Assets

$ 21,793,911

$ 12,768,699

$ 33,811,865

$ 41,007,386

Is s ued Sha res

$

$

3,790,390

$ 18,768,132

$ 14,215,354

Res erves

$ 12,229,699

$ 13,085,259

$ 19,502,730

$

Reta i ned Ea rni ngs

$

$ (3,541,719) $ (3,339,872)

Current Ea rni ngs

$

EQUITY

Total Equity

2,331,792
7,646,916

(414,496) $

$ 21,793,911

(565,231) $ (1,119,125)

$ 12,768,699

$ 33,811,865
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HOW TO ACCEPT THE OFFER
Acceptance must be received by the Company before the end of the Offer Period and is subject to the terms of the
Offer and the Conditions described in Section 5.
To accept the Offer, please complete the attached Acceptance Form in accordance with the instructions on it and
return it by any of the methods described on the Acceptance Form.

Bidders Statement from Food And Beverage Australia Limited to National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited
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SUMMARY OF THE OFFER AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This summary below provides an overview of the Offer and is qualified by the detailed information contained in this
Bidder’s Statement. You should read this Bidder’s Statement in full before deciding whether to accept the Offer.
What is the Offer?

Who is making the Offer?
Why have I received the Offer?

When does the Offer open?
When does the Offer close?

What are the conditions of the Offer?

Offer Consideration

The Company is offering to acquire all your NVFAL Shares by way of a
conditional off–market takeover bid.
There are three choices you may make if you wish to accept the Offer:
a.
If you accept the Cash Offer, you will be paid $10.00 in cash for
each of your NVFAL Shares
b. If you accept the Share Offer, you will be issued with 9 fully paid
ordinary shares in the Company for every 10 NVFAL Shares that
you own, rounded up to the nearest whole number of Company
Shares
c.
If you partially accept the Cash Offer and partially accept the Share
Offer, you will receive a combination of:
a.
$10.00 cash per NVFAL Share, and
b. 9 Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares that you own,
rounded up to the nearest whole number of Company
Shares.
There is no cap on the total number of NVFAL Shares that can accept the
Cash Offer.
If you accept the Offer but do not make an election in the Acceptance
Form as to form of the Offer Consideration you wish to receive, or you
make an invalid election, you will be deemed to have accepted the Share
Offer in full for all of your NVFAL Shares.
If you accept the Offer, you must do so for all of your NVFAL Shares – it
cannot be partially accepted for only some of your NVFAL Shares.
The Offer is subject to the terms and Conditions described in Section 5.
Food And Beverage Australia Limited (ACN 008 197 206), referred to in
this Bidder’s Statement as the Company
The Company has sent the Bidder’s Statement to you because you are
recorded as a NVFAL Shareholder on the Register.
It sets out the terms of the Offer to acquire your NVFAL Shares and
provides information that is relevant to your decision as to whether to
accept or reject the Offer.
You may wish to consult your legal, financial (licensed AFSL holder) or
other professional adviser(s) concerning the content and implications of
this Bidder’s Statement.
The Offer is open on and from 25 April 2022.
The Offer is scheduled to close at 5:00PM (ACST) on 31 May 2022, unless
extended or withdrawn. You should note that the Offer Period can be
extended by the Company as permitted by the Corporations Act. (Please
refer to Section 5 for further details).
The Offer is conditional upon the Company (together with its Associates)
acquiring a Relevant Interest in 80% or more of the total issued share
capital in NVFAL.
The Offer is also subject to the other Conditions described in Section 5.
The Offer Consideration for your NVFAL Shares will depend on whether
you elect to accept the Cash Offer or the Share Offer, and is:
a.
$10.00 per share in cash for each NVFAL Share
b. 9 Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares, or
c.
a combination of both.
There is no cap on the total number of NVFAL Shares that can accept the
Cash Offer.

If you accept the Offer but do not make an election in the Acceptance
Form as to form of the Offer Consideration you wish to receive, you will
be deemed to have accepted the Share Offer in full for all of your NVFAL
Shares.
If you accept the Offer, you must do so for all of your NVFAL Shares – it
cannot be partially accepted for only some of your NVFAL Shares.
The Company will not be increasing the Offer Consideration during the
Offer Period, in the absence of a Competing NVFAL Proposal.
Bidders Statement from Food And Beverage Australia Limited to National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited
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What if I am an Ineligible Foreign
Shareholder?

How do I accept the Offer?

If I accept the Offer, when will I receive
the Offer Consideration?

What are the tax implications of
acceptance?

Do I pay brokerage or stamp duty if I
accept?

What happens if I do not accept?

Withdrawal of Offer

What if I require further information?

Ineligible Foreign Shareholders can accept the Cash Offer.
If you are an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder who elects or is deemed to
have elected to accept the Share Offer, the Company will issue the
Company Shares to which you would otherwise be entitled, to a
nominee appointed by the Company. The Nominee will:
 offer for sale those Company Shares as soon as practicable
following processing of your valid acceptance of the Share Offer,
or otherwise in the manner and at the price and on other terms as
are determined by the Nominee; and
 pay to that Ineligible Shareholder the net proceeds received (after
deducting the appliable brokerage and sale expenses).
If this occurs, it may take longer for an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder to
receive its sale proceeds, and it may receive less sale proceeds, than if
the Ineligible Foreign Shareholder accepted the Cash Offer.
Please refer to Section 5.8.2 of this Bidder’s Statement for further
details.
The Offer can only be accepted by agreeing to transfer all of your NVFAL
Shares to the Company before the end of the Offer Period. To do this,
you will need to complete the Acceptance Form.
Further information on how to accept the Offer is set out in Section 5 of
this Bidder's Statement.
If you accept the Offer in accordance with the instructions contained in
the Offer and the Acceptance Form, you will receive the Offer
Consideration within the earlier of:
 1 month of accepting the Offer or, if the Offer was subject to a
defeating condition when you accepted the Offer, 1 month after
the date that the Offer becomes, or is declared, unconditional;
and
 21 days after the end of the Offer Period.
You should consult your financial, tax or other professional adviser on
the tax implications of acceptance. However, Section 8 contains a
general summary of the likely Australian tax consequences for
shareholders who accept the Offer.
Brokerage fees will not be payable on any transaction resulting from the
acceptance of the Offer.
No stamp duty or GST will be payable by you in relation to the transfer
of your NVFAL Shares pursuant to the Offer. Please refer to Section
5.11, which confirms that all stamp duty will be paid by the Company.
If you do not accept the Offer you will continue to hold your NVFAL
Shares.
However, if the Company becomes entitled to compulsorily acquire
your NVFAL Shares, it intends to do so. If this occurs, you will receive a
combination of $10.00 in cash for each NVFAL Share that you own or
receive nine Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares that you own,
rounded up to the nearest whole number of Company Shares. If you do
not make an election, you will be paid $10.00 in cash for each NVFAL
Share you own at the end of the compulsory acquisition process.
However, if compulsory acquisition occurs, you will receive the Offer
Consideration later than NVFAL Shareholders who choose to accept the
Offer.
Please see Section 3.3 of this Bidder's Statement for further information
in this regard.
The Company may withdraw the Offer in respect of any unaccepted
Offers with the written consent of ASIC, and subject to the conditions (if
any) specified in such consent.
If you have any questions in relation to the Offer, please call the
Company on:
1‐300‐FABAL‐1 (1‐300‐322‐251),
(08) 8132 5500 (within Australia) or
+61 8 8132 5500 (outside Australia)
between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (ACST).
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What are the risks associated with
accepting the Share Offer

In accepting the Share Offer and being part of the broader FABAL Group
as a shareholder of the Company, there are associated risks which
should be considered. Please see Section 7 Risks and Risk Factors of
this Bidder’s Statement for further information in this regard.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF ACCEPTING THE OFFER
There are several potential benefits of accepting the Offer. The decision to accept either the Cash Offer or the
Share Offer or a combination of the two will depend on your own individual circumstances and preferences. Please
also refer to the Risks and Risk Factors described in Section 7.
1.

Basis of Valuations and Assumptions
According to the latest audited half year financial statements of NVFAL and the Company, both as at 31
December 2021:
• NVFAL Shares had an NAV of $15.03 each, and
• the Company Shares had an NAV of $18.10 each.
These values take into account a number of changes impacting upon the valuation of both NVFAL Shares and
the Company Shares, which are summarised below:
The following changes made to the Company’s capital structure in the preceding 9 months (since 30 June
2021):
 all the 100,000 preference shares have been converted to 100,000 ordinary shares, so that there are now
no preference shares on issue
 an additional 56,140 ordinary shares have been issued under a one‐off dividend reinvestment plan,
 an additional 3,860 ordinary shares have been issued to staff and directors, and
 a further 50,000 ordinary shares have been issued as part of an agreement to terminate the Company’s
internal shareholders agreement.
The effect of these changes is that the Company’s capital now consists of 1,210,000 ordinary shares. This
represents an NAV equivalent to $18.01 per Share based on the 31 December 2021 half year audited financial
statements (prior to the additional share issues the NAV was $20.30).
The Company has been advised that at the same time, NVFAL’s audited half year financial statements as at 31
December 2021 suggest that its NAV has fallen by $0.49 cents per share due to the nature of the timing of its
income receipts in March/April of each year, and the payment of a dividend of $0.08 cents per share.
The Company’s audited financial statements as at 31 December 2021 suggest that its NAV has fallen by $2.28
per share after the payment of total dividends of $0.40 cents for each ordinary share and 8.0 cents per
preference share (as declared before the conversion of those preference shares into ordinary shares on 24
September 2021).
Taking these changes into account, the Offer is made using NAV calculations based on the 31 December 2021
audited half year financial statements of NVFAL and the Company, being:
• $15.03 per share for NVFAL Shares, and
• $18.01 per share for Company Shares.
Please note that this NAV for the Company Shares is based on its historical financial statements and does not
take into account the impact that the success of the Offer or of the MEL Offer will have on the Company’s NAV.
You are advised to refer to the Independent Expert’s Report in the Target’s Statement to be issued by NVFAL
in response to this Bidder’s Statement.

2.

The Cash Offer represents a fair value compared to the recent price paid for NVFAL Shares
While the Cash Offer is at a nil discount to the value of NVFAL Shares sold prior to the Offer Date it takes into
account the payment of the NVFAL annual dividend on 24 October 2021, the illiquidity of the NVFAL Shares
and the recent market evidence affecting the Australian wine industry.
The Company believes that four sales of NVFAL Shares have been recorded since December 2018. At $10.00
per share, these sales represent only 0.2% of NVFAL Shares. The last sale was on 1 June 2021 for approximately
1,580 NVFAL Shares. The OTC sales price of NVFAL Shares over the past 35 months has been $10.00 per share.
There have been four transactions at this price since 1 December 2018.
On the basis of the $15.03 NAV of NVFAL Shares as at 31 December 2021, the Cash Offer represents
approximately 66.53% of NAV.

3.

The Share Offer represents an uplift in the recent price paid for NVFAL Shares
Based on the 31 December 2021 NAV described above, ten NVFAL Shares are valued at $150.30 ($15.03 * 10),
and nine Company Shares are valued at $162.09 ($18.01 * 9).
The Share Offer therefore represents a premium of 7.84% to NVFAL’s NAV as at 31 December 2021.
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4.

While the Offer is conditional, the Conditions are not considered by the Directors to be onerous. However,
the Directors cannot predict if the Company (and its Associates) will have a Relevant Interest of 80% or
more as a result of acceptances under the Offer. While the Conditions must be met by the end of the Offer
Period, in the event that they are met prior to the end of the Offer Period, the share transfers and the
satisfaction of the Offer Consideration may be implemented before the end of the Offer Period.
The Offer is conditional upon:


the Company (together with its Associates) acquiring a Relevant Interest in 80% or more of the total
issued share capital in NVFAL, and



the other Conditions described in Section 5.

The Company (together with its Associates) is seeking to acquire a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of the
total issued share capital in NVFAL, so that it may compulsorily acquire the remaining NVFAL Shares. By doing
so, it can become the ultimate beneficial owner of 100% of the NVFAL Shares is so that it may consolidate all
the NVFAL operations into the broader FABAL Group, and enjoy the benefits outlined in the table shown on
pages 8 and 9 of this Bidder’s Statement.
Section 5 of this Bidder's Statement provides instructions on how you may accept the Offer.
5.

Liquidity of NVFAL Shares
The Offer provides you with an opportunity to dispose of all your NVFAL Shares in a single transaction at the
$10.00 price of the latest OTC transactions by accepting the Cash Offer.
If you accept the Cash Offer you will receive $10.00 per NVFAL share, equivalent to the last OTC transaction
value of $10.00 per share. It is important to note that over the past 35 months, the volume of NVFAL shares
traded at $10.00 was 0.20% of the total shares on issue and arose from 4 transactions.
If you accept the Share Offer you will receive Company Shares in exchange for your NVFAL Shares which
effectively values your NVFAL Shares at an 7.84% premium to its NAV of $15.03 per share.
While Company Shares are still illiquid by comparison to shares listed on the ASX or other recognised stock
exchanges, the broader shareholder base of the Company may potentially provide better opportunities for
OTC share transactions for Company Shares on an ongoing basis as compared to the liquidity of MEL Shares.

6.

Prospects of NVFAL as a stand‐alone business or a consolidated part of the broader FABAL Group
The comparisons of NVFAL’s future prospects as a stand‐alone business and as a consolidated part of the
broader FABAL Group are described in the table on pages 8 and 9 of this Bidder’s Statement. The benefits of
being a part of the FABAL Group are summarised as:

alignment of stakeholder interests, reducing actual and perceived conflicts of interest

expanded and diversified business scope, including vineyard management, production and sale of
branded wine, cellar door operations, water distribution, artisan chocolates business, skincare business,
and potential for further business development and expansion

potentially higher margins and enhanced return on capital through vertically integrated branded business
model with value‐added propositions

dividend policy to pay fully franked dividends on a semi‐annual basis, with a consistent 26‐year track
record since 1996. However, dividends must always be subject to business performance and the
uncertainties of the agribusiness and agri‐tourism industries in general

future potential to list its shares on a reputable stock exchange, or other liquidity event at fair market
value
marginally increase in the diversification of geographic regions by including McLaren Vale and expanding

/ improving further the spread within the GI of the Barossa Valley

benefits of investing in the more super premium wine regions of McLaren Vale to add further to the
significant presence in the Barossa Valley

enhanced water security to support vineyard operations

enhanced ability to secure grape sale contracts and broaden the customer base as part of a larger
diversified pool

enhanced economies of scale which reduce cash‐flow and capital requirements, backed by a stronger
financial base to fund the upgrade and maintenance of vineyard assets and core infrastructure

ability to fully deploy and leverage assets and resources across a broader business base

general reduction in the risks and uncertainties that could otherwise affect the future value of NVFAL’s
business and NVFAL Shares
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7.

Risks associated with being a minority shareholder in NVFAL
The Company, its subsidiaries and other Associates (in aggregate) have Voting Power in relation to
approximately 61.99% of NVFAL’s issued share capital as at the date of this Bidder's Statement.
Any further increase in that Voting Power by the Company its subsidiaries and other Associates (in aggregate)
in NVFAL, particularly a material increase, may result in the Company (together with its subsidiaries and
Associates) obtaining effective control of NVFAL.
The Company's intentions in these circumstances are set out in Section 3 of this Bidder's Statement.
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1. PROFILE OF THE COMPANY AND THE FABAL GROUP
1.1

OVERVIEW OF THE COMPANY AND THE FABAL GROUP
The Company making the Offer – Food And Beverage Australia Limited (ACN 008 197 206) (the “Company”)
– is the ultimate holding company of a number of 100% owned subsidiaries and other entities which are
collectively referred to in this Bidder’s Statement as the “FABAL Group”. All of the entities listed in the
diagram below are 100% owned.

Today, the FABAL Group is a diversified agribusiness and agri‐tourism group with a focus on the Australian
wine industry. Its core business remains in vineyard management, and it has developed a strong industry
reputation for its expertise and track record in this area.

It is also involved in related business lines and activities, including the production and sale of branded wine,
artisan chocolates and natural skincare products, as well as water infrastructure, life‐style accommodation,
management of agribusiness property and ventures, and financial investment in listed shares both in
Australia and internationally. Its equity interests in the “joint venture” businesses are shown in blue below,
and its minority equity investments in both MEL and NVFAL are shown in purple.

a.

Historical Business

Since the incorporation of the foundation company, Food Agribusiness & Beverages Australia Pty Ltd (“FABAL
F&B”), in 1982 (which is now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company) the FABAL Group has evolved over
time from being a small investor in listed securities, to a small commercial service provider, to a real estate
investor, and then to developing and managing premium agribusiness properties and assets in several
Australian states.
Since 1994, when it first entered the agribusiness space, the FABAL Group, principally through FABAL
Operations Pty Ltd (“FABAL Ops” or “FABAL Operations”), has developed and/or managed over 2,000
hectares of premium vineyards in 12 Australian wine regions, (each called a Geographical Indication or “GI”).
In addition to wine industry assets, it has also managed olive orchards, strawberry patches, cherry orchards,
avocado and citrus orchards and continues to work in specialist areas like capers.
Over the last 39 years, its principal focus has been in South Australia, Western Australia and Victoria, but it
has also managed and developed agribusiness ventures in New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania.
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Some of the key milestones in the Group’s journey to its current state are shown below.
1982

Foundation company incorporated ‐ Food Agribusiness & Beverages Australia Pty
Ltd (“FABAL F&B”) formerly known as C I Day Enterprises Pty Ltd and Food And
Beverage Australia Pty Ltd and Food And Beverage Australia Limited – to make
financial investments in listed shares

1982

FABAL F&B commenced small commercial business providing services to
television and radio enterprises

1985

FABAL Investments, as trustee, formerly known as C I Day Holdings Pty Ltd
commenced investing in real estate in Perth and Adelaide through the Peradel
Properties Unit Trust

1989

The Company, formerly known as The Day Corporation Pty Ltd and The FABAL
Group Pty Ltd, was created to merge C I Day Enterprises Pty Ltd, C I Day Holdings
Pty Ltd and C I Day Trading Pty Ltd into one merged group (“FABAL” or “the
Company”)

1994

FABAL Group commenced operations as agribusiness manager and invested
alongside each of the investors in its early prescribed interest schemes.

1995

FABAL Olives develops first olive orchard; now known as FABAL Operations and
involved in the core operating business for the FABAL Group

1998

FABAL Wines commenced a small wine business to produce wine for the
shareholders of the Company’s managed vineyard businesses

1999

FABAL Group created the first multi‐region investment vehicle in National
Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited and invested alongside each of the growers in
prescribed interests

1999

FABAL F&B converted to a public company to become a licensed responsible
entity for each of the previous several managed investments schemes (“MIS”)

2000 to
2008

Creation and fund raising by FABAL Group for six new MIS involved in viticulture
– NVFA‐2, NVFA‐3, NVFA‐4, NVFA‐5, HRVP‐1, HRVP‐2 each with a separate land‐
owning company.

2008

Creation and fund raising by FABAL F&B / others of Marathon Water pipeline

2008

Creation and fund raising by FABAL F&B / others for Tasmanian Premium Cherries
Project MIS

2009

Creation of Project Wine Joint Venture

2009

Acquire management of Timbercorp Avocado Projects (completed 2018)

2011‐14

Merger of MISs and respective land‐owning company to create HRVL, MEL,
NVFAL, KVL, NVFA3L and NVFA5L – Merger of NVFAL with NVFA2L and NVFA3L
with NVFA5L

2016

Opening of first retail operation at Langhorne Creek – Vineyard Road/Vasse Virgin
in small facility.

2017

First export operations – opening of Shanghai office

2018

Opening of Vasse Virgin @ Seppeltsfield – retail and production

2018

NVFAL acquisition and merger with HRVL and NVFA4L

2018

Purchase of shareholding in Project Wine

2019

Opening of Barossa Valley Chocolate Company – retail and production

2019

Development of Fleurieu Chocolate Company – at Vineyard Road Langhorne
Creek

2021

Export development of US market – appointment of distribution business

2021

Consolidation proposed of MEL, NVFAL and the Company

2021

5‐year Anniversary of Vineyard Road (and facilities)
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b.

Current Business

Today, the FABAL Group’s activities comprise a portfolio of diversified business operations participating in
several industry segments, all under the umbrella of its core theme of agribusiness and agri‐tourism. The key
businesses are summarised in the table below.
The Group also owns a portfolio of core assets, including 2 vineyard properties, and equity interests in several
other entities and agribusiness pursuits which own vineyard and other related assets (described in Section
1.1c. below). The FABAL Group’s investments in these assets are held by FABAL Investments in its capacity
as trustee of the Peradel Properties Unit Trust (“PPUT”), including its shareholdings in NVFAL and MEL.
Business

FABAL interest

Description

Vineyard Management
Services

FABAL Operations Pty
Ltd (FABAL Operations)

The core business of the FABAL Group is the vineyard management
services provided by FABAL Operations and other Company subsidiaries.
Over the last 26 years, together with FABAL F&B, it has successfully
developed and managed vineyards across key wine regions in South
Australia, New South Wales, Western Australia and Victoria. FABAL
Operations currently manages more than 20 vineyards for associated
managed entities, including MEL and NVFAL, as well as an extended
customer base of other groups and families. It enjoys strong brand
recognition and an industry reputation for having leading expertise in
viticulture management across Australia.

100% subsidiary of the
Company

Wine production and
sale

FABAL Wines Pty Ltd
(FABAL Wines)
100% subsidiary of the
Company

In 1998, FABAL Wines commenced a small wine business which has
enjoyed considerable growth since 2009. Today, it is an important
operating business for the FABAL Group, and its principal bottled wine
brand is Vineyard Road.
The Company does not own a winery but has a strategic alliance with
Project Wine (referred to as the Project Wine JV) to make, mature and
finish premium cool climate wines from its own vineyards and that of
the Company Associates. In 2018, the Company invested in Project
Wine and is currently a small shareholder of Project Wine.
Since 2016, FABAL Wines has operated the Vineyard Road branded
cellar door at Belvidere in the Langhorne Creek GI, and from 2019, the
Vineyard Road cellar door at Tanunda in the Barossa Valley GI. It also
operates a cellar door at the FABAL Group headquarters in the suburb
of Kent Town, in the city of Adelaide.
Between 2017 – 2020, the Company exported wine into China. This
commenced with bottled wine under the Vineyard Road label, and
subsequently expanded into other wine brands, including Lone Tree. It
also worked with several other customers to develop their wine brands
for their export requirements.
Most recently, in response to the onerous taxes imposed by the Chinese
authorities in 2020, FABAL Wines pivoted to exporting bulk wine to be
bottled locally in China, which is not currently subject to those taxes.
However, like many other Australian producers, it has encountered
several hurdles in being able to clear the bulk wine through Chinese
customs, and so the China export initiative is currently on hold pending
resolution of the application of the applicable Chinese regulations and
taxes, and reviewing the viability of the local commercial opportunities
and partner arrangements.
Nevertheless, through the work it has done to date, FABAL Wines has
established strong relationships with business partners in China and
plans to further expand its exports once the regulations become clearer,
and provided that the added cost of taxes and freight will make it
commercially viable for its partners to sell the wine in China at
competitive prices.
The Company has also commenced exporting its branded Vineyard Road
brand to the United States of America and has several leads into the
Scandinavian countries of northern Europe.
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Financial investments

FABAL Investments Pty
Ltd (FABAL
Investments) as trustee
for the Peradel
Properties Unit Trust
(PPUT)
FABAL Investments Pty
Ltd is a 100% subsidiary
of the Company
The Company is the sole
unitholder of the
Peradel Properties Unit
Trust

In 1985, FABAL Investments commenced its real estate business,
investing in real estate in Perth and Adelaide. It then reinvested its
profits in more real estate.
Since 1995, it has become the investment holding entity for the FABAL
Group. It now holds an investment portfolio in:
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

Managed Investments

Food Agribusiness &
Beverages Australia Pty
Ltd
(formerly Food And
Beverage Australia Pty
Ltd) (FABAL F&B)
100% subsidiary of the
Company

Advisory

FABAL Advisory Pty Ltd
(FABAL Advisory)
100% subsidiary of the
Company

Financing

Total Beverage Australia
Pty Ltd (TBA)
100% subsidiary of the
Company

Agri‐tourism

The FABAL Group
Joint Ventures
Marandoo Estate
Limited (MEL)
31.6% Managed Entity

listed Australian securities
listed US securities
unlisted shares in viticultural managed entities of the FABAL
Group, including MEL and NVFAL (the Company’s managed
entities)
unlisted shares in several joint ventures in:
a) skincare (see below)
b) chocolate (see below)
c)
cafés (see below)
d) water infrastructure (see below), and
e) water management
unlisted shares in 100% vineyard owing entities
a) VRE BV, and
b) VRE MV.

Running Managed Investment Schemes (“MIS”) was a core business of
the FABAL Group for over 20 years. This activity has been wound down
over the past 6 years after the conversion and transition of nearly 20
MIS into the Company’s managed entities, including MEL and NVFAL
along with their predecessors.
FABAL F&B voluntarily cancelled its AFSL (responsible entity) licence in
2019. There are no MIS in operation with FABAL Group today.
FABAL Advisory holds an AFSL, under which it has provided agribusiness
advice to several domestic and international wholesale clients in
relation to the wine, vineyard and other permanent planting markets.
FABAL Advisory has been a non‐core business of the FABAL Group for
the past nine years, and is currently inactive
In 1989, TBA commenced trading Australian listed shares and options.
It subsequently became a small lending company for the FABAL Group.
It was also a lender to a small number of participants in the MIS. This
business has been wound down since 2014 and is a very small part of
the FABAL Group. TBA is currently inactive
The operation of the cellar doors, chocolate ventures, cafés and skincare
in regional Australian tourism regions, mainly wine GIs, form the bases
of the FABAL Group’s agri‐tourism ventures – see below.
FABAL Operations has also managed the bed and breakfast facility on
Old Marandoo Estate for MEL since 2015. It provides this service as part
of the management fees earned from MEL.
The Company intends for the FABAL Group to make further investment
in tourism accommodation in wine GI regions. This will generally be
associated with vineyards or other agribusiness operated and/or owned
by members of the FABAL Group.

Production and retail
sale of artisan
chocolates

Chocolate Ventures
Australia Pty Ltd (CVA)
50% joint venture

Since 2019, the FABAL Group has been involved in artisan chocolate
operations through its 50% joint venture with Chocolatier Holdings Pty
Ltd. Its 3‐year‐old natural chocolatier business was founded in the
Barossa Valley in a state‐of‐the‐art facility co‐located on the VRE BV
property near Tanunda, in the Barossa Valley GI. The FABAL Group
operates 4 businesses at the Tanunda complex, including a retail artisan
chocolate facility, a large café, an ice‐creamery, and a cellar door which
showcases the Vineyard Road range of wines.
The FABAL Group also operates another chocolate retail shop in the
Vineyard Road cellar door in Langhorne Creek.

Retail sale of natural
skincare products

Natural Olive Oil
Skincare Australia Pty
Ltd
(NOOSA)
50% joint venture

Since 2016, the FABAL Group has been involved in the retail sale of
natural skincare products through its 50% joint venture with Vasse
Virgin Pty Ltd, a 25‐year‐old natural olive oil skincare business founded
in the southwest of Western Australia, and now principally based in
Margaret River.
The FABAL Group now operates the SA businesses of Vasse Virgin
located at Seppeltsfield in the Barossa Valley GI, and Belvidere in the
Langhorne Creek GI within the Vineyard Road cellar door.
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Water licence
investment

FABAL Agribusiness
Management Pty Ltd

Since 2003, the FABAL Group has invested in water licences to support
its agribusiness operations through its wholly owned subsidiary, FAM.

(FAM)

FAM earns a financial return each year from the leasing of these water
licences. It intends to continue to acquire additional water licences in
South Australia and elsewhere to expand this business. FAM’s ability to
access water entitlements benefits the FABAL Group and the vineyards
it manages by enhancing the critical water security required for vineyard
management.

100% subsidiary of the
Company

Water investment and
distribution

Marathon Water Pty Ltd
(Marathon Water)
50% joint venture

Since 2008, FAM has invested in water transportation pipelines through
its 50% joint venture in Marathon Water, in partnership with CMV
Farms Pty Ltd, a large Australian agribusiness group.
Today, Marathon Water owns the water pipeline business between
Wellington (on the River Murray in South Australia) and the Langhorne
Creek GI. The FABAL Group manage and operate Marathon Water. The
FABAL Group has also developed other water infrastructure over the
last 18 years in support of its vineyard management services for the
benefit of its customers.
Marathon Water leases transportation space in its pipeline to a number
of companies which provides tolling revenue to the FABAL Group. The
business is profitable and contributes a source of dividends to the
Company.
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c.

Vineyard Property Portfolio

Through a wholly owned subsidiary of FABAL Investments, Vineyard Road Estate Pty Ltd (“VRE”), the FABAL
Group currently owns vineyard properties in Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale totalling 37 hectares.
It also has substantial equity interests in MEL and NVFAL, which it has held over the past 22 years.



MEL is the owner of two vineyards in the Langhorne Creek GI which are managed by FABAL
Operations. For more information on MEL please refer to Section 2B.
NVFAL is the owner of 8 vineyards spread across 6 GIs in premium wine regions located in South
Australia, Victoria and Western Australia, all of which are managed by FABAL Operations. For more
information on NVFAL, please refer to Section 2.

Today in total, the FABAL Group owns, manages and operates over 20 vineyard properties covering 1,500
hectares of planted vines, each with its own operating name followed by the word “Estate”. The relevant
shareholding of the FABAL Group in the entities which own these properties (where applicable), the Estate
name and the Gl are shown in the following table:
Structure

Estate / Vineyard Name

GI (Region)

Hectares

State

100% Owned
via VRE BV
Owned via
VRE MV

Vineyard Road Barossa

Barossa Valley

13

South Australia

Vineyard Road McLaren Vale

McLaren Vale

22

South Australia

Managed by
FABAL Ops
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL
4.7% Owned
via NVFA3L
Managed by
FABAL Ops
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL
Managed by
FABAL Ops
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL
31.6% Owned
via MEL
1.0% Owned
via KVL
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL
Managed by
FABAL Ops
Managed by
FABAL Ops
Managed by
FABAL Ops
43.1% Owned
via NVFAL

Glenbrook

Adelaide Hills

29

South Australia

Moppa Springs, Barossa Rise

Barossa Valley

112

South Australia

Sheaoak Log

Barossa Valley

79

South Australia

Royal Leaf

Barossa Valley

6

South Australia

Gardiner Well

Clare Valley

72

South Australia

Acklands, Lewcock, Enterprise, Provis,
Yertabulti, Hanlin Hill, Stobie
Heathcote Ridge

Clare Valley

158

South Australia

Heathcote

98

Victoria

New Marandoo, New Belvidere,

Langhorne Creek

137

South Australia

Old Marandoo, Old Belvidere,

Langhorne Creek

296

South Australia

Kayinga

Langhorne Creek

275

South Australia

Bantry Bay

Margaret River

30

Western Australia

Bantry Bay

Margaret River

104

Western Australia

Grand Vin

Margaret River

41

Western Australia

Wickham

McLaren Vale

25

South Australia

Padthaway Entrance

Padthaway

61

South Australia

1,585

d.

No Shareholders’ Agreement

No shareholders agreement exists in respect of the Company.

e.

Combined Businesses

Through this Offer, the Company is seeking to become the 100% ultimate shareholder in NVFAL and operate
each of its 8 vineyards through NVFAL.
In addition, through the contemporaneous MEL Offer, the Company is seeking to become the 100%ultimate
shareholder in MEL and to operate each of the 2 MEL vineyards through either MEL or NVFAL.
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The Company reasonably believes that, strategically:


both NVFAL and the overall FABAL Group would be substantially better off consolidated into one group
due to the Company being able to utilize all of its resources to extract the maximum value from NVFAL,
be it in selling its grape harvest or sharing vineyard operating expenses



both MEL and the overall FABAL Group would substantially benefit from being consolidated into one
group due to the strength of the combined Group to better utilise MEL’s assets, enhance its financial
and business performance, diversify its risks, and manage the uncertainties and challenges in the
global wine industry



the combination of all of MEL, NVFAL and the FABAL Group would create a substantial group with
significant presence and operations in the Australian wine industry



if both MEL and NVFAL are fully consolidated after successfully completing the Offer and the MEL
Offer, the combined group would have gross assets exceeding $85 million, with debt within the
Company targeted policy. This would put the FABAL Group in a stronger position to acquire further
wine and vineyard assets, and further its strategic objective of enhancing its profile in the Australian
and international wine industry.

For further details of the benefits of the Offer and the NVFAL Offer, please refer to:
o

The Chairman and Lead Director’s Letter on pages 5 to 12

o

Potential Benefits of Accepting the Offer on pages 17 to 19

o

Section 2 – Information about NVFAL

o

Section 2B – Information about MEL

o

Section 3 – Intentions of the Company and the FABAL Group

f.

Current Customers

The customers who purchase grapes from the vineyards managed by FABAL Operations and/or owned by its
related entities are leading names and brands in the wine industry.
Through the work of the FABAL Operations team, several of these are also customers of NVFAL.
They include the major Australian and international wine companies and principal brands that the FABAL
Group supplies grapes and wine to:


Treasury Wine Estates Limited

(Penfolds, Wynns, Wolf Blass, others)



Pernod Ricard Winemakers Pty Ltd

(Jacobs Creek Reserve, St Hugo)



Accolade Wines Australia Limited

(Grant Burge, Hardys, Houghton)



Fogarty Wine Group

(Deep Woods)



Project Wine Pty Ltd

(Parsons Paddock)



Samuel Smith & Son Pty Ltd

(Yalumba Wine Co.)



Hentley Farm Pty Ltd

(Hentley Farm)



Burge Barossa

(Corryton Burge)



Casella Wines Pty Ltd

(Peter Lehmann, Yellow Tail)



De Bortoli Family Winemakers

(De Bortoli, Noble One)

The FABAL Group also seeks to work with another 20 or more customers, by taking advantage of the
relationships which have been developed over time with FABAL Operations.

g.

Current Contracts

The FABAL Group maintains a range of contractual obligations with its main customers. These can have
various structures and durations, ranging from evergreen 3‐year rolling agreements, to 6‐year fixed term
contracts, through to a suite of annual arrangements.
Many of the contracts would normally specify fixed price supply arrangements for the duration of the
contract period, while others are negotiated by way of annual pricing agreements. The basis for all
negotiated terms is market supply and demand for specific grape varieties, and pricing is usually linked to
weighted district averages for each GI. Barossa‐grown Shiraz, for example, would typically attract higher
prices than the Shiraz sourced from other GIs.
The FABAL Group has worked with its major customers for the past 20 years and is considered by many (in
conjunction with other FABAL Operations’ managed estates) to be one of the top 5 premium cool climate
suppliers to those major customers.
A summary of current vineyard management contracts is detailed at Section 1.3 of this Bidder’s Statement.
There are no further material contracts that the FABAL Group is currently engaged in.
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h.

Current Grape Varietal Mix

The FABAL Group manages vineyards which produce premium
varietal grapes in premium cool climate GIs of Australia. The current
varietal mix is 81% red and 19% white, which is generally in line with
current market trends and demand for wine grapes.

VINEYARD VARIETIES MANAGED BY THE COMPANY
BY PRINCIPAL WINE STYLE

Currently, the two main red varieties are 43.7% Shiraz and 23.7%
Cabernet Sauvignon on vineyards managed by the Company.

Red Wine Grapes

White Wine Grapes

Shiraz is grown on all estates and Cabernet Sauvignon on most estates. The main white varietal is Riesling,
which is grown on the Old Belvidere Estate in Langhorne Creek and on the Gardiner Well Estate and a
managed vineyard, both of which are in the Clare Valley.
FABAL Operations is in close contact with the major Australian wine companies (the customers) and responds
to customer requirements by changing the varietal mix in the vineyard blocks that come up for re‐planting.

1.2

SHAREHOLDINGS IN THE COMPANY
As at the date of this Bidder’s Statement there are 1,210,000 ordinary shares on issue in the Company held
by 38 shareholders. The shareholders include all of the Company’s directors, either directly or through their
respective Associates:

FOOD AND BEVERAGE AUSTRALIA LIMITED
Beneficial Owner

Registered Shareholder
Associate

Jane Caire

Number of
Company Shares

Current %

3,120

0.26%

Chris Day & Associates

Day Family Entities

395,036

32.65%

Dim Georgiadis & Associate

Georgiadis Family Entities

285,000

23.55%

Bruce Spangler & Associate

Spangler Family Entities

1,000

0.08%

Amal Wahab & Associate

Wahab Family Entities

1,000

0.08%

524,844

43.38%

1,210,000

100.00%

Other Shareholders
Total Shares
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For completeness, we provide the following summary of these associates:
Chris Day family entities

Dim Georgiadis family entities

Bruce Spangler family entities

 Chris Day Nominees Pty Ltd ATF
The Day Settlement

 Georgiadis Super Pty Ltd ATF
Georgiadis Super Fund

 Brucar Pty Ltd ATF Spangler
Superannuation Fund

 The ACCOMPLISH Group Pty Ltd
 OMG Australia Pty Ltd
 Ian Day Nominees Pty Ltd ATF
The Ian Day Family Trust
 Ian Day Nominees Pty Ltd ATF
The Ian Day Childrens Trust
 Food And Beverage Australia
Staff Superannuation Fund Pty
Ltd ATF FABAL Staff Super Fund
 FoodBasket Australia Pty Ltd

Amal Wahab family entities
 Maribel Rosani Wahab

 Owned Made & Grown in
Australia Pty Ltd ATF Sandy Day
Family Trust
 The Day Corporation Pty Ltd ATF
Sam's New Millennium Trust
 DayBreak Nominees Pty Ltd ATF
Rebecca's New Millennium Trust

Please refer to Section 2.5 for the intentions of those key shareholders in respect of the NVFAL Offer.
The Company cannot predict the outcome of either the Offer or the MEL Offer. Accordingly, it is not possible
to estimate the relative holdings of each major shareholder of the Company after the consolidation of MEL
and NVFAL (assuming both offers are successful), as the Company does not currently know how many MEL
Shareholders and NVFAL Shareholders will accept the MEL Share Offer and the NVFAL Share Offer
respectively.

1.3

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
For over 20 years, both MEL and NVFAL have each been party to a vineyard management agreement with
FABAL Operations (and, prior to 2014, its predecessor, FABAL F&B) pursuant to which both MEL and NVFAL
have entered into Vineyard management contracts to pay annual management fees of $1,948 and $1,794
per hectare of planted vineyard, respectively.
The Company has determined that if this Offer is successful, and the Company becomes the ultimate
beneficial owner of 100% of the issued share capital of NVFAL, the existing FABAL Operations vineyard
management agreement with NVFAL may become unnecessary and may be terminated. The same will apply
to MEL if the MEL Offer is successful. If this occurs, it will remove a significant amount of expense for MEL
and/or NVFAL (as the case may be).
However, if the FABAL Group does not ultimately achieve 100% ownership of either MEL or NVFAL, it is
expected that the fees earned by FABAL Operations will remain the same and will not increase as a direct
result of the partial ownership of either NVFAL or MEL. However, the future amount of management fees
payable to FABAL Operations will be subject to review and update by negotiation in the ordinary course of
business.
The Company’s detailed Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2021:


can be accessed at: www.fabal.com.au in the “Corporate Governance” section, or



will be posted to you on request if you call 1‐300‐FABAL‐1.

Further information can be obtained from the Chairman’s and CEO's Report and other information provided
in the Annual Report.
The unaudited financial statements of the Company as at 30 June 2021 were released on 12 November 2021.
Reviewed financial statements for the year ending 30 June 2021 and audited financial statements for the
half year ending 31 December 2021 have also been prepared, a summary of which is set out below. Further
information is provided in Appendix 1 (the audited Financial statements and notes to the accounts for the
six months ending 31 December 2021) and Appendix 2 (the reviewed Financial Statements and notes to the
accounts for the 12 months ending 30 June 2021).
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FOOD AND BEVERAGE AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(“Formerly The FABAL Group Pty Ltd” OR "FABAL")
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Financials for 31 December 2021
Balance Sheet
Audited

Audited

Year ended 30 June
2021

6 months ended 31
December 2021

Ca s h

$

164,149

$

275,812

Tra de & Other Debtors

$

1,542,749

$

1,906,176

Inventory & Other

$

1,445,844

$

1,683,750

Fi na nci al As s ets

$

2,793,523

$

3,054,607

Property, Pl ant & Equi pment

$

5,045,625

$

5,836,367

Inves tments

$

20,737,236

$

19,997,729

Deferred Ta x As s ets + Inta ngi bl es

$

261,137

$

261,137

$

31,990,263

$

33,015,578

Tra de & Other Credi tors

$

1,115,275

$

892,272

WET Li a bi l i ty

$

Leas es – Current

$

408,001

$

704,251

Provi s i ons

$

685,055

$

925,869

Leas es ‐Non‐current

$

442,775

$

1,042,236

Loan – Non‐Current

$

3,021,000

$

3,510,000

Deferred Ta x Li a bi l i ti es

$

4,188,314

$

4,147,039

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$

9,860,420

$

11,221,667

NET ASSETS

$

22,129,843

$

21,793,911

Is s ued Sha res

$

2,116,041

$

2,331,792

Res erves

$

12,366,886

$

12,229,699

Reta i ned Earni ngs

$

5,975,570

$

7,646,916

Current Ea rni ngs

$

1,671,346

$

$

22,129,843

$

ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

‐

EQUITY

TOTAL EQUITY
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FOOD AND BEVERAGE AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(“Formerly The FABAL Group Pty Ltd” OR "FABAL")
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Financials for 31 December 2021
Income Statement
Audited

Audited

Year ended 30 June
2021

6 months ended 31
December 2021

Gra pe Recei pts

$

426,585

$

5,900

Wi ne, Choc, Ski n ‐ Sa l es

$

1,009,622

$

618,020

Wi ne, Choc, Ski n ‐ Cos t of Sa l es

$

(579,338) $

(364,119)

Expens e Recoveri es

$

3,887,128

$

2,450,146

Sa l es Income

$

3,663,892

$

2,000,050

Inves tment Revenue

$

391,237

$

(413,933)

Renta l Income

$

214,690

$

110,569

$

9,013,816

$

4,406,633

SALES REVENUE

NET REVENUE
EXPENSES
Empl oyment

$

(4,332,777) $

(2,728,427)

Vi neya rd & Opera ti ng

$

(1,571,085) $

(714,627)

Admi ni s tra ti on & Sel l i ng

$

(1,213,407) $

(757,613)

Net Cash Expenditure

$

(7,117,269) $

(4,200,667)

EBITDA

$

1,896,547

$

205,966

Depreci a ti on

$

(178,193) $

(128,427)

Net Operating expenditure

$

(7,295,462) $

(4,329,094)

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAX

$

Interes t

$

EARNINGS BEFORE TAX

$

1,718,354

$

77,539

(124,087) $

(59,533)

1,594,267

$

18,006

(418,994) $

(4,502)

Ta x

$

PROFIT AFTER TAX

$

1,175,273

$

13,504

$

672,723

$

‐

$

672,723

$

‐

$

1,847,996

$

13,504

(176,650) $

(428,000)

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Other comprehens i ve i ncome net of ta x
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR MEMBERS
Di vi dends Pa i d

$
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FOOD AND BEVERAGE AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(“Formerly The FABAL Group Pty Ltd” OR "FABAL")
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Financials for 31 December 2021
Cash Flow Statement
Audited

Audited

Year ended 30 June
2021

6 months ended 31
December 2021

Recei pts from cus tomers

$

$

4,820,870

Pa yments to s uppl i ers a nd empl oyees

$

(7,634,587) $

(4,859,285)

Di vi dends recei ved

$

62,501

$

164,700

Interes t recei ved

$

15,784

$

7,650

Fi na nce cos ts

$

(124,087) $

(59,533)

Income ta x refunded

$

(83,656) $

(46,623)

CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net Cash Flows From Operating Activities

9,123,770

$

1,359,725

$

27,779

Proceeds for property, pl a nt a nd equi pment $

18,364

$

‐

CASH FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Pa yments for property, pl a nt a nd equi pmen $

(113,875) $

(33,261)

Proceeds for i nves tments

$

390,000

$

16,475

Pa yments for i nves tments

$

(1,004,655) $

(306,910)

Net Cash Flows Used In Investing Activities

$

(710,166) $

(323,696)

Proceeds /(repa yment) of borrowi ngs

$

(764,335) $

498,803

Proceeds /(repa yment) of borrowi ngs

$

‐

$

215,751

Di vi dends pa i d

$

(176,650) $

(306,974)

CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Net Cash Flows Used In Financing Activities

$

(940,985) $

407,580

Net Cash Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents

$

(291,426) $

111,663

Ca s h a nd ca s h equi va l ents a t begi nni ng of yea r

$

455,575

$

164,149

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

$

164,149

$

275,812
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1.4

THE FABAL GROUP STRATEGIC DIRECTION
1.4.1 Business Overview
Core Strategic Objectives
The core strategy of the FABAL Group is to become a prominent Australian business owner and operator in
the agribusiness and agri‐tourism sectors.
The key objectives of the strategy are to provide the Company’s shareholders with:
a.
b.

a continuous stream of income via fully franked dividends on a semi‐annual basis, and
long‐term capital growth in the value of their Company Shares.

The FABAL Group also seeks to provide income and other benefits and wealth to its broader stakeholders,
including its employees and its external community. It has been pursuing these strategies for the past 28
years.
As a matter of guiding principle, the FABAL Group seeks to “own the farm” and its physical assets as far as
possible and deploy its assets to create value‐added upstream products. It seeks to operate its properties
itself wherever it has the expertise to do so.
Core Vineyard Operations
FABAL Operations has considerable experience in agribusiness activities which involve produce that is grown
on a vine, a tree or a runner, and this continues to be the core focus of its business. However, it has limited
expertise in managing broadacre cropping properties, or animal‐based farms, and so these are not within
the strategic direction that the FABAL Group is pursuing.
Agri‐Tourism
The Company also seeks to align agri‐tourism ventures with the raw materials supplied from its managed
properties. Wine, chocolates and olive oil‐based skin‐care products are examples of the current value‐added
enterprises in which it is engaged.
Expansion Strategy
The Company has presented to its current shareholders and stakeholders an expansion strategy that involves
further investment in the wine industry and related agri‐tourism in key wine growing regions (GIs) of
Australia and New Zealand.
The current challenges facing the wine and tourism industries in Australia extend beyond COVID‐19. From
August 2020, the core fabric of the Australian wine and grape industry has been significantly affected by the
decisions of the Chinese government to punitively tax Australian wine. While this is subject to challenge at
the WTO, the process is long and complex, and so these taxes are expected to continue into the foreseeable
future.
Many Australian wine industry participants, from producers to suppliers and grape growers, have been
impacted by the Chinese taxes, and it is affecting current operations and activities in both the domestic and
international markets for Australian wine. In the opinion of the Company’s Board, this impact is expected to
continue over the next 3 to 5 years.
Consolidation Opportunities
In the opinion of the Company’s Board, the challenges with the Chinese market, coupled with other
environmental risks and challenges, may potentially result in some consolidation in various parts of the wine
industry to enable businesses to survive and eventually prosper. The Company’s Board is of the view that
the consolidation of NVFAL into the FABAL Group will position both NVFAL and the Group to prosper at this
time. The additional consolidation of MEL under the MEL Offer (if successful) will further strengthen the
enlarged Group and enable it to exploit other growth opportunities into the future.
The proposed consolidation and roll up of NVFAL and MEL will simplify the complex arrangements that
currently exist with partial ownership and enhance the ability to leverage the services and relationships with
other members of the FABAL Group, and in particular FABAL Operations and FABAL Wines.
The Board of the Company considers that the enlarged consolidated Group which combines all 3 entities
would create an agribusiness group that could make further acquisitions, if appropriate, and increase both
shareholder dividends and shareholder wealth over the next 5 years.
If both the Offer and MEL Offer are successful and the Company beneficially owns 100% of the shares in both
MEL and NVFAL, the Company would have an asset base of over $85.0 million, and the opportunity in a
normal agribusiness environment to earn an acceptable return on this asset base.
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Vineyard Acquisitions
The FABAL Group intends to pursue the acquisition of vineyards in Australia and New Zealand. In Australia,
the focus is on 12 to 15 GIs, with a strong preference to operate in the premium cool climate regions.
The strategy for current and future GIs are:
AUSTRALIA
Current GIs

Location

Future GIs

Location

Adelaide Hills

South Australia

Coonawarra

Barossa Valley

South Australia

Great Southern

Western Australia

Clare Valley

South Australia

Tasmania

Tasmania

Heathcote

Victoria

Wrattonbully

South Australia

Langhorne Creek

South Australia

Yarra Valley

Victoria

Margaret River

Western Australia

McLaren Vale

South Australia

Padthaway

South Australia

South Australia

NEW ZEALAND
Current GIs

Location

Future GIs

Location

Marlborough

South Island

Martinborough

North Island

Central Otago

South Island

Some of these potential acquisitions may result from further issues of Company Shares in exchange for
shares in the target entity. If this occurs, it will dilute the current shareholders of the Company to the extent
that they do not own shares in those target entities.
In accordance with the details in Section 1.1f of this Bidder’s Statement, the FABAL Group would expect to
be able to sell the produce from these vineyards to major Australian and international wine customers,
including the top 4 market players in Treasury Wine Estates Limited, Pernod
Ricard Winemakers Pty Ltd, Accolade Wines Australia Pty Ltd and Casella Wines Pty Ltd. It would also seek
to work with another 20 or more customers through existing relationships held with FABAL Operations.
Premium Bulk Wine
The FABAL Group intends to work with Project Wine Pty Ltd (“Project Wine”) to further develop its premium
bulk wine business from its own vineyards. On an annual basis, this would be expected to use approximately
10% of the wine grapes produced from vineyards manage by FABAL Operations. The Company, MEL and
NVFAL are minority shareholders in Project Wine. The Company also has a strategic alliance joint venture
with Project Wines as further described in the table in Section 1.1b.
It may also seek to create other relationships with bulk wine producers in addition to its relationship with
Project Wine to assist in further business development.
Premium Branded Wine
The FABAL Group intends to develop its Vineyard Road brand to become an Australian and international
brand capable of being exported to multiple countries and regions.
In support of this, it may also seek to acquire another branded wine company, preferably in the Barossa
Valley or McLaren Vale, with existing distribution in Australia and internationally.
Premium Artisan Chocolate
The FABAL Group intends to work with Chocolate Ventures Australia Pty Ltd (“CVA”), the owner of the
Barossa Valley Chocolate Company and Fleurieu Chocolate Company, to further develop its premium artisan
chocolate business from its existing operations in the Barossa Valley and Langhorne Creek.
It may also seek to develop or acquire other chocolate businesses or brands that are associated with
agribusiness and related business activities.
Premium Skincare Products
The FABAL Group intends to work with Vasse Virgin Ltd to further develop its premium olive oil skincare
business in South Australia, and potentially expand it into other Australian states.
It may seek to develop or acquire other branded skincare or healthcare products with other partners to assist
in further market development.
Future Grape Varietal Mix & Regional GIs
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If the FABAL Group is successful in acquiring 100% of MEL and 100% of NVFAL, the varietal mix of its grape
portfolio would marginally change from 81% red varieties to 79%.
In Australia, this is the preferred ratio of the Company and mirrors the long‐term position for premium wine
grapes from the targeted GIs above required by our key customers.
Shiraz would remain the dominant variety at 45% followed by Cabernet at 16% and Merlot at 13%.
Regionality wise in Australia, the Langhorne Creek GI would be the largest holding in its portfolio, followed
by Barossa Valley and Clare Valley GIs. The Company would seek to expand in the Barossa Valley and McLaren
Vale GIs. The Company would seek to enter Tasmania and to expand in the Coonawarra, Wrattonbully and
Padthaway GIs.
In New Zealand, the ratio would be predominantly skewed to white varieties. The key variety would be
Sauvignon Blanc. The red variety in demand would be Pinot Noir.
From a New Zealand regional perspective, the Marlborough GI would be the preferred region of southern
New Zealand followed by the Central Otago and Martinborough regions.
As we review the market environment going forward, new varieties may potentially be added, which could
include varieties like Fiano (white variety) and Nero D’Avola (red variety). The key determinants would be
their appropriateness to the wine market and the changing climatic conditions expected globally and in
Australia over the next 20+ years. Replacement plantings of mature aged vines (past their commercial life)
would also adopt new clonal varieties for the same or similar varieties if demand continues in the wine
marketplace.

1.4.2 Shareholder Benefits
The Company currently offers the following benefits to all shareholders, and intends to continue to do so in
the future:
(a)

fully franked dividends, where possible and legally permitted:
(A)

target is eventually a 4‐5% annual cash return on NAV

(B)

policy currently operates at between 40% and 60% of underlying business profit after tax,
but

(C)

is subject to financial and legal obligations, including bank restrictions and repayment of debt

(b)

an annual wine marketing allowance for all shareholders, and

(c)

an ‘Over‐The‐Counter’ (OTC) market for the sale and purchase of Company Shares.

1.4.3 Governance & Board
The Board of the Company consists of 5 directors with various skills appropriate for the Group’s various
business activities and interests. Of the 5 directors, 3 are independent and 2 are substantial shareholders,
including the Chief Executive Officer, Chris Day, and the Director of Business Development, Dim Georgiadis.
It is possible that the Company may seek to add another 1 or 2 directors to the Board with requisite and
complementary skillsets after the finalisation of the Offer and the MEL Offer, subject to the necessary
shareholder approvals.
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DIRECTORS
Bruce Spangler AM
Chairman (non‐executive)
Bruce is a chartered accountant who was a senior partner of an Adelaide based audit and
advisory firm. He has had experience in chairing local, national and international groups and
has spent more than 35 years providing financial and commercial advice to and working with a
large number of SMEs in many industries. Bruce holds FCA, FAICD
Amal Wahab
Director (non‐executive)
Amal Wahab is an experienced investment banker specialising in investing in private and unlisted
public companies. Until 2016 he was the Deputy Chief Investment Officer and Head of
Investments at the Oman Investment Fund, the Sovereign Wealth Fund of the Sultanate of Oman.
In that role he was also on the Board of Directors and Board Sub Committees of private and
public companies in Australia and overseas. Amal holds BSc (Hons), MBA
Jane Caire
Director (non‐executive)
Jane has 39 years’ experience as a legal, strategy and business development and corporate
governance professional. She currently works as Group General Counsel for a global fintech firm
based in Hong Kong, and is a professional director and has 29 years’ experience in the Asia‐
Pacific financial services sector. She is also a director of several private companies around the
world.
Jane holds LL.B (Hons), GDLP, GAICD
Christopher Day
Director
Chris has been a board member since incorporation in 2000. A director of several private and
public companies, Chris is CEO of the Company. His responsibilities include general and strategic
management and business planning.
Chris holds MBA ‐ International Business (Monash), LLB, BEc (Adel.), Grad Dip App Fin Inv (Mel),
Dip Fin Serv (Mel), FAICD, FFin, CPA
Dimitrios Georgiadis
Director
Dim is a director of several private and public companies and has been a board member since
2000. His specific responsibilities are business development.
Dim is an associate of Georgiadis Lawyers.
Dim holds LLB (Adel.), FTIA, MAICD, Notary Public
OFFICERS
Ashley Keegan (Chief Executive Officer – FABAL Operations Pty Ltd)
Ashley has more than 20 years’ experience in the Australian wine industry and has held senior
operations roles in viticulture and water management. He is an alumni member of the
Australian Future Leaders and a member of the board of Australian Grape & Wine (Vignerons
Representatives). Ashley holds MBA, B App Sci (Viticulture)
Daniel McLean (Chief Financial Officer)
Daniel has more than 20 years’ experience in the Australian wine industry and has held senior
finance roles in wine, viticulture and sales businesses. He is an alumni member of the Australian
Future Leaders and a past member of the SAWIA. Daniel holds B.Com (Corporate Finance), FCPA,
GAICD
Christopher Dundon (Company Secretary & Chief Governance Officer)
Chris has more than 40 years’ experience in the Australian wine industry and has held senior
operations roles in viticulture, horticulture and water management.
Chris holds BSc Hons, Dip Ed (Adel), Grad Dip Ag Viticulture (RAC), Grad Dip Bus Admin (U SA).
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1.4.4

Dividends and Policy Statement
Over the past 26 years, the Company has been paying dividends to its shareholders. The following graph shows
a history of its dividend payments. For the year ending 30 June 2021, the Board has agreed to pay a dividend of
20 cents per share. This has been paid in December 2021 and March 2022. The record date for the declaration of
the dividend was a date prior to the date of this Bidder’s Statement. Accordingly, NVFAL Shareholders who accept
the Share Offer and who become shareholders in the Company after the record date will not be entitled to receive
the dividend that has already been declared.

As has been the policy of the Company for the past 26 years, no dividends have or will be paid from or as a result of
any revaluation that may be made of its assets like the vineyard properties. Dividends will be paid from cash profits
that are attributed to the Profit and Loss (or Income) Statement from ordinary activities.

1.5

MEL OFFER
Simultaneously with making this Offer for your NVFAL Shares, the Company has also made an off‐market
conditional offer to acquire all the issued shares in Marandoo Estate Limited (ACN 007 587 751) (“MEL”),
in return for either the issue of further Company Shares, or the payment of cash consideration (the “MEL
Offer”). Please refer to Section 2B for further details.

1.6

LEGAL ACTIONS
Legal Actions – By FABAL Group
Over the past 13 years, FABAL F&B and TBA have taken formal legal action against several groups and
individuals (called “Growers”) to recover unpaid fees for Managed Investment Schemes operated by FABAL
F&B as the ‘responsible entity’. They have also acted on behalf of Growers to recover sale proceeds that
have not been paid by agents and distributors to FABAL F&B as the responsible entity of those schemes.
At the date of this Bidder’s Statement, FABAL F&B and TBA have two court judgements handed down in
their favour in relation to the above actions. The total amount due to the Company as a result of these
successful court actions is approximately $1.0 million.
There are other small claims against several Growers that have been successfully awarded by the relevant
courts in South Australia and other states which could recover the Company a further $0.2 million if fully
collected.
FABAL F&B and TBA have also negotiated further settlements of $0.45 million that are expected to be paid
to the relevant subsidiaries of the FABAL Group over the next 18 months.
Legal Actions – Against FABAL Group
As far as the Company is aware, at the date of this Bidders Statement, there are no pending or outstanding
legal actions or proceedings against the Company or any of its subsidiaries.
However, FABAL Operations remains in dispute with a previous customer in relation to the maintenance of
a vineyard that FABAL Vineyards leased for a period. FABAL Vineyards believes that the claim, which is for
nearly $150,000, is frivolous, and will defend its position if the dispute escalates to a formal legal action.
Although it disputes the basis of the claim, FABAL Vineyards has offered to replace, at its cost and with its
own labour, a fence line that could potentially be argued that FABAL Operations has not maintained. The
estimated cost of this replacement fence is $20,000.
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1.7

OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION
Except as disclosed in this Bidder’s Statement, there is no other information that is known to the Directors
of the Company that is (or might reasonably be) material to a NVFAL Shareholder in making a decision as
to whether to accept the Offer, and if so, whether it should accept the Cash Offer or the Share Offer, or a
combination of both.
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2.
2.1

INFORMATION ABOUT NVFAL
DISCLAIMER
This Section 2 sets out information about NVFAL as far as it is known to the Company and its Directors as at
the date of this Bidder's Statement. It has been prepared based on:
 publicly available information
 information known to its wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Investments, in its capacity as an existing
shareholder of NVFAL
 information known to 3 of the Company’s Directors who are also Directors of NVFAL, and whom also
beneficially own shares in NVFAL – see Section 2.5 and Section 3.5 for further details
 information known to the Company’s wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Operations, in its capacity as
the manager of NVFAL’s vineyards, which has been in discussion with members of the NVFAL Board
concerning the operation of NVFAL's business, and has explored various ways in which they could
potentially work together beyond the scope of their current arrangement in the event that the Offer
is successful
 information that the Company has obtained from NVFAL pursuant to the Bid Implementation Deed
entered into between the Company and NVFAL on or about 24 September 2021 (the “NVFAL BID”)
under which NVFAL has provided information for the purposes of the Offer.
The directors of NVFAL, who are not also a director of the Company (the “Independent NVFAL Director”)
have consented to the disclosure of the information about NVFAL which is contained in this Bidder’s
Statement.
The information about NVFAL contained in this Bidder’s Statement has not been independently verified by
the Company and accordingly, subject to the Corporations Act, the Company does not make any
representation or give any express or implied warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this
information.
The information on NVFAL in this Bidder's Statement should not be considered as comprehensive.

2.2

THE OFFER
The Offer by the Company is to acquire all of the shares in NVFAL for either cash consideration or in exchange
for Company Shares, or a combination of both.
The Cash Offer is for $10.00 per NVFAL Share.
The Share Offer is for 9 new Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares (the “Share Consideration”).
The Offer is subject to the Conditions described in Section 5.

2.3

PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION
Before deciding whether to accept the Offer, in addition to the information in this Bidder’s Statement, you
should consider any publicly available information regarding NVFAL, including the Target's Statement that
NVFAL is required to provide under the Corporations Act to all NVFAL Shareholders (the “NVFAL Target’s
Statement”), which will include a report from an Independent Expert on the fairness and reasonableness of
the NVFAL Offer. If you are a shareholder of MEL you will receive a copy of the MEL Bidder’s Statement and
MEL Target’s Statement. If you are not a MEL Shareholder, you may request a copy of the MEL Bidder’s
Statement and MEL Target’s Statement by contacting the Company through the company secretary.

2.4

RECOMMENDATION FROM INDEPENDENT NVFAL DIRECTORS
The Independent NVFAL Directors will provide their recommendation to NVFAL Shareholders whether to
accept the Offer in the Target’s Statement.
Please refer to Section 2.6 for a description of the process which will apply in the event that NVFAL receives
a Competing NVFAL Proposal offering to purchase NVFAL Shares, which is considered to be a Superior NVFAL
Proposal.
Bruce Spangler, Chris Day and Dim Georgiadis are directors of NVFAL and are also directors of the Company
(the “NVFAL Affiliated Directors”). They have not been involved in the determination to make a
recommendation, due to their various conflicts of interest:




all three NVFAL Affiliated Directors are directors of both NVFAL and the Company
all three NVFAL Affiliated Directors are shareholders of NVFAL via their respective Associates
all three NVFAL Affiliated Directors are also shareholders of the Company via their respective Associates.
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2.5

INTENTIONS OF KEY SHAREHOLDERS
At the date of the Offer, NVFAL has 189 shareholders holding a total of 2,249,993 ordinary shares.
FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties Unit Trust currently holds 970,300 fully paid
ordinary NVFAL Shares. The Company is the sole unitholder of the Peradel Properties Unit Trust. Accordingly,
FABAL Investments and the Company are Associates. Through these shareholdings, the Company has
effective beneficial ownership of approximately 43.12% of NVFAL.
MEL is also a shareholder of NVFAL.
The table below sets out a summary of the ordinary NVFAL Shares currently owned by FABAL Investments,
MEL and the associates of the NVFAL Affiliated Directors as at the date of this Bidder’s Statement, all of which
are subject to the Offer.

NATIONAL VINEYARD FUND OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED
Beneficial Owner

Registered Shareholder
Associate

Number of
NVFAL Ord
Shares

Current %

The Company

FABAL Investments

970,300

43.12%

Chris Day & Associates

Day Family entities

124,998

5.56%

Dim Georgiadis & Associate

Georgiadis Family entities

108,807

4.84%

Bruce Spangler & Associate

Spangler Family entities

32,406

1.44%

Marandoo Estate Limited

139,535

6.20%

Other shareholders

873,535

38.98%

2,249,993

100.00%

Total Ordinary Shares

Please note the following in relation to the intentions of the key NVFAL Shareholders described in the table:
FABAL Investments
FABAL Investments Pty Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company. FABAL Investments Pty Ltd is also
the trustee of the Peradel Properties Unit Trust. The Company is also the sole unitholder in the Peradel
Properties Unit Trust. Accordingly, FABAL Investments and the Company are Associates.
FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee of the Peradel Properties Unit Trust holds 970,300 NVFAL Shares.
Accordingly, the Company has a Relevant Interest in those securities being 43.12% of NVFAL Shares, without
requiring FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee of the Peradel Properties Unit Trust to accept the Offer.
NVFAL Affiliated Directors
All three NVFAL Affiliated Directors between them own or control (via their Associates) 11.83% of the NVFAL
Shares.
Each of those NVFAL Affiliated Directors has confirmed that they intend to accept the NVFAL Offer in respect
of all NVFAL Shares that they own or control at least 21 days after the NVFAL Offer Date, in the absence of a
Superior NVFAL Proposal. As at the date of this Bidder’s Statement, the Company (including the NVFAL
Affiliated Directors) are not aware of a Superior NVFAL Proposal having been received by NVFAL, and NVFAL
has not made the Company aware of any party having an intention to make a Superior NVFAL Proposal.
Minimum 80% Threshold
Accordingly, in the absence of a Superior NVFAL Proposal, after taking into account:
 the Company’s existing Relevant Interest in the 43.12% of NVFAL Shares held by FABAL Investments Pty
Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties Unit Trust, and
 the intended acceptances of the NVFAL Offer in respect of the 11.83% of NVFAL Shares owned or
controlled by the NVFAL Affiliated Directors, and
 the intended acceptance of the NVFAL Offer in respect of the 6.20% of NVFAL Shares owned by MEL
the minimum acceptance threshold condition that a sufficient number of NVFAL shareholders must accept
the Offer to result in the Company (together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest of 80% or more
of NVFAL Shares will be achieved if the remaining shareholders of at least 18.84% of the NVFAL Shares accept
the NVFAL Offer.
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2.6

OBLIGATIONS AND PROCESS IN RESPECT OF A COMPETING OR SUPERIOR NVFAL PROPOSAL
The following is a summary of the key provisions of the NVFAL BID which will apply in the event that NVFAL
receives a Competing NVFAL Proposal offering to purchase NVFAL Shares, which is considered to be a
Superior NVFAL Proposal.
The definitions of “Competing NVFAL Proposal”, “Exclusivity Period”, ”FABAL Counterproposal”, “Superior
NVFAL Proposal”, “Matching NVFAL Proposal” are contained in Section 10.
During the NVFAL Offer Period, NVFAL must use its reasonable endeavours to procure that the
Independent NVFAL Directors and the NVFAL IBC formed as part of the NVFAL BID do not adversely
change, withdraw, adversely modify or adversely qualify any recommendation made in the Target’s
Statement for NVFAL Shareholders to accept the NVFAL Offer unless NVFAL has received a Competing
NVFAL Proposal and the Independent NVFAL Directors and the NVFAL IBC determines that the Competing
NVFAL Proposal constitutes a Superior NVFAL Proposal



During the Exclusivity Period, NVFAL and the Independent NVFAL Directors must:
(i) not enter into any legally binding agreement, arrangement or understanding to undertake or give
effect to an actual, proposed or potential Competing NVFAL Proposal, and
(ii) use best endeavours not to:
(A) withdraw, adversely change or adversely modify the recommendation in favour of the
NVFAL Offer,
(B) recommend an actual, proposed or potential Competing NVFAL Proposal or recommend
against the NVFAL Offer, or
(C) make any public statement to the effect that they may do so at a future point
UNLESS:
(iii) the Independent NVFAL Directors acting in good faith determine that the Competing NVFAL
Proposal would be or would be likely to be an actual, proposed or potential Superior NVFAL
Proposal
(iv) NVFAL has provided the Company’s Directors with the material terms and conditions of the actual,
proposed, or potential Competing NVFAL Proposal (including price and form of consideration,
conditions precedent, proposed deal protection provisions and indicative timetable, each to the
extent known)
(v) NVFAL has given the Company at least three business days after the date of the provision of the
information to provide a FABAL Counterproposal, and
(vi) either:
(A) the Company has not provided a FABAL Counterproposal within three business days, or
(B) the Company has provided a FABAL Counterproposal by the expiry of the three‐business
day period, and the Independent NVFAL Directors have reviewed the FABAL
Counterproposal and concluded that the FABAL Counterproposal does not constitute a
Matching NVFAL Proposal or Superior NVFAL Proposal





If the Company provides proposed amendments to the terms of the Offer as set out in this Bidder’s
Statement, or a FABAL Counterproposal, by the expiry of the three business day period described above,
the Independent NVFAL Directors must consider the FABAL Counterproposal, and if they acting
reasonably and in good faith determine that the FABAL Counterproposal would provide an equivalent or
superior outcome for NVFAL Shareholders as a whole compared with the Competing NVFAL Proposal
(whether a Matching or Superior NVFAL Proposal), taking into account all of the terms and conditions of
the FABAL Counterproposal, then:
(i)

NVFAL and the Company must use their best endeavours to agree to implement the FABAL
Counterproposal as soon as reasonably practicable; and

(ii)

NVFAL and the Independent NVFAL Directors must recommend the NVFAL Offer as modified by the
FABAL Counterproposal to NVFAL Shareholders

In the event of more than one Competing NVFAL Proposal, each successive material modification of any
Competing NVFAL Proposal will constitute a new Competing NVFAL Proposal, and the procedures set out
above must again be followed prior to NVFAL entering into any agreement, arrangement, understanding
or commitment to give effect to that Competing NVFAL Proposal.
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2.7

OVERVIEW OF NVFAL AND ITS PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
2.7.1 Formation and Development of NVFAL
NVFAL was originally founded in 1999 and has progressively purchased and developed its 8 vineyards in
South Australia, Western Australia and Victoria over the past 23 years. It has also jointly owned or leased
vineyards over the life of its business in both South Australia and New South Wales.
From 1999 to 2007, the NVFAL business was structured whereby its assets were either owned by NVFAL
itself or operated under the NVFA managed investment scheme or joint venture on land owned by NVFUT,
the units of which were owned by the joint venture investors in NVFA.
From 2006, the land owned by NVFUT was progressively transferred into NVFAL ownership, with one
exception. The vineyard on the Bantry Bay Estate in Margaret River, Western Australia, remains on land
owned by NVFUT with all units now owned by NVFAL. This transition process occurred as the NVFA managed
investment scheme was corporatised, with the joint venture units in NVFA being exchanged for shares in
NVFAL, allowing the NVFA managed investment scheme to be wound up and deregistered in 2015.
Since 2015, NVFAL has further acquired a 100% stake in the following vineyard entities which were managed
by the FABAL Group:


NVFA2L in 2015, owner of a vineyard, Gardiner Well Estate, in the Clare Valley GI in South Australia and
Moppa Springs Estate in the Barossa Valley GI, both in South Australia



NVFA4L in 2018, owner of a vineyard, New Belvidere Estate, in Langhorne Creek GI in South Australia



HRVL in 2018, the owner of a vineyard, Heathcote Ridge Estate, in the Heathcote GI in Victoria.

In addition, New Marandoo Estate was jointly developed with MEL, which currently owns Old Marandoo
Estate and Old Belvidere Estate – please refer to Section 2B.5.
FABAL and NVFAL had previously jointly owned each of Barossa Rise Estate (until 2019), VRE BV (until 2019)
and VRE MV (until 2020).
As a result of all of these initiatives, NVFAL now owns water licences and all of the land, infrastructure and
plant and equipment used for the operations within the vineyards it currently owns and has operated as a
single unlisted public company group with its own employees and equipment since 2011.
The common denominator amongst each of these businesses was that the FABAL Group acted as the
viticulture manager for all of their vineyard properties, and provided the governance, administration and
finance functions for each of these groups throughout the various iterations of their entire existence.
Accordingly, the relationships between each of NVFAL, MEL and the Company have been inextricably
entwined for the entire existence NVFAL.
2.7.2 Current Vineyard Operations of NVFAL
As a matter of strategic intent, NVFAL seeks to be represented only in the premium 12 GIs in Australia. These
are outlined in Section 1.4.
The Australian wine industry GI designations are an important part of NVFAL’s makeup and positioning.
Estate

Hectares

State

Margaret River

29

Western Australia

Barossa Rise

Barossa Valley

24

South Australia

Moppa Springs

Barossa Valley

88

South Australia

Gardiner Well

Clare Valley

71

South Australia

Heathcote Ridge

Heathcote

99

Victoria

New Marandoo

Langhorne Creek

57

South Australia

New Belvidere

Langhorne Creek

80

South Australia

Padthaway Entrance

Padthaway

61

South Australia

Bantry Bay

GI (Region)

509

Today, NVFAL operates 509 hectares of vineyards in 8 estates located across various premium GIs as
summarised in the table below, which together produce over 14 varieties of premium red and white wine
grapes.
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NVFAL’s vineyards have developed a reputation for consistently growing premium cool climate wine grapes
which are rated from Icon, A, B to C grade (called the “premium” wine grades under the Treasury Wine
Estates grading system). The varieties grown on each NVFAL estate are regarded as being suitable in the
context of the GI and climate applicable to the particular region in which the estate is located.
The estates in which NVFAL is invested are all located within premium cool climate GIs and are expected
over the long‐term to generate both income returns and capital appreciation. However, this is expected to
be impacted by the fluctuations in the fortunes of the Australian Wine Industry, and in particular the
fluctuations in the demand for wine and grapes from the various GIs in which it operates. This is illustrated
as follows:

The Role of FABAL Operations
The oversight of the NVFAL business has been the responsibility of a board of 6 directors with diverse and
requisite skills sets. That board has outsourced all of its administration, finance, human resource and
governance requirements to FABAL Operations. While it has retained its own employees (currently 11
permanent employees, and numerous casuals as seasonally required from time to time), each of the
individual estate managers have reported to the Chief Executive Officer and Group Viticulturist of FABAL
Operations since the inception of the various estates.
As part of that relationship, FABAL Operations also provides access to other estate managers from MEL, KVL
and others who interact to provide a broader knowledge base as compared to the knowledge base if NVFAL
operated as a standalone business. Further, FABAL Operations retain relationships with a far greater range
of potential customers than NVFAL vineyards would have access to without the FABAL Operations oversight.
Key Issues in Current NVFAL Operations
Age of Planting: A key issue facing NVFAL is that some of the vineyards planted with both red and white wine
grape varieties are now over 22 years old, and some areas of the vineyard require continual replanting due
to age, variety mix or disease. This will require an amount of capital investment in each year moving forward.
Water Requirements: The water licences owned by NVFAL provide only a percentage of the water required
for the Estates.

(i)

New Belvidere Estate – NVFAL currently holds 33ML of water entitlement compared to its annual
requirement of approximately 240ML.

(ii) New Marandoo Estate – NVFAL currently holds 172ML of water entitlement compared to its annual
requirement of approximately 210ML.

(iii) Gardiner Well Estate – NVFAL currently holds 0ML of water entitlement compared to its annual
requirement of approximately 100ML.

(iv) Heathcote Ridge Estate – NVFAL currently holds 108ML of water entitlement compared to its annual
requirement of approximately 250ML.
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2.7.3 Other Business for NVFAL
Project Wine JV: The Company has been informed that NVFAL is currently operating a bulk wine business in
conjunction with Project Wine, which it commenced in 2009 (the “Project Wine JV”).
NVFAL currently owns 25,000 preference shares (or 2.7%) of the preference shares in Project Wine Pty Ltd.
Under their commercial arrangement, NVFAL provides to the Project Wine JV a quantity of grapes from New
Marandoo Estate, New Belvidere Estate, Gardiner Well and Moppa Springs at no cash cost. Project Wine
then uses its wine making expertise, its winery facility and its ingredients to process the wine grapes into a
finished bulk wine product.
This arrangement benefits NVFAL by sharing both risk and reward in commercialising its grape crops.
The allocation of value to the wine produced through the Project Wine JV is attributed to the grape value
and the processing value and has historically been approximately 70% to NVFAL and 30% to Project Wine.
Depending upon who ultimately sells the wine – Project Wine or NVFAL – there will be a higher share of the
profit paid to the selling party. The method and channels for the sale of the wine are mutually agreed
between the Project Wine JV partners based on the prevailing market circumstances at the time.
The amount of NVFAL’s wine grapes directed to the Project Wine JV varies each vintage and depends upon
contractual obligations to other wine groups (as described in Section 1.1g). The annual income from the
Project Wine JV business varies each year, but it is generally expected to be between 3 to 5% of turnover.
Infrastructure: The Company has been informed that NVFAL and MEL jointly own a trust that owns vineyard
facilities including dams, sheds and pumping works on the Belvidere Estate property, as well as a pipeline
leading to Belvidere Estate. This trust is known as the Belvidere Unit Trust (“BUT”) and is 50% owned by
each of MEL and NVFAL.
Cellar Door Facility: In addition to the vineyard infrastructure, BUT also owns a cellar door facility at
Langhorne Creek which it leases to FABAL Wines at a commercial rent. The revenue generated from the
rental of the cellar door facility represents less than 0.1% of revenue.
Equipment Company: The Company has been further informed that NVFAL jointly owns another company
called BBV Equipment Co Pty Ltd (“BBVE”) that owns vineyard infrastructure, including farming equipment,
sheds and pumping works on the Bantry Bay Estate property, as well as all of the farming equipment required
by the Bantry Bay Estate. BBVE is 22.4% owned by NVFAL, and the balance is held by the other owners of
Bantry Bay Estate (the share of ownership is based upon the share of planting on the estate).
BBVE generates a commercial return by leasing its equipment and infrastructure to NVFAL and the other
three owners of the Bantry Bay Estate vineyard, which is fully reinvested in new equipment.

2.8

NVFAL DIRECTORS
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement the directors and secretary of NVFAL are:
Bruce Spangler

Non‐Executive & Independent Chairman

Chris Day

Non‐Independent Director (and CEO of the FABAL Group as a whole)

Brian Benger

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Dim Georgiadis

Non‐Executive & Non‐Independent Director

Peter Audet

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

David Haintz

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Chris Dundon

Company Secretary

NVFAL Affiliated Directors
 Bruce Spangler, Dim Georgiadis and Chris Day are also directors of the Company, and accordingly are
NVFAL Affiliated Directors
 All three NVFAL Affiliated Directors are also directors of FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the
Peradel Properties Unit Trust, which owns 970,300 NVFAL Shares
 All three NVFAL Affiliated Directors beneficially own or control certain NVFAL Shares as described in
Section 2.5
 Two of the NVFAL Affiliated Directors – Bruce Spangler and Chris Day – are also directors of MEL, which
owns 139,535 NVFAL Shares.
Independent NVFAL Directors
The Independent NVFAL Directors – Brian Benger, David Haintz and Peter Audet – are not Directors of either
the Company or MEL and are the independent directors who will provide their recommendation to NVFAL
Shareholders whether to accept the Offer in the Target’s Statement.
The NVFAL Affiliated Directors who are also directors of the Company will not provide a recommendation in
the Target’s Statement due to their conflicts of interest.
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2.9

RELEVANT FINANCIAL INFORMATION
2.9.1 Balance Sheet information
The Company’s Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Profit & Loss Statement) as at 30 June 2021 were
disclosed in the Company’s Annual Report of that date. A copy of the full report is available from the
Company’s website: www.fabal.com.au in the “Corporate Governance” section.
The Company’s:



reviewed Balance Sheet, Income Statement (Profit & Loss Statement) and cash flow statement for the
year ended 30 June 2021; and
audited Balance Sheet, Income Statement (Profit & Loss Statement) and cash flow statement for the
6‐month period ended 31 December 2021,

are provided in Section 1.3.
A summary of the audited Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Profit & Loss Statement) of NVFAL for the
half year ended 31 December 2021 is provided on pages 45 and 46.
A summary of the abridged half‐year Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Profit & Loss Statement) of MEL
as at 31 December 2021 is provided in Section 2B.7.

2.9.2 Basis of Offer Valuations
The NVFAL Share Offer of 9 Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares is based on the Net Asset Value of
both the Company and NVFAL as at 31 December 2021.
Please refer to point 1 on page 17 for a description of how those values have been determined. In reaching
those valuations, the following factors have been taken into account:
 the payment of a $0.08 ordinary dividend on NVFAL Shares which was made on 21 October 2021
(representing a total net cash payment of $179,999)
 the current state of the vineyard market(s) in the six GIs in South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia
in which NVFAL operates and due to the recent changes in the grape supply environment, which has
been severely affected by the Chinese government’s decision to punitively tax Australia wine
 the age of NVFAL’s vineyards, and the necessity to replant a significant part of several Estates over the
next 5 to 10 years, which will require additional capital investment.
The Cash Offer of $10.00 is equal to the most recent OTC price for NVFAL Shares prior to the NVFL Offer
Date. There have been 4 OTC transactions for NVFAL Shares between 1 December 2018 and 1 June 2021,
representing less than 0.2% of the total NVFAL Shares on issue, all of which were transacted at $10.00 per
share.
On the basis of the $15.03 NAV of NVFAL Shares as at 31 December 2021, the NVFAL Cash Offer represents
a discount of approximately 33.5% to the NVFAL NAV.
The $10.00 NVFAL Cash Offer is considered by the Company to be appropriate given the current state of
Australian Wine Industry, the projected price for wine grapes sales over the next 2 years, and the substantial
capital expenditure that NVFAL is potentially facing over the next few years to replant and maintain its vines
and ensure water security for its vineyard operations.

2.9.3 Off Balance Sheet information
The Company has not reduced the Offer Consideration to take account of the potential liabilities that NVFAL
may have in respect of:
 the fact that the capacity of the water licences currently owned by NVFAL is significantly less that its
annual water requirements. The Company has determined using its experience that capital expenditure
of between $3.4 to $3.5 million would be required to secure additional water licences to make up the
shortfall
 the potential need to build a 14‐kilometre pipeline, in conjunction with MEL, which the Company has
been advised by the external expert consultant may require a further $1,100,000 of capital expenditure
by NVFAL. MEL may also be required to contribute an additional $1,100,000 towards the building of this
pipeline, and
 the lower market price for grapes which can be secured from the vineyards in the Langhorne Creek GI as
a result of the decreased exports of bottled wine to China.
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2.9.4 Independent Expert’s Report
NVFAL is required under the Corporations Act to provide NVFAL Shareholders with the NVFAL Target's
Statement within 15 days of the date on which the NVFAL Bidder’s Statement is delivered to them. The
NVFAL Target’s Statement will include a report from an Independent Expert on the fairness and
reasonableness of the NVFAL Offer, including the values of the NVFAL Cash Consideration and the NVFAL
Share Consideration.
If you are a shareholder of NVFAL you will receive a copy of the NVFAL Target’s Statement. If you are not an
NVFAL Shareholder, you may request a copy by contacting the Company through the company secretary.

2.9.5 NVFAL Financial Statements
A summary of the audited financial statements of NVFAL for the half year ended 31 December 2021 is
provided on the next two pages.
A detailed Annual Report for NVFAL for the year ended 30 June 2021:
 can be accessed at www.nvfal.com.au or
 will be posted to you on request if you call 1‐300‐FABAL‐1.
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NATIONAL VINEYARD FUND OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(“NVFAL”)
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
30 June 2021 and 31 December 2021
Balance Sheet
Audited

Audited

Year ended 30 June 6 months ended 31
2021
December 2021
ASSETS
Ca s h

$

100,922

Tra de & Other Debtors

$

2,688,477

$

639,282

Inventory & Other

$

862,255

$

3,092,374

Fi na nci a l As s ets

$

Property, Pl a nt & Equi pment

$

43,006,430

Inves tments

$

2,285,364

$

2,285,342

Deferred Ta x As s ets + Inta ngi bl es

$

821,228

$

1,136,126

$

49,764,676

$

49,758,736

$

525,938

$

681,955

Total Assets

‐

$

$
$

14,672

‐
42,590,940

LIABILITIES
Tra de & Other Credi tors
WET Li a bi l i ty

$

‐

Lea s es – Current

$

165,231

$

225,717

Provi s i ons

$

275,153

$

290,327

Lea s es ‐Non‐current

$

264,074

Loa n – Non‐Current

$

7,088,773

$

8,234,356

Deferred Ta x Li a bi l i ti es

$

6,514,516

$

6,514,516

Total Liabilities

$

14,833,685

$

15,946,871

Net Assets

$

34,930,991

$

33,811,865

Is s ued Sha res

$

18,768,132

$

18,768,132

Res erves

$

19,502,730

$

19,502,730

Reta i ned Ea rni ngs

$

(3,333,384) $

(3,339,872)

Current Ea rni ngs

$

(6,487) $

(1,119,125)

EQUITY

Total Equity

$

Ordinary Shares

$

2,249,993

Preference Shares

‐

2,249,993

$

15.52

33,811,865
2,249,993

‐

Total Shares on Issue
Net Asset Value

34,930,991

2,249,993

$
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NATIONAL VINEYARD FUND OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED
(“NVFAL”)
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
30 June 2021 and 31 December 2021
Income Statement
Audited

Audited

Year ended 30 June 6 months ended 31
2021
December 2021
SALES REVENUE
Gra pe Recei pts

$

6,464,717

$

Wi ne, Choc, Ski n ‐ Sa l es

$

298,606

$

Wi ne, Choc, Ski n ‐ Cos t of Sa l es

$

(286,992) $

(168,761)

Expens e Recoveri es

$

385,763

$

207,262

Sa l es Income

$

236,469

$

73,138

$

1,493

Inves tment Revenue
Renta l Income

‐
197,048

$

94,810

$

64,517

$

7,193,373

$

374,697

Empl oyment

$

(2,105,533) $

‐

Vi neya rd & Opera ti ng

$

(1,914,768) $

‐

Admi ni s tra ti on & Sel l i ng

$

(1,450,923) $

Net Revenue
EXPENSES

Ca pi ta l i s a ti on to Inventory
Net Cash Expenditure
EBITDA

$
$

(5,471,224) $

$

1,722,149

(1,100,429)
‐
(1,100,429)

$

(725,732)

Depreci a ti on

$

(836,858) $

(415,489)

Net Operating expenditure

$

(6,308,082) $

(1,515,918)

$

885,291

$

(1,141,221)

$

(224,376) $

(112,802)

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAX
Interes t
Other Income
EARNINGS BEFORE TAX
Ta x
PROFIT AFTER TAX

$
$

660,915

$

‐
(1,254,023)

25% $

(667,402) $

$

(6,487) $

(939,126)

$

(179,999)

Dividends Paid

314,897

EBITDA / Ordinary Share

$

0.77 $

(0.32)

PAT / Ordiinary Share

$

(0.00) $

(0.42)

Dividend / Ordinary Share

$

0.08
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2.10 LIABILITIES – ACTUAL AND FORWARD‐LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Section 2.10 contains forward‐looking statements in relation to NVFAL’s debt and future repayments,
which are not controlled by the Company, and no guarantee can be given that any of them will occur.
NVFAL Liabilities
The Company has been informed that NVFAL has interest bearing liabilities from finance facilities that have
been provided by National Australia Bank.
The Company has been further informed that NVFAL has a commitment to repay financial loans and leases
to National Australia Bank from October 2022 to June 2035.
According to its audited half year financial accounts as at 31 December 2021, the total debt owing by NVFAL
is $7.1 million in financial loans and $0.4 million in leases.
At 31 December 2021, the audited financial accounts showed net $6.82 million in debt to the National
Australia Bank.
The Company would become responsible for these financial liabilities if it acquires 100% of NVFAL.
Company Debt/Equity Ratio
The current policy of the FABAL Group is to aim for a debt/equity ratio of 40% debt with 60% equity.
The debt/equity ratio of the Company in its audited financial accounts as at 31 December 2021 is 16.6%.
In the event that the Offer and the MEL Offer were both successful and the Company assumes that there is
50% of the Offer and MEL Offer accepted for Cash (and the balance for Shares), the impact on the Company’s
balance sheet would be for debt/Equity Ratio to move to 66.2%.

2.11 THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE MEL OFFER
Contemporaneously with this Offer, the Company is also making the MEL Offer, with a view to acquiring all
of the issued MEL Shares. The MEL Offer is being made pursuant to a separate bidder’s statement dated the
same date as this Bidder’s Statement.
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2B. INFORMATION ABOUT MEL
If the Company is successful with the MEL Offer and MEL becomes a subsidiary of the Company, then NVFAL
Shareholders who accept the Share Offer will have an indirect interest in MEL. Accordingly, this Section 2B
provides information about MEL.

2B.1 DISCLAIMER
This Section 2B sets out information about MEL as far as it is known to the Company and its Directors as at
the date of this Bidder's Statement. It has been prepared based on:







publicly available information
information known to the Company’s wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Investments, in its capacity as
an existing shareholder of MEL
information known to 3 of the Company’s Directors who are also directors of MEL, one of whom also
beneficially owns shares in MEL – see Section 2B.4 and Section 3.5 for further details
information known to the Company’s wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Operations, in its capacity as
the manager of MEL’s vineyards, which has been in discussion with members of the MEL Board
concerning the operation of MEL's business, and has explored various ways in which they could
potentially work together beyond the scope of their current arrangement in the event that the MEL
Offer is successful
information that the Company has obtained from MEL pursuant to the Bid Implementation Deed
entered into between the Company and MEL on or about 30 September 2021 (the “MEL BID”) under
which MEL has provided information for the purposes of the MEL Offer.

The director of MEL who is not also a director of the Company (the “Independent MEL Director”) has
consented to the disclosure of the information about MEL which is contained in this Bidder’s Statement.
The information about MEL contained in this Bidder’s Statement has not been independently verified by the
Company and accordingly, subject to the Corporations Act, the Company does not make any representation
or give any express or implied warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this information.
The information on MEL in this Bidder's Statement should not be considered as comprehensive.

2B.2 THE MEL OFFER
Contemporaneously with making the Offer to NVFAL Shareholders in this Bidder’s Statement, the Company
has also made a separate offer to acquire all of the ordinary shares in MEL for either cash consideration or
in exchange for Company Shares, or a combination of both.
The MEL Cash Offer is for $2.35 per MEL Share (the “MEL Cash Consideration”).
The MEL Share Offer is for 1 new Company Share for every 4 MEL Shares (the “MEL Share Consideration”).
The MEL Offer is subject to the conditions described in the bidder’s statement issued by the Company and
sent to MEL Shareholders (the “MEL Bidder’s Statement”). One of those conditions is that a sufficient
number of MEL Shareholders must accept the MEL Offer to result in the Company (together with its
Associates) having a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of MEL Shares.
If you are a shareholder of MEL you will receive a copy of the NVFAL Bidder’s Statement. If you are not a
MEL Shareholder, you may request a copy by contacting the Company through the company secretary.

2B.3 PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION
Before deciding whether to accept the Offer, in addition to the information in this Bidder’s Statement, you
should consider any publicly available information regarding MEL, including the Target's Statement that MEL
is required to provide to you under the Corporations Act if you are a MEL shareholder which will include a
report from an Independent Expert on the fairness and reasonableness of the Offer. If you are not a MEL
Shareholder you may request a copy of the MEL Target’s Statement from the Company.

2B.4 SHAREHOLDERS OF MEL
At the date of the Offer, MEL has 62 shareholders holding a total of 2,788,407 ordinary shares, including
FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties Unit Trust holding 676,800 ordinary shares
in MEL and 300,000 cumulative redeemable preference shares in MEL, which will convert into 300,000
ordinary shares in MEL by no later than 30 June 2024.
Through these shareholdings, the Company has a Relevant Interest of approximately 31.63% of the MEL
Shares.
The MEL Offer relates only to ordinary MEL Shares on issue, and no offer is being made in respect of any
preference shares.
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The table below sets out a summary of the ordinary MEL Shares currently owned by FABAL Investments Pty
Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties Unit Trust and the associates of the MEL Affiliated Directors as at
the Offer Date, all of which are subject to the Offer.

MARANDOO ESTATE LIMITED
Beneficial Owner

2B.5

Registered Shareholder
Associate

Number of
MEL Ord
Shares

Current
%

The Company

FABAL Investments

676,800

24.27%

Chris Day & Associates

Day Family entities

345,123

12.38%

Other Shareholders

Various

1,766,457

63.35%

Total Shares

2,788,407

100.00%

OVERVIEW OF MEL AND ITS PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
2B.5.1 Formation and Development of MEL
MEL was founded under the name of “FABAL Vineyards Pty Ltd” in 1994 and has progressively developed its
2 vineyards – Old Marandoo Estate and Old Belvidere Estate. For the past 26 years the FABAL Group has
been providing the overall management and administrative services for MEL, including professional vineyard
management and operations. Its expertise has been instrumental in developing MEL’s vineyard assets over
those years.
Both of the MEL estates are located in the Langhorne Creek GI Region in South Australia, and this Australian
wine industry designation is an important part of MEL’s makeup and positioning.
Old Belvidere Estate
The Old Belvidere Estate vineyard is located in the north‐western part of the Langhorne Creek GI.
It was developed by MEL in 2 stages planted in 2002 and 2006, and the vineyard land together with
corresponding water rights, has been wholly owned by MEL since 2002.
Other infrastructure on the estate, including water storage dams, is held by MEL in its capacity as trustee of
BUT, the units of which are owned equally by MEL and NVFAL.
Old Marandoo Estate
The Old Marandoo Estate vineyard is located in the south‐eastern part of Langhorne Creek GI.
From 1995 to 1999, it was developed in six stages, under a series of 6 separate joint ventures which were
each funded by groups of various underlying investors and were then called “Marandoo Estate Joint Ventures”
numbered 1 to 5 and 13. The land parcels comprised in the Old Marandoo Estate were originally held by
MEL (then called “FABAL Vineyards Pty Ltd”) as trustee for 5 separate unit trusts, the units in which were
owned by the various joint venture partners.
The land and assets of the Marandoo Estate Joint Venture No. 13 were subsequently transferred into Joint
Venture No. 3, and so became part of the corresponding trust.
In or around 2008, the Marandoo Estate Joint Ventures were restructured and corporatised. As part of this
process, the vineyard assets of the Marandoo Estate Joint Venture Nos. 1 to 5 (including the assets of the
former Joint Venture No. 13), were transferred into MEL. This included all of the land, water licences,
infrastructure, plant and equipment and the right to operate the commercial vineyard business. The transfer
was affected in exchange for MEL shares which were issued to each of the joint venture investors in
proportion to their respective joint venture interests. The result of that transaction was that MEL became
the owner of all 5 stages of the Old Marandoo Estate vineyard land, together with the other infrastructure
assets, in its own right.

2B.5.2 Current Vineyard Operations of MEL
Today, Old Marandoo Estate and Old Belvidere Estate currently comprise a total of approximately 450
hectares, with 296 hectares planted with 10 different varieties of red and white wine grapes. These 2
vineyards have developed a reputation for consistently growing C grade premium red grapes, and a small
amount of B grade premium red grapes.
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The Role of FABAL Operations
MEL has outsourced all its administration, finance, human resource and governance requirements to FABAL
Operations and others within the FABAL Group. While it has retained its own employees (which currently
number 9), the estate managers have reported to the Chief Executive Officer and Group Viticulturist of FABAL
Operations since the inception of the various estates.
As part of that relationship, FABAL Operations also provides access to other estate managers from NVFAL,
KVL and others who interact to provide a knowledge base that MEL would probably not have as a single
standalone business. Further, FABAL Operations retains relationships with a far greater range of potential
customers than MEL vineyards would have access to without the FABAL Operations relationship.
Key Issues in Current MEL Operations
Age of Planting: The key issue for MEL is that the Old Marandoo Estate vineyard is now over 26 years old,
and some of the vineyard requires continual replanting due to age, variety mix or disease. This will require
an amount of capital investment in the future.
Water Requirements: The water licences owned by MEL provide only a percentage of the water required
for its vineyard estates. These licences currently give MEL access to only 588ML of water, which is
significantly less than its annual requirement of between 1,000‐1,100ML. The rest of its water is currently
sourced via the spot market and/or annual leasing of certain third‐party licences. The Company is aware that
it would need to acquire between $2.0 and $3.0 million in additional water licence to be water secure.
Alternatively, it must rely on annual leasing of water licence to make up the required allocations.
There is also potentially a need to build a 14‐kilometre pipeline, in conjunction with NVFAL, which the
Company has been advised may require a further $1,100,000 of capital expenditure by MEL. NVFAL may
also be required to contribute $1,100,000 towards the building of that pipeline.
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2B.5.3 Other Business for MEL
Project Wine JV: The Company has been informed that MEL is currently operating a bulk wine business in
conjunction with Project Wine, which it commenced in 2009 (the “Project Wine JV”). MEL currently owns
12,500 of the preference shares (or 1.35%) in Project Wine Pty Ltd.
Under their commercial arrangement, MEL provides a quantity of grapes to the Project Wine JV from Old
Marandoo Estate and Old Belvidere Estate at no cash cost. Project Wine then uses its wine making expertise,
its winery facility and its ingredients to process the wine grapes into a finished bulk wine product.
This arrangement benefits MEL by sharing both risk and reward in commercialising its grape crops.
The allocation of value to the wine produced through the Project Wine JV is attributed to the grape value
and the processing value, and historically has been approximately 70% to MEL and 30% to Project Wine.
Depending upon who ultimately sells the wine – Project Wine or MEL – there is a higher share of the profit
paid to the selling party. The method and channels for the sale of the wine are mutually agreed between
the Project Wine JV partners based on the prevailing market circumstances at the time.
The amount of MEL’s wine grapes directed to the Project Wine JV varies each vintage and depends upon
contractual obligations to other wine groups (as described in Section 1.1g). The annual income from the
Project Wine JV business varies each year, but it is generally expected to be between 10 to 15% of turnover.
Bed & Breakfast: The Company has further been informed that since 2005 MEL has been successfully
operating a Bed & Breakfast facility under the name “Marandoo Estate Homestead”. The revenue generated
from this facility represents approximately 2.0% of turnover. FABAL Operations is the booking manager and
operator of the Bed & Breakfast facility for MEL.
Infrastructure: The Company has been informed that MEL and NVFAL jointly own a trust that owns vineyard
facilities including dams, sheds and pumping works on the Belvidere Estate property, as well as a pipeline
leading to Belvidere Estate. This trust is known as BUT and is 50% owned by each of MEL and NVFAL.
Cellar Door Facility: In addition to the vineyard infrastructure, the BUT also owns a cellar door facility at
Langhorne Creek which it leases to FABAL Wines at a commercial rent. The revenue generated from the
rental of the cellar door facility represents less than 0.1% of turnover.
Other Agribusiness: Previously, MEL had also been involved in growing and selling strawberries from a small
patch of its Old Marandoo Estate property. This initiative was abandoned in 2018 after the external marketer
was unable to sell the number of strawberries produced from the small patch as part of his larger business.
Another area of the Old Marandoo Estate property has been planted with capers, but at this time it has not
commercialised this business.

2B.6 MEL DIRECTORS
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement the directors and secretary of MEL are:
Bruce Spangler

Non‐Executive & Independent Chairman

Chris Day

Non‐Independent Director (and CEO of the FABAL Group as a whole)

George Havakis

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Amal Wahab

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Chris Dundon

Company Secretary

MEL Affiliated Directors


Bruce Spangler, Amal Wahab and Chris Day are also directors of the Company, and accordingly are MEL
Affiliated Directors

One of the MEL Affiliated Directors – Chris Day – owns or controls MEL Shares via their Associated
entities, as described in Section 2B.4

All of the MEL Affiliated Directors are also directors of FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the
Peradel Properties Unit Trust, which owns 976,800 (31.63%) of the total issued MEL capital and 676,800
(24.27%) MEL Shares which are included within the scope of the Offer.

Two of the MEL Affiliated Directors – Bruce Spangler and Chris Day – are also directors of NVFAL, in
respect of which the Company is making the contemporaneous Offer

One of the MEL Affiliated Directors – Chris Day – beneficially owns or controls via his respective
Associates:

shares in the Company, as described in Section 1.2

shares in NVFAL as described in Section 2.5.
The other MEL Affiliated Directors who are also directors of the Company will not provide a recommendation
in the Target’s Statement due to their conflicts of interest.
Independent MEL Directors
George Havakis is not a director of the Company, and so is the Independent MEL Director.
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2B.7 RELEVANT FINANCIAL INFORMATION
2B.7.1 MEL Financial Statements
A summary of the abridged financial statements of MEL for the year ended 31 December 2021 is provided
on the next two pages.
A detailed Annual Report for MEL for the year ended 30 June 2021:



can be accessed at www.marandoo.com.au or
will be posted to you on request if you call 1‐300‐FABAL‐1.
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MARANDOO ESTATE LIMITED
(“MEL”)
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
30 June 2021 & Management Accounts for 31 December 2021
Balance Sheet
Management
Accounts

Audited

Year ended 30 June 6 months ended 31
2021
December 2021
ASSETS
Ca s h

$

108,952

Tra de & Other Debtors

$

1,545,017

$

602,249

Inventory & Other

$

622,273

$

1,791,157

Fi na nci a l As s ets

$

2,228,490

$

2,131,868

Property, Pl a nt & Equi pment

$

18,329,584

$

18,350,028

Inves tments

$

453,924

$

442,708

Deferred Ta x As s ets + Inta ngi bl es

$

563,438

$

700,605

$

23,851,678

Tra de & Other Credi tors

$

360,655

WET Li a bi l i ty

$

Lea s es – Current

$

93,326

$

145,080

Provi s i ons

$

249,646

$

286,348

Lea s es ‐Non‐current

$

164,890

$

320,669

Loa n – Non‐Current

$

6,515,000

$

7,105,000

Deferred Ta x Li a bi l i i es

$

3,062,125

$

3,037,609

Total Liabilities

$

10,445,642

11,310,450

Net Assets

$

13,406,036

12,768,699

Total Assets

$

60,534

24,079,149

LIABILITIES
‐

$
$

415,744
‐

EQUITY
Is s ued Sha res

$

3,790,390

$

3,790,390

Res erves

$

13,157,365

$

13,085,259

Reta i ned Ea rni ngs

$

(3,724,612) $

Current Ea rni ngs

$

182,893

$

13,406,036

12,768,699

2,788,407

2,788,407

300,000

300,000

3,088,407

3,088,407

Total Equity

Ordinary Shares
Preference Shares
Total Shares on Issue
Net Asset Value

$

4.34

$

$
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MARANDOO ESTATE LIMITED
(“MEL”)
ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
30 June 2021 & Management Accounts for 31 December 2021
Income Statement
Audited

Managements

Year ended 30 June 6 months ended 31
2021
December 2021
SALES REVENUE
Gra pe Recei pts

$

3,396,077

$

Wi ne ‐ Sa l es Bul k
Wi ne ‐ Cos t of Sa l es

$

225,807

$

$

(197,022) $

(92,726)

Expens e Recoveri es

$

759,492

$

429,468

Other Income

$

44,868

$

1,366

Accomoda ti on Income

$

83,321

$

30,336

Renta l Income

$

30,288

$

5,000

$

4,342,831

$

507,098

Empl oyment

$

(1,306,130)

Vi neya rd

$

(1,498,335)

Admi ni s tra ti on

$

(821,149) $

Ca pi ta l i s a ti on to Inventory

$

434,908

Net Cash Expenditure

$

(3,190,706) $

(726,391)

Depreci a ti on

$

(459,658) $

(234,222)

Net Operating expenditure

$

(3,650,364) $

(960,613)

$

692,467

$

(453,515)

Interes t

$

(213,587) $

(90,233)

Other Income

$

241,874

$

$

720,754

$

Net Revenue

‐
133,654

EXPENSES

EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAX

EARNINGS BEFORE TAX
Ta x
PROFIT AFTER TAX

25% $
$

$

(726,391)
‐

‐
(543,748)

(204,091) $

135,937

516,663

$

(407,811)

$

(157,420)

Dividends Paid
EBITDA / Ordinary Share

$

0.41 $

(0.08)

PAT / Ordiinary Share

$

0.19 $

(0.15)

Dividend / Ordinary Share

$

0.05

% Dividend / PAT

26.98%
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2B.8 LIABILITIES – ACTUAL AND FORWARD‐LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Section 2B.8 contains forward‐looking statements in relation to MEL’s debt and future repayments,
which are not controlled by the Company, and no guarantee can be given that any of them will occur.
MEL Liabilities
The Company has been informed that MEL has interest bearing liabilities from finance facilities that have
been provided by National Australia Bank.
The Company has further been informed that MEL has a commitment to repay financial loans and leases to
National Australia Bank until September 2035.
According to its abridged financial statements as at 31 December 2021, the total debt owing by MEL was
$7.2 million in financial loans and $0.6 million in leases.
The Company will become responsible for these financial liabilities if it acquires 100% of MEL.
Company Debt/Equity Ratio
The current policy of the FABAL Group is to aim for 60% equity (or debt/equity ratio of 40% debt with 60%
equity). The debt/equity ratio of the Company on its balance sheet as at 31 December 2021 was 16.60%.
In the event that the MEL Offer and the NVFAL Offer are both successful and assuming there is 50% of the
MEL Offer and NVFAL Offer accepted for Cash (and the balance for Shares), the impact on the Company’s
balance sheet would be for the debt/Equity Ratio to be 66.2%.
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3.

INTENTIONS OF THE COMPANY AND THE FABAL GROUP

3.1

OVERVIEW
This Section 3 sets out the rationale for the future intentions of the Company as the holding company of the
FABAL Group if this Offer and/or the MEL Offer is successful. It is based on a review undertaken by the
Company, taking into account the facts and information concerning NVFAL and MEL respectively, and the
circumstances affecting their respective business as far as they are known to the Company and its Directors
as at the date of this Bidder's Statement. This includes information in relation to:


the continued operation of the business of NVFAL and MEL,



any major changes to be made to the business of NVFAL or MEL, including any redeployment of
their fixed assets, and



the future employment of the present employees of NVFAL and MEL.

On or about 24 September 2021, the Company entered into a Bid Implementation Deed with NVFAL (the
“NVFAL BID”) under which the Company and NVFAL agreed (amongst other things) to exchange certain
information in connection with the NVFAL Offer. In accordance with the terms of the NVFAL BID, NVFAL has
provided certain information to the Company, and has consented to the disclosure of that information in
this Bidder’s Statement.
On or about 30 September 2021, the Company entered into a Bid Implementation Deed with MEL (the “MEL
BID”) under which the Company and MEL agreed (amongst other things) to exchange certain information in
connection with the Offer. In accordance with the terms of the MEL BID, MEL has provided certain
information to the Company, and has consented to the disclosure of that information in this Bidder’s
Statement.

3.2

REVIEW OF INFORMATION BY THE COMPANY
In conducting its review of its future intentions, the Board of the Company has reviewed and taken into
account:








publicly available information
information known to its wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Investments, in its capacity as an existing
shareholder of NVFAL and MEL
information known to 3 of its Directors who are also Directors of NVFAL, and two of whom also
beneficially own shares in NVFAL – see Section 3.5
information known to its wholly owned subsidiary, FABAL Operations, in its capacity as the contracted
manager of NVFAL’s vineyards, which has been in discussion with members of the NVFAL Board at
various times over the last 4 months concerning the operation of NVFAL's business and has explored
various ways in which they could potentially work together.
information that the Company has obtained from MEL pursuant to the MEL BID
information that the Company has obtained from NVFAL pursuant to the NVFAL BID.

Accordingly, the Board of the Company believes that is has sufficient knowledge of material information,
facts, and circumstances to make this Offer, and to take a view of its future intentions in the event that the
Offer and/or the MEL Offer is successful.
During the Offer Period, the Company will request access to any further information which has previously
been unavailable to it and will conduct a further review of NVFAL and MEL and their respective operations,
assets, liabilities, structure, and employees to determine whether there have been any material changes
affecting its Offer or the MEL Offer, and its intentions as described in this Bidder’s Statement.
Consequently, the statements set out in this Section 3 are statements of the Company's current intentions
only and might vary as circumstances change or further information arises. Accordingly, the statements in
this Section 3.2 should be read in this context.
Pursuant to the Offer and the MEL Offer, the Company may or may not become the ultimate beneficial owner
of 100% of all NVFAL Shares and MEL Shares on issue.

3.3

INTENTIONS UPON ACQUIRING 90% OR MORE OF NVFAL SHARES
The intention of the Company is to acquire a sufficient number of NVFAL Shares which results in the Company
(together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest in 100% of the issued NVFAL Shares. If the Company
(together with its Associates) acquires a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of the NVFAL Shares (and,
consequently, it is entitled to proceed to compulsory acquisition of the outstanding NVFAL Shares) it intends
to do so.
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If the Company (together with its Associates) acquires a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of the NVFAL
Shares, it intends to give notice under Sections 662A of the Corporations to NVFAL Shareholders offering to
acquire their NVFAL Shares in accordance with Section 662B of the Corporations Act. In that event, the
Company will:
3.3.1 give notices to NVFAL Shareholders to compulsorily acquire any outstanding NVFAL Shares after the
end of the Offer Period, and in the six weeks after it gives compulsory acquisition notices in
accordance with Section 661B of the Corporations Act, or
3.3.2 if permitted, give notices to NVFAL Shareholders to compulsorily acquire all outstanding NVFAL
Shares In accordance with Section 664C of the Corporations Act.
In that event, if you do not accept the Offer you will continue to hold your NVFAL Shares, but when the
Company proceeds with compulsory acquisition, you will be entitled to select the form of consideration in
the same manner offered under the Offer, being the Cash Offer, or the Share Offer, or a combination of both.
If you do not make an election as to the form of consideration you wish to receive, you will be paid the Cash
Offer being $10.00 in cash for each NVFAL Share you own at the end of the compulsory acquisition process.
If compulsory acquisition occurs, you will receive your consideration later than the NVFAL Shareholders who
choose to accept the Offer.
In the event that the Company (together with its Associates) fails to acquire a Relevant Interest in 90% or
more of the NVFAL Shares and, consequently, it is not entitled to proceed to compulsory acquisition of the
outstanding NVFAL Shares, you will continue to be a minority shareholder in NVFAL.

3.4

INTENTIONS UPON ACQUIRING 90% OR MORE OF MEL SHARES
The intention of the Company is to acquire a sufficient number of MEL Shares which results in the Company
(together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest in 100% of the issued MEL Shares. If the Company
(together with its Associates) acquires a Relevant Interest in 90% or more of the MEL Shares (and,
consequently, it is entitled to proceed to compulsory acquisition of the outstanding MEL Shares) it intends
to do so.
In the event that the Company (together with its Associates) fails to acquire a Relevant Interest in 90% or
more of MEL's Shares by the end of the MEL Offer period and, consequently, the MEL Offer is not successful
as the conditions to the MEL Offer have not been satisfied or waived, its current intention is to not proceed
with the MEL Offer.

3.5

THE COMPANY DIRECTORS
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement the directors of the Company are:
Bruce Spangler

Non‐Executive & Independent Chairman

Amal Wahab

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Jane Caire

Non‐Executive & Independent Director

Chris Day

Group Chief Executive Officer & Non‐Independent Director

Dim Georgiadis

Non‐Executive & Non‐Independent Director

Bruce Spangler, Dim Georgiadis and Chris Day are also directors of NVFAL. Bruce Spangler, Dim Georgiadis
and Chris Day (and some of their respective Associates) are also the beneficial owners of NVFAL Shares.
Accordingly, Bruce Spangler, Dim Georgiadis and Chris Day have agreed not to participate in any decisions of
the NVFAL board in relation to the Offer. All deliberations and decisions of the NVFAL board in relation to
the Offer have been made by the Independent NVFAL Directors.
Bruce Spangler, Amal Wahab and Chris Day are also directors of MEL. Accordingly, they have all agreed not
to participate in any decisions of the MEL board in relation to the MEL Offer. All deliberations and decisions
of the MEL board in relation to the MEL Offer have been made by the remaining director of MEL who is not
also a director of the Company, supported by the independent advice of external professional advisers.

3.6

DIRECTORS OF FUTURE BOARDS OF THE COMPANY, NVFAL AND MEL
The Company intends to review and evaluate the current composition of its Board to ensure that it is
primarily comprised of Directors who have the appropriate skills and experience to give effect to the
objectives and goals outlined in this Bidder’s Statement. This review may result in additions or changes to
the composition of the Company’s Board after this Offer and the MEL Offer are concluded. Any proposed
changes will be subject to the approval of the Company’s shareholders in accordance with its constitution.
In addition, the Company may consider exercising its rights as an NVFAL Shareholder and MEL Shareholder
after the Offer and the MEL Offer are concluded to modify the composition of the NVFAL Board and MEL
board to ensure that its ownership is appropriately reflected at the NVFAL board level and MEL board level.
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3.7

DIVIDENDS – FORWARD‐LOOKING STATEMENTS
The forward‐looking statements in this Section 3.7 are statements of future intent in relation to the
Company’s dividend policy and payments, and no guarantee can be given that any of them will occur.
The Board of the Company intends to continue paying cash dividends to its shareholders in accordance with
its dividend policy. The current policy of the Board is to aim to declare dividends of between 40% to 60% of
Profit After Tax (“PAT” is accounting terminology under International Financial Reporting Standards). The
application of the “Bearer Plants” Accounting Standard, which affects the depreciation of vines planted on a
vineyard (currently at the rate of 4% per annum), may impact on this policy and the dividends that the
Company can declare.
The Company has declared an annual dividend for the year ended 30 June 2021 of 20.0 cents per ordinary
share paid as an interim on 8 December 2021 and a final dividend in March 2022. This compared to earnings
on PAT of 193.0 cents per share and cash flow earnings of 94.0 cents per ordinary share.
The present intention of the Company Board is to aim for an ordinary annual dividend of 18.0 to 20.0 cents
per share, although this is subject to various factors and is not guaranteed. The Board will also seek, where
possible, to have future dividends fully franked (100% where possible) or to the highest extent possible in
the prevailing circumstances.

3.8

DEBT REPAYMENT – FORWARD‐LOOKING STATEMENTS
The forward‐looking statements in this Section 3.8 are statements of future intent in relation to the Company
incurring and repaying debt, and no guarantee can be given that any of them will occur.
The Company’s audited half year financial statements as at 31 December 2021 show that it has interest‐
bearing financial loans of $3.89 million, and lease facilities of $1.43 million. The Board intends for the
Company to repay some of its interest‐bearing liabilities of $5.32 million to National Australia Bank on an
annual basis. As at 31 December 2021, this commitment is approximately $0.2 million per annum.
A new Transaction Facility of $17.0 million in debt has been arranged by the Company to provide the Cash
portion of the Offer Consideration to be paid in respect of this Offer and the MEL Offer. Please refer to
Section 6 for further details.
The current financing policy of the Board is to maintain 60% or more in equity. This may change immediately
after the successful completion of the Offer and the MEL Offer.
As at 31 December 2021, the Company’s debt/equity ratio (before taking into account any additional
financial liabilities under the Transaction Facility) is 24.1% debt and 75.9% equity.
The acquisition of further shares in both NVFAL and MEL under this Offer and the MEL Offer will change this
ratio, as each of NVFAL and MEL has a reasonable level of its own net debt. The intention of the Board is to
bring its debt/equity ratio back within this current financing policy range as soon as possible after the
completion of the Offer and the MEL Offer.
The Company or other members of the FABAL Group may also potentially borrow in future to acquire further
assets, including wine businesses, vineyards, chocolate or skincare businesses that are associated with its
stated strategy to operate in agribusiness and agri‐tourism in premium regions. However, its current
intention is that it would only do so IF the financial returns are anticipated to be greater than the cost of
borrowing AND the debt/equity ratio remains above its target 40%/60% split over the medium term.

3.9

REVIEW OF NVFAL AND MEL'S BUSINESS, ASSETS AND EMPLOYEES
Following the end of the Offer Period, if the Company (together with its Associates) have a Relevant Interest
in 80% or more of the issued NVFAL Shares and/or 90% or more of the issued MEL Shares, the Company
intends to conduct a review of the operations, assets, liabilities, structure, and employees of NVFAL and, in
light of that review, to identify:


business opportunities and areas of potential revenue generation which may provide overall
strategic and operational benefit for NVFAL



areas of potential cost saving which may provide overall strategic and operational benefit for NVFAL
and MEL, and



any assets of NVFAL and MEL which do not fit into the future strategic plans of NVFAL, MEL or the
FABAL Group as a whole, and then evaluate the best and most appropriate way to organise such
assets, which may include their sale or redeployment.

While the Company does not presently have any specific intentions in relation to this review or its outcomes,
its current expectation is that the review will focus on identifying the most effective means of utilising NVFAL
and MEL's assets and resources and maximising the investment that the FABAL Group has made in NVFAL
and MEL.
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The status of the existing employees of NVFAL and MEL (if any) will also be considered as part of the review
described above. It is the present intention of the Company that the employees of NVFAL and MEL will
continue as employees of the FABAL Group. Accordingly, the FABAL Group has the present intention to
maintain all of NVFAL's and MEL’s existing employees.
However, final decisions on the outcome of the Company’s review will only be reached after that review has
been completed and will take into consideration all material facts and circumstances at the relevant time.

3.10 CONSOLIDATION OF VINEYARD ASSETS AND OPERATIONS
If, at the conclusion of the Offer Period, both NVFAL and MEL become wholly owned and controlled entities of the
FABAL Group, a structure review would be undertaken by the Board of the Company.
In this event, the Board of the Company anticipates the possibility that each of the vineyard properties currently
owned by VRE BV, VRE, NVFAL and MEL could all be consolidated into one entity, subject to SA government relief
from stamp duty being granted and operated by that consolidation entity. The more likely entity to control the entire
vineyard group would be NVFAL as the current owner of the largest parcels of vineyard properties, but no decision
has been made in this regard yet and will not be made until the review is undertaken.
It is also likely that FABAL Operations would manage the vineyard properties of the entire FABAL Group for the benefit
of the consolidated entity.
The Company has the present intention to maintain all NVFAL and MEL's existing employees within the FABAL
Group, and it would also seek to optimise savings in administration and governance costs wherever possible.

3.11 INTENTIONS ON HOLDING BETWEEN 80% AND LESS THAN 90% OF NVFAL SHARES
In the event that the Company (together with its Associates) fails to acquire a Relevant Interest in 80% or more of the
NVFAL Shares by the end of the Offer Period and the Conditions are not satisfied or waived by the end of the Offer
Period, then the Offer will lapse and your acceptance (if any) will be void.
If, at the conclusion of the Offer Period, the Company (together with its Associates) have a Relevant Interest in 80%
or more but less than 90% of NVFAL Shares, then the Company will not be entitled to compulsorily acquire the
remaining NVFAL Shares.
NVFAL will become a controlled entity of the Company but will not be a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company,
and there will be minority NVFAL Shareholders who will remain as investors in NVFAL.
In this event, the Company expects that all directors appointed by it to the NVFAL Board will always act in accordance
with their fiduciary duties and intends that all requisite shareholder approvals and other legal requirements, including
the Corporations Act, are complied with in pursuing any of the intentions which are referred to in this Section 3. While
complying with these requirements, the approval of the minority NVFAL Shareholders may be required for the
implementation of any of the intentions of the Company outlined in this Section 3.
The requirement for the members of the NVFAL Board to have regard to their fiduciary duties in the context
of a partly owned subsidiary, and the possible requirement to seek approval of NVFAL's minority
shareholders, may prevent a particular intention described in this Section 3 from being achieved.

3.12 LIMITATIONS ON GIVING EFFECT TO INTENTIONS
The ability of the Company to implement the intentions as set out in this Section 3.12 will be subject to MEL’s
and NVFAL’s respective decisions and legal obligations in the interests of all MEL or NVFAL Shareholders (as
the case may be), and the requirements of the Corporations Act and the constitution of MEL and NVFAL
respectively.
In particular, any conflicts of interest and ‘related party’ transactions will need to be duly and appropriately
considered if the Company obtains control of MEL and/or NVFAL but does not acquire all the MEL Shares or
NVFAL Shares, as the Company and MEL and/or NVFAL will be treated as related parties for these purposes.
The Company will only decide on these courses of action following legal and financial advice in relation to
those requirements.

3.13 CONTINUATION OF NVFAL AND MEL BUSINESS AND ASSETS
Other than as set out in this Section 3, it is the present intention of the FABAL Group that:


MEL’s and NVFAL’s business operations will continue as they currently operate (respectively)



no major changes will be made to the business of MEL or NVFAL, nor will any of MEL's or NVFAL’s fixed
assets be redeployed, and



the employment of MEL's and NVFAL’s employees (if any) will continue within the FABAL Group.
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4

INFORMATION ON SECURITIES

4.1

CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF NVFAL
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement, NVFAL has the following securities on issue:

4.2



2,249,993 fully paid ordinary shares



preference shares – Nil



options – Nil



futures – Nil.

THE COMPANY’S RELEVANT INTEREST IN NVFAL
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement, FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties
Unit Trust holds 970,300 NVFAL Shares, which give it voting rights at general meetings of NVFAL. Accordingly,
the Company has a Relevant Interest in 970,300 NVFAL Shares, representing 43.12% of the NVFAL Shares on
issue.

4.3 THE COMPANY’S VOTING POWER IN NVFAL
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement, the Company’s Voting Power in NVFAL is 61.99% .

4.4

NO CONSIDERATION PROVIDED FOR NVFAL SECURITIES DURING THE PREVIOUS FOUR MONTHS
Neither the Company nor any member of the FABAL Group, nor any of their respective Associates, has
acquired or agreed to acquire, or has provided or agreed to provide any consideration for acquiring, any
NVFAL Shares during the period of four months ending on the day immediately before the date of this
Bidder's Statement.

4.5

NVFAL SHARE PRICE HISTORY
The share price history of NVFAL is not considered crucially important to this Bidder's Statement because
NVFAL Shares are neither listed nor regularly traded.
NVFAL operates an ‘Over The Counter’ (“OTC”) share trading platform for shareholders. The Company has
been advised that 4,754 NVFAL Shares have been traded on an OTC basis in 4 transactions that occurred
between 1 December 2018 and 1 June 2021, each at $10.00 per share. Prior to those dates, 8,345 NVFAL
Shares had traded from 16 March 2018 to 30 November 2018 at between $10.49 and $11.00 per share.

4.6 NO INDUCING BENEFITS GIVEN DURING THE PREVIOUS FOUR MONTHS
During the period of four months ending on the day immediately before the date of this Bidder's Statement,
neither the Company nor any other member of the FABAL Group, nor any of their respective Associates,
gave, offered to give, or agreed to give, a benefit to another person that is not available under the terms of
the NVFAL Offer, and was likely to induce the other person, or an Associate of the other person, to either
accept the Offer or dispose of their NVFAL Shares.

4.7

CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMPANY
As at the date of this Bidder's Statement, the Company has the following securities on issue:


1,210,000 fully paid ordinary shares



preference shares – Nil



options – Nil



futures – Nil.

This includes the following changes in the Company’s capital which were implemented after 30 June 2021:





100,000 preference shares were converted to 100,000 ordinary shares, leaving no remaining
preference shares on issue
an additional 56,140 ordinary shares were issued under a one‐off dividend reinvestment plan,
issue of a further 3,860 ordinary shares to various shareholders and staff of the Company; and
a further 50,000 ordinary shares were issued as part of an agreement to terminate the Company’s
internal shareholders agreement.
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4.8

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES ATTACHING TO COMPANY SHARES
The rights and liabilities attaching to Company Shares are set out in the Company’s constitution (see Section
4.9 below) and are affected by the Corporations Act and the general law. A summary of some of the more
significant rights attaching to the Company Shares is set out below. This summary is not exhaustive nor does
it constitute a definitive statement of the rights and liabilities of the Company Shares. MEL Shareholders
should seek their own advice when trying to establish their rights and liabilities in specific circumstances.

4.8.1 Ranking of Company Shares
The Company Shares to be issued under the Offer in respect to the Share Consideration will be issued fully
paid and will rank equally for dividends and other rights with existing ordinary shares in the Company.

4.8.2 Dividends
Subject to the Corporations Act, the Company Directors may resolve to pay any dividend they consider
appropriate and fix the time for payment.

4.8.3 Attendance at meetings and voting
Each Company Shareholder is entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, general meetings of
the Company and to receive all notices, accounts and other documents required to be sent to Company
Shareholders under the Constitution or the Corporations Act.
Company Shareholders may vote in person, or by proxy, attorney or representative and are entitled to on a
show of hands, one vote or on a poll, one vote for each Company Share they hold.

4.8.4 Variation of rights
Subject to the provisions in the Corporations Act, the rights attaching to a class of shares in the Company
may be varied with the written consent of shareholders with at least 75% of the votes in that class, or if
authorised by a special resolution passed at a meeting of the holders of shares in that class. At present, there
is only one class of shares in the Company on issue, Company Shares (ordinary shares).

4.8.5 Issue of further Company Shares
The Company (under the control of the directors) may issue Company Shares on any terms, with any rights
or restrictions attached to the shares, at any time and for any consideration the Company Directors decide.

4.8.6 Directors
The Company’s Constitution prescribes a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 10 directors. It also contains
provisions relating to the rotation and election of directors. Company Shareholders may appoint a director
by ordinary resolution in general meeting.

4.8.7 Winding up
Subject to the rights of holders of shares with special rights in a winding up (if any), if the Company is wound
up, members (including holders of ordinary shares) will be entitled to participate in any surplus assets of the
Company in proportion to the amounts paid on their respective shares before the winding up began.

4.9

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMPANY
Under Section 140(1) of the Corporations Act, the constitution of the Company has effect as a contract
between the Company and each member and between a member of the Company and each other member.
Accordingly, if you accept the Share Offer as consideration you will, as a result, become liable to comply with
the constitution of the Company. The constitution of the Company also sets out the principal rights attaching
to the Company Shares.
A copy of the Company’s constitution:


can be accessed at: www.fabal.com.au in the “Corporate Governance” section, or



will be posted to you on request if you call 1‐300‐FABAL‐1.

In accordance with the Corporations Act, the Company may only modify or repeal a provision of its
Constitution by special resolution in a general meeting, being a resolution passed by at least 75% of votes
cast by members entitled to vote on the resolutions.
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5

OFFER TERMS

5.1

OFFER
The Offer outlined in this Bidder’s Statement relates to all NVFAL Shares that are recorded on the Register
on the Record Date. The effective date of the Offer is the Offer Date.
The Company is offering to acquire all your NVFAL Shares by way of a conditional off–market takeover bid
for the Offer Consideration, being one of the following, as you elect:
(a) $10.00 in Cash for each NVFAL Share that you own, which will be payable to you to the extent to which
you accept the Cash Offer (the “Cash Consideration”)
(b) 9 fully paid Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares that you own, rounded up to the nearest whole
number of Company Shares, which will be issued to you to the extent to which you accept the Share
Offer (the “Share Consideration”), or
(c) a combination of both (a) and (b) in the event that you wish to partially accept the Cash Offer and
partially accept the Share Offer.
If you accept the Offer but do not make an election in the Acceptance Form as to form of the Offer
Consideration you wish to receive, or you make an invalid election, you will be deemed to have accepted the
Share Offer in full for all of your NVFAL Shares.
The Offer is conditional upon the Conditions described in Section 5.5 below. There is no cap on the number
of NVFAL Shares that can be acquired under the Cash Offer. If you accept the Offer you must accept it for all
of the NVFAL Shares that you own based on any of the 3 options described above – you cannot partially
accept and partially reject the Offer.

5.2

OFFER PERIOD
The Offer will remain open for acceptance during the period that commences on the Offer Date and ends at
5.00 pm (ACST) on 31 May 2022 (the “Offer Period”), unless the Offer is withdrawn, or the Offer Period is
extended, in accordance with the Corporations Act.
The Company may, in accordance with the Corporations Act, extend the Offer Period during which this Offer
remains open for acceptance. Please refer to Section 5.4.2 for further details.

5.3

HOW TO ACCEPT THIS OFFER
You may only accept the Offer during the Offer Period in respect of all your NVFAL Shares, and not a lesser
number.
The steps that you should take in considering this Offer are:

5.4

i.

Decide whether you would like to accept this Offer.

ii.

Determine whether you wish to accept the Cash Offer, the Share Offer or a combination of both.
If you elect to accept a combination, you will need to decide the number or proportion of your
NVFAL Shares that you wish to sell for cash, and the number or proportion of your NVFAL Shares
that you wish to exchange for Company Shares.

iii.

Complete and sign the enclosed Acceptance Form in accordance with the instructions on it.

iv.

Return the Acceptance Form together with all other documents (if any) required by the
instructions on it, so that they are received by the Company before the end of the Offer Period at
one of the addresses indicated on the Acceptance Form.

STATUS OF EFFECT OF THE ACCEPTANCE FORM
5.4.1 Status of Acceptance Form
The Acceptance Form that accompanies this Bidder’s Statement forms part of the Offer, and the instructions
on the Acceptance Form must be followed to accept this Offer.

5.4.2 Effect of Acceptance Form
By signing and returning the Acceptance Form in accordance with Section 5.3, you will have formally
accepted the Offer. At that time, you will be unable to revoke your acceptance, and the contract resulting
from your acceptance (the “Contract”) will be binding on you. You will be unable to withdraw your
acceptance or otherwise dispose of your NVFAL Shares, except as follows:


If by the relevant times specified in Section 5.5 the Conditions have not been fulfilled or waived, the
Offer will automatically terminate, and you will retain all your NVFAL Shares in respect of which you
have accepted the Offer.
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If the Offer Period is extended by more than 1 month and the obligations of the Company to deliver the
Offer Consideration are postponed for more than 1 month and, at the time, the Offer remains subject
to one or more of the Conditions, you may be able to withdraw your acceptance of the Offer in relation
to your NVFAL Shares in accordance with Section 650E of the Corporations Act. If that right arises, a
notice will be sent to you at the relevant time explaining your rights in this regard.

By accepting the Offer, you will be deemed to have:

















accepted the Offer (and any variation to it subject to Section 650E of the Corporations Act) in respect of
all the NVFAL Shares registered in your name, regardless of the number of NVFAL Shares specified in
your Acceptance Form
agree to the terms of the Offer and, subject to the Conditions having been fulfilled or waived, agreed to
transfer all your NVFAL Shares to the Company
agreed to accept the Offer Consideration as outlined in this Bidder’s Statement and elected by you in
your Acceptance Form
agreed to be bound by the Company’s constitution (a copy can be accessed at fabal.com.au)
authorised the Company (and any director, secretary, or nominee of the Company) to amend the
Acceptance Form on your behalf by inserting correct details of your NVFAL Shares, fill in any blanks and
correct any errors or omissions from the Acceptance Form as considered necessary by the Company:
 to make the Acceptance Form an effective acceptance of the Offer, and/or
 to enable registration of the transfer of your NVFAL Shares to the Company
irrevocably authorised and directed NVFAL to pay to the Company or to account to the Company for all
rights which are declared, paid or which arise or accrue after the Offer Date in respect of your NVFAL
Shares (subject to the Company accounting to you for any rights received by it if your acceptance of the
Offer is validly withdrawn pursuant to Section 650E of the Corporations Act, or the Contract becomes
void
subject to the Conditions having been fulfilled or waived, irrevocably authorised the Company to
transfer ownership of your NVFAL Shares, subject to it having paid or satisfied the Offer Consideration
due to you under the terms of the Offer
represented and warranted to the Company as a fundamental condition going to the root of the
Contract that:
 the Company will acquire good title to and beneficial ownership of all your NVFAL Shares free
from all mortgages, charges, liens and encumbrances (whether legal or equitable) and other
third‐party interests of any kind
 you have paid NVFAL all amounts which are due in respect of your NVFAL Shares
 all your NVFAL Shares are fully paid
 you have full power and capacity to accept the Offer and to sell and transfer the legal and
beneficial ownership of your NVFAL Shares, together with all rights attached to them, to the
Company
agreed to accept the Company Shares to which you become entitled by accepting this Offer, subject to
the Company’s constitution and the terms of the issue of the Company Shares, and to have authorised
the Company to place your name on its register of shareholders as the holder of the Company Shares
issued to you under the terms of the Offer
if you reside outside of Australia represented and warranted to the Company that the making of the
Offer by the Company to you, and your acceptance of the Offer, is lawful under any applicable law of a
country other than Australia which apply to you to the making of the Offer and to your acceptance of
the Offer
with effect from the later of your acceptance of the Offer and the date that the Contract becomes or is
declared unconditional, irrevocably appointed (and agreed not to revoke that appointment) the
Company and each of the Company’s directors, secretaries and other officers from time to time severally
as your agent and true and lawful attorney, with power to do all things which you could lawfully do
concerning your NVFAL Shares, or in exercise of any right or power derived from the holding of your
NVFAL Shares including, without limitation:
 attend and vote in respect of your NVFAL Shares at any and all meetings of NVFAL
 requisition or join with other holders of NVFAL Shares in requisitioning and/or convening a
meeting of the members of NVFAL
 demand a poll for any vote to be taken at any meeting of NVFAL Shareholders
 propose or second any resolutions to be considered at any and all meetings of NVFAL
Shareholders
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execute all forms, transfers, assignments, notices, instruments (including instruments
appointing a Company director as a proxy in respect of any of your NVFAL Shares and a transfer
form for your NVFAL Shares), proxies’ consents, agreements and resolutions relating to your
NVFAL Shares
 request NVFAL to register in the name of the Company your NVFAL Shares which you hold on
any register of NVFAL, and
 do all things incidental and ancillary to the foregoing
AND to have agreed that in exercising the powers conferred by the power of attorney created by this
Section 5.4.2, the attorney shall be entitled to act in the interests of the Company as the beneficial
owner and intended registered holder of your NVFAL Shares in respect of which you will do all such acts,
matters and things that the Company may reasonably require to give effect to the matters the subject
of this Section 5.4.2 (including the execution of a written form of proxy to the same effect as this Section
5.4.2 which complies in all respects with the requirements of NVFAL’s constitution) if required by the
Company. This appointment is irrevocable and terminates upon registration of the transfer of your
NVFAL Shares to the Company
for as long as the power of attorney in the preceding provision of this Section 5.4.2 applies, agreed not
to vote in person, by proxy or otherwise at any general meeting of NVFAL, or to exercise (or purport to
exercise) in person, by proxy or otherwise, any of the powers conferred on the Company and the
Company’s directors, secretaries and other officer of the Company under that power of attorney.

The representations, warranties, undertakings and authorities referred to in this Section 5.4.2 will (unless
otherwise stated) remain in force after you receive the Offer Consideration for your NVFAL Shares, and after
the Company becomes registered as the holder of those NVFAL Shares.

5.4.3 Validation of Acceptance Form
Notwithstanding Section 5.3, the Company may treat the receipt by it of a signed Acceptance Form either:


before the end of the Offer Period, or



after the end of the Offer Period where the Acceptance Form is sent by post and the envelope in which
it is posted is post‐marked before the end of Offer Period,

as valid even though it does not receive the other documents required by the instructions on the Acceptance
Form or any one or more of the other requirements for acceptance are not complied with.
If the Company does treat such an Acceptance Form as valid, subject to Section 5.7, the Company will not
be obliged to give the Offer Consideration to you until it receives all those documents and all the
requirements for acceptance referred to in Section 5.3 and in the Acceptance Form have been met (other
than the requirement of the Acceptance Form to be received before the end of the Offer Period).

5.4.4 Risk in Acceptance Form
The submission by you of the Acceptance Form and any other documents in accordance with Section 5.3 is
at your own risk. No acknowledgement of receipt of any such documents will be given to you by or on behalf
of the Company.

5.4.5 Power of attorney or deceased estate
Where applicable, when accepting this Offer, you should forward for inspection along with your completed
Acceptance Form:

5.5



if the Acceptance Form is executed by an attorney on behalf of an NVFAL shareholder – a certified copy
of the power of attorney, and



if the Acceptance Form is executed by the executor of the will or the administrator of the estate of a
deceased NVFAL shareholder – the relevant grant of probate or letters of administration.

CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO THE OFFER
Subject to Section 5.6, this Offer, and the Contract resulting from your acceptance of this Offer, are subject
to the fulfilment of the Conditions described below (the “Conditions”).

5.5.1 Company to be converted to a public company
The Company must have completed the process to formally convert to a public company. As at the date of
this Bidder’s Statement the Company has converted to a public company with effect from 19 November
2021. As at the date of this Bidder’s Statement, this condition has been satisfied.

5.5.2 Company and Associates to have a Relevant Interest in at least 80% of the issued NVFAL
Shares
A sufficient number of NVFAL shareholders must accept this Offer which results in the Company (together
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with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest in 80% or more in of the NVFAL Shares.

5.5.3 No Material Adverse Change
Between and including the Offer Date and the end of the Offer Period, no Material Adverse Change occurs
in relation to NVFAL, unless otherwise mutually agreed between the Company and NVFAL in writing.
For this purpose, a “Material Adverse Change” is defined as an event, change, condition, matter,
circumstance or thing occurring after the Offer Date (‘Specified Event’) which, whether individually or when
aggregated with all of those events, changes, conditions, matters, circumstances or things of a like kind that
have occurred or are reasonably likely to occur has had or would be considered reasonably likely to have the
effect of diminishing the value of the net assets of NVFAL by at least 5% against what it would reasonably
have been expected to have been but for that Specified Event (calculated in accordance with the accounting
policies and practices applied by NVFAL in respect of the financial year ended 30 June 2021) other than those
events, changes, conditions, matters, circumstances or things:
(i)

required under, or expressly permitted by, the NVFAL BID

(ii)

to the extent that they were fairly disclosed by NVFAL at least 3 Business Days prior to the date of the
NVFAL BID

(iii)

agreed to in writing, or requested in writing, by the Company

(iv)

directly relating to costs and expenses incurred by NVFAL associated with the Offer, including all fees
payable to NVFAL’s external advisers

(v)

arising as a result of any generally applicable change in law (including subordinate legislation),
regulation, orders, accounting standards or governmental policy

(vi)

arising from changes that affect the vineyard industry generally, provided that those changes do not
have a materially disproportionate effect on NVFAL relative to other participants in that industry

(vii)

arising from changes in economic, business, industry or political conditions that impact on NVFAL and
its competitors in a similar manner (including interest rates, general economic, political or business
conditions, including material adverse changes or major disruptions to, or fluctuations in, domestic
or international financial markets)

(viii)

arising from any act of terrorism, outbreak or escalation of war (whether or not declared), major
hostilities, civil unrest or outbreak or escalation of any disease epidemic or pandemic (including the
outbreak, escalation or any impact of, or recovery from, the Coronavirus or COVID‐19 pandemic)

(ix)

arising from any act of God, natural disaster, lightning, storm flood, bushfire, earthquake, explosion,
cyclone, tidal wave, landslide, on or after the Offer Date

(x)

directly relating to any write down of trade receivables in connection with any settlement of any
litigation

(xi)

any write down of goodwill in connection with or as a result of the terms of the Offer.

5.5.4 No Prescribed Occurrences
Between and including the Offer Date and the date 3 Business Days after the end of Offer Period, no
Prescribed Occurrence occurs in relation to NVFAL, unless otherwise mutually agreed between the Company
and NVFAL in writing.
For this purpose, a “Prescribed Occurrence” is defined as listed in Section 652C of the Corporations Act,
being:
(i)

NVFAL converting all or any of the NVFAL Shares into a larger or smaller number of shares under
Section 254H of the Corporations Act

(ii)

NVFAL resolving to reduce its share capital in any way

(iii)

NVFAL entering into a buy‐back agreement or resolving to approve the terms of a buy‐back
agreement under Subsection 257C(1) or 257(1) of the Corporations Act

(iv)

NVFAL making an issue of shares, or granting an option over its shares, or agreeing to make such an
issue or grant such an option

(v)

NVFAL issuing or agreeing to issue convertible notes

(vi)

NVFAL disposing, or agreeing to dispose, of the whole, or a substantial part, of its business or
property, other than as agreed by the Company

(vii)

NVFAL granting, or agreeing to grant, a security Interest in the whole, or a substantial part, of its
business or property

(viii)

NVFAL resolving that it be wound up

(ix)

the appointment of a liquidator or provisional liquidator of NVFAL or a subsidiary of NVFAL
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(x)

the making of an order by a court for the winding up of NVFAL

(xi)

an administrator of NVFAL being appointed under Section 436A, 436B or 436C of the Corporations
Act

(xii)

NVFAL executing a deed of company arrangement, or

(xiii)

the appointment of a receiver, receiver and manager, other controller (as defined in the
Corporations Act) or similar official in relation to the whole, or a substantial part, of the property of
NVFAL.

5.5.5 NVFAL does not terminate the NVFAL BID
NVFAL does not terminate the NVFAL BID before the end of the Offer Period in accordance with its terms.

5.5.6 NVFAL is not in material breach of the NVFAL BID
NVFAL is not in material breach of the NVFAL BID before the end of the Offer Period.

5.6

NATURE AND OPERATION OF CONDITIONS
5.6.1 Nature of Conditions
Each Condition is a condition subsequent to the formation of the binding Contract upon your acceptance of
the Offer. None of the Conditions prevents a contract being formed to sell your NVFAL Shares as a result of
your acceptance of the Offer, but:


non‐fulfilment of any of the Conditions at the end of the Offer Period will have the consequences set
out in Section 5.6.5 unless otherwise waived by the Company, and



breach of any of the Conditions entitles the Company to rescind the Contract by written notice to you.

5.6.2 Separate Conditions for benefit of the Company
Each paragraph and each sub‐paragraph of each other paragraph of Section 5.5 constitutes, and is to be
construed as, a separate, several and distinct Condition. No Condition will be taken to limit the meaning or
effect of any other Condition.
Subject to the Corporations Act and to Section 5.6.1, the Company alone is entitled to the benefit of the
Conditions and to rely on breach or non‐fulfilment of, or to waive, any of the Conditions.

5.6.3 Waiver of Conditions
Subject to the Corporations Act, any or all the Conditions may be waived by the Company.

5.6.4 Notice on status of Defeating Conditions
The date for giving the notice as to the status of the Conditions required by Section 630(1) of the
Corporations Act is 24 May 2022, being not more than 14 days and not less than 7 days before the end of
the Offer Period (subject to variation in accordance with Section 630(2) of the Corporations Act if the Offer
Period is extended).

5.6.5 Contract void if Conditions not fulfilled
Your acceptance of this Offer, and the Contract resulting from your acceptance of this Offer, will be
automatically void if:

5.7



at the end of the Offer Period, any of the Conditions is not fulfilled, and



the Company has not declared this Offer and the Contract free from that Condition in accordance with
Section 5.6.4.

SATISFACTION OF OFFER CONSIDERATION
5.7.1 When you will be paid if you accept the Cash Offer
If the Acceptance Form does not require you to give another document for your acceptance, if you accept
the Cash Offer in whole or in part, the Company will despatch payment to you for your NVFAL Shares by the
end of whichever of the following periods ends earliest:


if this Offer is unconditional when you accept this Offer, within one month after the date of this Offer is
accepted by you;



if this Offer is subject to a defeating condition when you accept this Offer, within one month after the
date the takeover contract resulting from your acceptance of this Offer becomes unconditional; and



21 days after the end of the Offer Period if the takeover contract resulting from your acceptance of this
Offer becomes unconditional.
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If the number of NVFAL Shares in respect of which you accept the Cash Offer results in your entitlement to
a cash amount which is not a whole number, your entitlement to cash will be rounded up or down to the
nearest whole cent.

5.7.2 When you will receive your Company Shares if you accept the Share Offer
If the Acceptance Form does not require you to give another document for your acceptance, if you accept
the Share Offer in whole or in part, the Company will issue to you the Company Shares for your NVFAL Shares
by the end of whichever of the following periods ends earliest:


if this Offer is unconditional when you accept this Offer, within one month after the date of this Offer is
accepted by you;



if this Offer is subject to a defeating condition when you accept this Offer, within one month after the
date the takeover contract resulting from your acceptance of this Offer becomes unconditional; and



21 calendar days after the end of the Offer Period if the takeover contract resulting from your
acceptance of this Offer becomes unconditional.

If the number of NVFAL Shares in respect of which you accept the Share Offer results in your entitlement to
Company Shares which is not a whole number, your entitlement to Company Shares will be rounded up to
the nearest whole number.

5.7.3 Satisfaction of Offer Consideration when additional documents are required
Where additional documents are required, either by the Acceptance Form or otherwise, to be given to the
Company with your acceptance to enable the Company to become the holder of your NVFAL Shares (such
as a power of attorney) then, subject to Section 5.7.4 and 5.7.5 and the Corporations Act:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

5.7.4

if those documents are given to the Company with your Acceptance Form, the Company will:


pay you the Cash Consideration for your NVFAL Shares in accordance with Section 5.7.1, and/or



issue Company Shares to you for the Share Consideration for your NVFAL Shares in accordance
with Section 5.7.2

if those documents are given to the Company after your acceptance and before the end of the Offer
Period, while the Offer is subject to any outstanding Condition at the time the Company is given the
document, the Company will pay you the Cash Consideration and/or issue Company Shares to you for
the Share Consideration for your NVFAL Shares by the end of whichever of the following periods ends
earlier:


one month after the takeover contract resulting from your acceptance of this Offer becomes
unconditional, and



21 calendar days after the end of the Offer Period if the takeover contract resulting from your
acceptance of this Offer becomes unconditional

if those documents are given to the Company after your acceptance and before the end of the Offer
Period and this Offer is unconditional at the time the Company is given the document, the Company
will pay you the Cash Consideration and/or issue Company Shares to you for the Share Consideration
for your NVFAL Shares by the end of whichever of the following periods ends earlier:


one month after the date that document is given, and



21 days after the end of the Offer Period,

if those documents are given to the Company after your acceptance and after the end of the Offer
Period and the Offer is unconditional, the Company will pay you the Cash Consideration and/or issue
Company Shares to you for the Share Consideration for your NVFAL Shares within 21 calendar days
after those documents are received by it in good order.

Delivery of Offer Consideration

Payment of any cash amount to which you are entitled pursuant to your acceptance of the Cash Offer will
be made by direct deposit in Australian currency in your favour to your nominated Australian bank account.
Payment will be deemed to have been made at the time the direct deposit is delivered to your nominated
bank account.
The Company will issue share certificates for the issue of Company Shares comprised in the Offer
Consideration for your NVFAL Shares.
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5.7.5

Withholding of consideration by the Company

If any amount (the “withholding amount”) is required under any Australian law or by any Public Authority to
be:


withheld from any Offer Consideration to which you are entitled under this Offer and paid to a Public
Authority, or



retained by the Company out of any Offer Consideration to which you are entitled under this Offer,

then the payment or retention by the Company of the withholding amount (as applicable) will constitute full
discharge of the Company’s obligation to pay or otherwise satisfy the Offer Consideration to you to the
extent of the withholding amount.
Any withholding amount will first be deducted from the Cash Consideration (if any) payable to you. To the
extent to which the withholding amount cannot be deducted from that Cash Consideration, the Company
shall be entitled to make a corresponding adjustment to the Company Shares to which you are entitled as
the Share Consideration.

5.8

FOREIGN SHAREHOLDERS
5.8.1 Eligible Foreign Shareholders
If the Company is satisfied that the laws of a Foreign Shareholder’s country of residence (as shown on
NVFAL’s register of members) permits the issue of Company Shares to the Foreign Shareholder who accept
the Share Offer, either unconditionally or after compliance with conditions which the Company reasonably
regards as not unduly onerous or unduly impractical (Eligible Foreign Shareholder), the Company may issue
the Company Shares to Eligible Foreign Shareholders.

5.8.2 Ineligible Foreign Shareholders
A NVFAL Shareholder whose registered address is outside of Australia and its external territories is an
“Ineligible Foreign Shareholder”, unless the Company determines that it is lawful, not unduly onerous and
not unduly impractical to issue Company Shares to that NVFAL Shareholder.
Ineligible Foreign Shareholders are not entitled to receive Company Shares as consideration for their NVFAL
Shares. Ineligible Foreign Shareholders may either:




accept the Offer, and:
a.

accept the Cash Offer in full;

b.

accept the Share Offer (in full or in part) under which a nominee will sell the Company Shares issued
under the Offer and return the cash proceeds to the Ineligible Foreign Shareholder (further details
regarding this process are set out below); or

not accept the Offer and retain their NVFAL Shares.

If an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder elects to accept the Share Offer to receive Company Shares, the Company
will:


arrange for the issue to a nominee approved by ASIC (the “Nominee”) of the number of Company
Shares to which you and all other Ineligible Foreign Shareholders would have been entitled but for
classification as an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder under this Section 5.8.2; and



cause the Nominee to offer for sale those Company Shares as soon as reasonably practicable and
otherwise in the manner, at the price and on such other terms and conditions as are determined by the
Nominee (at the risk of the Ineligible Foreign Shareholders). However, as the Company Shares are
unlisted securities, there is no guarantee as to the timing of the sale;



cause the Nominee to pay you the amount in accordance with the formula:
Net Proceeds of Sale x Your Company Shares
__________________________________
Total Nominee Company Shares sold
Where:
(a)

“Net Proceeds of Sale” means the amount which is received by the Nominee upon the sale of
all Company Shares under this Section 5.8.2, less brokerage and other sale expenses;

(b)

“Your Company Shares” means the number of Company Shares which would, but for this Section
5.8.2, have been allocated to you under the Share Offer; and
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(c)

5.9

“Total Nominee Company Shares sold” means the total number of Company Shares allotted to
the Nominee under this Section 5.8.2.



You will receive your share of the net proceeds of the sale of Company Shares calculated in accordance
with this Section 5.8.2 in Australian currency.



Under no circumstances will interest be paid on your share of the net proceeds of the sale of Company
Shares by the Nominee, regardless of any delays in remitting these proceeds to you.



The sale price of the Company Shares sold by the Nominee and the sale proceeds of those sales cannot
be guaranteed. It may less than what an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder would receive had it accepted
the Cash Offer. Neither the Company nor the Nominee gives any assurance as to the price that will be
achieved for the sale of the Company Shares by the Nominee.



The Company is not under any obligation to spend any money or undertake any action to satisfy itself
of the eligibility of Foreign Shareholders to receive Share Consideration.

OFFEREES
5.9.1

Registered holders of NVFAL Shares

The Company is making this Offer to each person registered as the holder of NVFAL Shares in the register of
members for NVFAL as at the Record Date.

5.9.2

Transferees of NVFAL Shares

If at any time during the Offer Period another person can give good title to some or all your NVFAL Shares,
and that person has not already accepted an offer in the form of this Offer for those NVFAL Shares, then that
person may accept as if an offer in the form of this Offer had been made to them in respect of those NVFAL
Shares. For this purpose, and for the purposes of the definition of “your Shares”, “good title” in respect of
any particular NVFAL Share includes where a person:


is registered as the holder of the NVFAL Shares, or



is entitled to be registered as the holder of the NVFAL Shares as a result of having purchased the NVFAL
Shares.

5.10 VARIATION AND WITHDRAWAL OF OFFER
5.10.1 Variation
The Company may vary this Offer in accordance with the Corporations Act.

5.10.2 Withdrawal
This Offer may be withdrawn with the written consent of ASIC, which consent may be subject to conditions.
If so, the Company will comply with any condition imposed by ASIC.
In the event of a variation or withdrawal of the Offer in accordance with this Section 5.10, you will be notified
of this variation or withdrawal in the same manner that this Bidder’s Statement was delivered to you.

5.11 COSTS AND STAMP DUTY
The Company will pay all costs and expenses in relation to the preparation and circulation of the Offer, and
all Australian stamp duty payable on the transfer of any NVFAL Shares to the Company under this Offer.

5.12 GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Offer, and the Contract resulting from your acceptance of the Offer are governed by the laws of South
Australia.
For the purposes of this Offer and the Contract, and any related non‐contractual matters, the Company and
you irrevocably submit to the non‐exclusive jurisdiction of courts with jurisdiction in South Australia and
waive any right to object to the venue on any ground.
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6

FUNDING

FABAL Investments Pty Ltd as trustee for the Peradel Properties Unit Trust currently holds 970,300 NVFAL Shares out of a
total of 2,249,993 NVFAL Shares on issue (or 43.12%). The Company is the sole unitholder of the Peradel Properties Unit
Trust.
Taking these existing shareholdings into account, the Company is seeking to acquire a remaining 1,279,693 ordinary
NVFAL Shares in accordance with this Offer, with a view to becoming the beneficial owner of 100% of all NVFAL
Shares on issue.
Please refer to Section 5 for details of the terms of the Offer.

6.1

SHARE OFFER – COMPANY SHARES
To the extent to which an NVFAL Shareholder accepts the Share Offer, the Offer Consideration will be
satisfied by the issue of fully paid ordinary shares in the Company. There will be no cash payable in relation
to the Share Offer.
The Offer Consideration for the Share Offer is 9 fully paid ordinary shares in the capital of the Company for
every 10 ordinary NVFAL Shares. This values each NVFAL Share at $16.21, compared to the NAV at 31
December 2021 of $15.03 per NVFAL Share.
In the event that the Share Offer is accepted in relation to 1,279,693 ordinary NVFAL Shares, the implied
maximum value of new Company Shares to be issued as the Offer Consideration will be $20,742,549,
representing 1,151,724 new Company Shares at $18.01 per Share.

6.2

CASH OFFER – CASH CONSIDERATION
To the extent to which an NVFAL Shareholder accepts the Cash Offer of $10.00 per share, the Offer
Consideration will be satisfied by the payment of Cash. There is no cap on the number of NVFAL Shares that
can accept the Cash Offer. The Cash will be made available from a Transaction Facility arranged between
the Company and National Australia Bank, as described below.
In the event that the Cash Offer is accepted in relation to 1,279,693 ordinary NVFAL Shares, the maximum
amount of cash that the Company will require to acquire those NVFAL Shares is $12,796,930, and no
Company Shares would be issued in connection with this Offer.

6.3

MEL SHARE & CASH OFFER – COMPANY SHARES OR CASH CONSIDERATION
To the extent to which a MEL Shareholder accepts the MEL Share Offer, the MEL Offer consideration will be
satisfied by the issue of fully paid ordinary shares in the Company.
The MEL Offer consideration for the MEL Share Offer is one fully paid ordinary share in the capital of the
Company for every four ordinary MEL Shares. In the event that the MEL Share Offer is accepted in relation
to 2,111,607 of MEL Shares, the maximum value of new Company shares to be issued as the MEL offer
consideration will be $9,507,515, representing 527,902 new Company Shares.
To the extent to which a MEL Shareholder accepts the MEL Cash Offer of $2.35 per share, the MEL Offer
Consideration will be satisfied by the payment of Cash. In the event that the MEL Cash Offer is accepted in
relation to 2,111,607 of MEL Shares, the maximum amount of cash that the Company will require to acquire
those MEL Shares is $4,962,276 and no Company Shares would be issued in connection with the MEL Offer.

6.4

SOURCES OF FUNDING
The Company has entered into a Transaction Facility with National Australia Bank for the amount of
$17,000,000 in order to enable it to acquire NVFAL Shares in accordance with the Cash Offer, and MEL Shares
in accordance with the MEL Cash Offer. The term of the Transaction Facility commences on the date of
drawdown, which is expected to be the date of payment of the cash portion of the Offer Consideration as
described in Section 5. The Transaction Facility expires on 31 December 2022 and amounts owing must be
repaid by that date, unless the Transaction Facility is renegotiated prior to that date.
If the Company does not require the full amount of the Transaction Facility for the purposes of acquiring
NVFAL Shares under the terms of the Cash Offer and MEL Shares under the terms of the MEL Cash Offer, the
balance of the Transaction Facility will be cancelled by National Australia Bank.
The Company believes that the full Transaction Facility will not be required in the event of any of the
following:
(1)

some or all the NVFAL Shareholders agree to accept the Share Offer

(2)

some or all the MEL Shareholders agree to accept the MEL Share Offer
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(3)

the Company is unsuccessful in its objective to acquire sufficient NVFAL Shares pursuant to this Offer
so that it becomes the ultimate beneficial owner of 100% of the issued NVFAL Shares, that is, the 80%
minimum acceptance condition has not been satisfied by the end of the Offer Period, or the Company
(together with its Associates) having a Relevant Interest of more than 80% but less than 90% of the
NVFAL Shares at the end of the Offer Period, and is not able to proceed to compulsory acquisition of
the remaining shares in NVFAL

(4)

the Company is unsuccessful in its objective to acquire sufficient MEL Shares pursuant to the MEL Offer
so that it becomes the ultimate beneficial owner of 100% of the issued MEL Shares, that is, the
Company fails to satisfy the Condition that it achieves the minimum hurdle of having a Relevant Interest
(together with its Associates) of 90% or more of all MEL Shares on issue

6.4.1 Terms of Transaction Facility
For the purposes of the Transaction Facility, the Company has entered into a facility agreement with National
Australia Bank dated 28 March 2022. Under the terms of the Transaction Facility, the National Australia Bank
has agreed to fund the Cash Offer for NVFAL Shares, and the corresponding MEL Cash Offer, associated with
the completion of the Cash Offer and the MEL Cash Offer.
Under the terms of the Transaction Facility, the following conditions must be met:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

the funds to be provided under the Transaction Facility must be used for the purposes of:
a. the Cash Offer for NVFAL Shares conditional on the 80% minimum acceptance condition in
Section 5.5.2 being satisfied and the Offer becoming unconditional, and
b. the corresponding MEL Cash Offer for MEL Shares conditional on the 90% minimum acceptance
condition in MEL Offer being satisfied and the MEL Offer becoming unconditional.
the successful completion of this Offer is not conditional on the successful completion of the MEL
Offer
the successful completion of the MEL Offer is not conditional on the successful completion of this
Offer
completion of certain procedural matters and satisfaction of certain customary conditions to
drawdown.

The other key terms of the Transaction Facility include the following:





6.4.2

the repayment date for the loan is 31 December 2022, unless the Transaction Facility is renegotiated
prior to that date
the loan will be secured by:
 first registered mortgages over certain vineyard properties owned by the Company at Tanunda
and Aldinga
 General Security Agreements and Cross Guarantees to be entered into with the Company and
several of its subsidiaries
within 60 days after the Company beneficially owns 100% of the NVFAL Shares and the MEL Shares,
subject to shareholder approval, the following additional security will be provided for the loan:
 first registered mortgages over certain vineyard properties owned by each of NVFAL and MEL
 General Security Agreements to be entered into with NVFAL and MEL
 Cross Guarantees to be entered into with NVFAL, MEL, the Company and several of its other
subsidiaries

Other Transaction Facility Matters

At the date of this Bidder’s Statement, the Company is not aware of:
(a) any circumstances which would prevent the satisfaction of the conditions precedent to the drawdown
of the Transaction Facility, or
(b) any circumstances which would make it unlawful for the Transaction Facility bankers to provide the
Transaction Facility for the purposes of the Cash Offer for NVFAL Shares and the corresponding MEL
Cash Offer.

6.5

TRANSACTION FACILITY TO COVER CASH CONSIDERATION
On the basis of the Transaction Facility described in this Section 6, the Company is of the opinion that it has
a reasonable basis for holding the view, and holds the view, that the Company will be able to provide 100%
of the Cash Consideration offered under the Offer.
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7

RISKS AND RISK FACTORS
NVFAL Shareholders who accept the Share Offer will become shareholders in the Company. The financial
performance and operations of the Company’s business, and the value of the Company’s shares, will be
influenced by a range of factors. Some of these factors can be mitigated by the use of safeguards and
appropriate commercial action. However, many of these factors are beyond the control of the Company and
the Company Board. Many of these factors also affect the businesses of other companies operating in the
same industry. For example, as a NVFAL Shareholder, you are, to varying degrees, already exposed to a
number of these risks.
As an existing NVFAL Shareholder, it is likely that you are already generally aware that investments in
viticultural or wine‐grape growing companies or ventures involve:



general risks associated with primary production, amongst many other things, and
specific risks attendant with the day‐to‐day management of vineyards, associated viticultural practices,
and fluctuations in seasonal environment.

The Company recognises the many significant day‐to‐day and cyclical risks that are associated with the
running and management of a vineyard, the sale of grapes produced from those vineyards, and the
production and sale of wine from those grapes.
The Company has considered the potential likelihood and consequence of the attendant risks. In response,
the Company has adopted cost‐effective and practical responses to mitigate and manage these risks.
General risks to which NVFAL and the broader FABAL Group’s various businesses are subject include:




changes in economic and market environment, circumstances or events that may cause strategic and
business objectives to change;
risks, circumstances and events specific to the industry, countries, and markets in which NVFAL and
the FABAL Group and their respective associated companies operate; and
general economic conditions, acts of terrorism, prevailing exchange rates and interest rates and
conditions in the financial markets that may cause objectives to change or may cause outcomes not to
be realised.

Additional risks not presently known to the Company or, if known, not considered material, may also have
an adverse impact.
As the Company is seeking to make the acquisition of the MEL business at the same time, included in the
following sections are further risks that are specific to MEL and the Company should that consolidation be
completed at the same time.
In deciding whether to accept the Offer, and in particular the Share Offer, NVFAL Shareholders should read
this Bidder’s Statement in its entirety and carefully consider the risks outlined in this Section 7 and the
other information contained in this Bidder’s Statement.

7.1

AGRONOMIC RISKS
The vineyards owned by the FABAL Group, MEL and NVFAL are insured for general insurable risks, as is
prudent and standard in the Australian wine‐grape industry.

7.1.1 Force Majeure Risks
There is the potential for rivers, dams or lakes to flood vineyard properties owned by the FABAL Group, MEL
and NVFAL which may cause damage to and/or destruction of those vineyards. This is considered a low risk
in the GI regions where the FABAL Group, MEL and NVFAL own and operate vineyard land.
Climate cannot be controlled by FABAL Operations, the FABAL Group, MEL and NVFAL. Extreme or
unseasonal conditions caused by drought, temperature, wind, rain, hail, storms, frost and other environment
factors may be experienced in Australia in any given year, which may potentially result in damage to and/or
the destruction of vineyards or some of the vines situated on them. Vines and their grapes may potentially
suffer from heat stress and other environmental factors, especially during the growing season.
Vines may also potentially be affected by saline intrusions from hydrogeological and environmental factors
over time.
Recent years have seen many grape growing regions impacted by bushfires, either directly or through the
impact of smoke taint on grape and resultant wine quality. These are forecast to occur more frequently as
a result of the evolving climate change. As seen in many parts of south‐eastern Australia, these impacts
cannot be controlled readily.
Climate‐induced changes and the incidence and severity of both biotic and abiotic stress (i.e., pests and
disease and heat/weather related stress events) are a viticultural risk. FABAL Operations employs best
viticultural practices to minimise or mitigate risk impacts wherever possible in the vineyards that it manages.
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Global pandemics, as discussed below, have the potential to impact on grape growing at a regional level and
more widely on the international wine industry.

7.1.2 Agricultural and Viticultural Risks
7.1.2.1 Pest and Disease Risks
Vineyards are susceptible to a range of known pest, fungal and other disease outbreak risks that, in
given years, can seriously impact upon grape production. As with all agriculture, vineyards are also
susceptible to the risk of new or exotic pests and diseases. FABAL Operations employs industry
standard good viticultural practices in the vineyards that it manages, including close monitoring
programs, to minimise or mitigate the impact of potential pest and disease risks wherever possible.
Exotic pest and disease incursions can have a devastating effect on both vines and wine grape crops.
Nematode populations have increased in the Langhorne Creek GI over the past 26 years the New
Marandoo Estate vineyard has been in operation. They are also present in most other GIs but are
more prevalent in soils which are lighter, like sandy loams. Several of the NVFAL and FABAL Group
vineyards have some sandy loam soils.
With the advancement of research, some of the pesticides previously allowed for use to combat pests
in vineyards are no longer considered to be safe or are continuing to be reviewed globally e.g., the
personal and environmental impact of glyphosate as a herbicide. These evolving changes have the
potential to increase costs of production and / or reduce productive capacity of the vineyards.
Climate change impacts on the microclimate conditions within vineyards which has the potential to
increase the incidence and severity of pests and diseases which will necessitate an evolution of
management practices in the vineyard.
While the FABAL Group, and particularly FABAL Operations, are constantly searching for new ways to
combat pests and disease, there can be no guarantee that they will succeed in finding alternative
pesticides which are equally effective.
7.1.2.2 Fauna, Birds, etc. Risks
Insects, birds and other animals (both domestic and wild) can cause damage to vines and grape crops.
Provision to protect against moderate bird damage on all NVFAL, MEL and other FABAL Group
vineyards is in place (e.g., electronic and gas‐powered bird scaring devices). However, provision has
not been made for above‐average animal presence and resultant grape crop damage, as most of this
risk can be managed on an ‘as needed’ basis.
7.1.2.3 Water Supply and Irrigation Risks
As has been seen in recent years, particularly through the drought years between 2003 and 2010, a
potential risk exists that NVFAL’s and FABAL Group’s vineyards may have insufficient water supply.
While the boards of NVFAL and MEL have each individually previously determined that, by purchasing
water licenses, leasing water and utilising their respective existing water entitlements, the MEL board
and the NVFAL Board are each satisfied that they have each secured sufficient water for their
respective vineyards and that the method of delivery via various water supply schemes is adequate
for their purposes, a risk remains that water supply can be restricted and/or insufficient due to
extremely dry environmental conditions or other unforeseen events.
Recent research has shown that the price of temporary water is directly correlated to periods of low
rainfall in the Murray Darling Basin and to drought. Drought conditions have the potential to
significantly impact temporary water pricing with the potential to impact the returns on operating
expenses from the vineyards in all GIs that are connected to the Murray Darling Basin system. All the
NVFAL vineyards, except the Margaret River vineyard, Barossa Rise and Padthaway, are impacted by
the water pricing in the low rainfall periods. VRE BV is also impacted by these effects.
It is possible for ground water tables to rise, and for water salinity to increase and potentially damage
or destroy wine grape vineyards, including the NVFAL and MEL vineyards at Langhorne Creek, NVFAL
vineyards at Padthaway and potentially other vineyards owned and/or managed by the FABAL Group.
The FABAL Group, via FABAL Operations, regularly and closely monitor and manage the risk of water
salinity affecting NVFAL’s and MEL’s vineyards in the Langhorne Creek region, NVFAL vineyards at
Padthaway, as well as other vineyards managed by FABAL Operations in other Australian GIs.
However there remains the risk that this situation could change, and water salinity may become a
bigger issue that it currently is.
NVFAL has previously disclosed that it considers irrigation and the management of its water supply to
be critical aspects of its operations. Considerable time and attention have been spent by FABAL
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Operations as NVFAL’s vineyard manager on the design of the irrigation system for all NVFAL’s
vineyards ‐ but a risk still exists that the irrigation system may unexpectedly malfunction.
Further, there is a high possibility that the current pipeline delivering water to one of NVFAL’s and
MEL’s vineyards at Belvidere will need to be replaced. While infrastructure replacement is a normal
part of vineyard operations, water delivery infrastructure is expensive and is critical for the ongoing
operation of any vineyard.
The FABAL Group is currently managing the effect of salinity of applied irrigation water and soil
profiles on grape quality via access to River Murray water transported through a third‐party supplier
in Marathon Water Pty Ltd (“Marathon Water”), of which the FABAL Group has a 50% ownership.
7.1.2.4 Soil Nutrition Risks
Soil nutrition is another important factor that can affect the successful growing of commercial quality
wine grapes and their market value. FABAL Operations as an experienced vineyard manager expends
considerable resources and expertise to ensure that nutrient levels are monitored regularly in all
vineyards that it manages.

7.2

BUSINESS RISKS
7.2.1 Industry, Market and Export Risks
Historically the Australian wine industry’s success had been largely based on the ‘value for money’
proposition of Australian wines.
However:


since 2006, increased market competition from other New World producers, currency fluctuations,
wine price fluctuations and changes in the actual or perceived quality of Australian wines have all
affected exports of Australian wines;



from 1998, vineyard plantings accelerated significantly ahead of projected levels of export activity,
which resulted in increased vintage yields;



during the same period, increasing sales into ever‐expanding export markets allowed wine grape prices
to increase over a 10‐year period;



as the Australian wine industry increased its reliance on export markets, its profitably was and
continues to be inexorably linked to foreign exchange rates;



from 2008 to 2016, the effects of market competition and the inevitable over planting of vineyards
chasing high prices was countered by the gradual removing of vines that were unable to secure home
for their grape supply;



from 2016 and after the advent of the rise of export of wine to the Asian markets, in particular China,
there has been a gradual increase in the planted area of vines (again) across the Australian GIs; and



since the implementation by the Chinese Government of punitive taxes on Australian wine in December
2020, the need for many of the vineyards in certain GIs of Australia has now come into question.

The challenges that have been confronting the Australian wine industry in 2020/21 include COVID‐19 and
the Chinese import duties, amongst others, together with the supply of grapes in the Australian and
international markets and the trade issues and opportunities with key international customers (e.g., China,
the United Kingdom and the United States) for Australian wine.
The Australian wine industry is currently entering a period of significant uncertainty brought about by a
combination of a record Australian harvest crop in 2021 coinciding with the virtual loss of the export market
to China. This has created a likely oversupply in the 2022 harvest with declining market demand for wine
grapes.

7.2.2 Financial Returns and Projections Risks
As has been the case for the past 10 years, an ever‐present and ongoing risk exists that grape revenues will
be below NVFAL, MEL and FABAL Group’s shareholders’ expectations of revenue return due to lower than
anticipated wine grape yields and prices paid under the relevant grape supply agreements with customers.

7.2.3 Risk of Forward‐Looking Statements
Forward‐looking statements, statements of current intention (which include those in Section 3 of this
Bidder's Statement), statements of opinion and predictions as to possible future events, are not statements
of fact and there can be no certainty of outcome in relation to the matters to which those statements relate.
Forward‐looking statements are subject to many inherent risks and uncertainties before actual outcomes
are achieved and cannot be relied on.
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Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in any forward‐looking statements included
in this Bidder's Statement are reasonable, no assurance can be given that those expectations will prove to
be correct. Actual outcomes may differ materially from the events or results expressed or implied in any
forward‐looking statement in this Bidder's Statement.

7.2.4 Tax and Regulatory Risks
New legislation or changes to existing legislation in areas including taxation and other applicable regulatory
requirements, including but not limited to the Wine Equalisation Tax (“WET”), could potentially impact on
the profitability of the grapes produced from NVFAL’s and MEL’s vineyards, as well as those of vineyards
owned and/or managed by the FABAL Group. This could also include, for example, the impact of increases
in corporate tax rates and/or other new taxes and rates that are applicable to NVFAL, MEL and/or the FABAL
Group, and/or their respective business operations.
Any statement made in this Bidder’s Statement regarding the taxation implications of acquiring new or
additional Company Shares are based on current taxation laws that may be subject to change with little or
no notice.
NVFAL shareholders are advised to obtain independent professional taxation and other legal advice on the
various risks associated with acquiring new or additional Company Shares prior to accepting the Offer that
is made in this Bidder’s Statement.

7.2.5 Rights Issue Risks
If the Company’s revenue is unable to meet its budgeted or actual operational costs in any financial year, the
Company may potentially consider making a rights issue to its shareholders or take other steps to raise
additional capital.
If you do not elect to acquire Company Shares this will not be relevant to you. However, if you acquire
Company Shares but you do not participate in any rights issue(s) of this nature, your shareholding in the
Company may be diluted.

7.2.6 Insurance Risks
NVFAL, MEL and the FABAL Group have each put in place reasonable levels of insurance to cover common
vineyard risks including public liability, fire, Return‐to‐Work SA / Worker’s Compensation and equipment and
property damage.
Frost and hail insurance will only be taken out if it is anticipated to be economical over the medium term,
having regard to the corresponding risks. In that event, the risk will remain that:


the scope and/or level of insurance cover may be inadequate;



losses may be incurred as a result of insurance excesses; or



claims on insurance policies may be disputed or rejected.

7.2.7 Vineyard Management Risks
FABAL Operations uses its expertise and experience in the viticulture industry when managing the vineyards
owned by NVFAL, MEL and the FABAL Group generally on a day‐to‐day basis. A risk, however small, does
exist that FABAL Operations may fail to properly and/or appropriately manage these vineyards and this may
impact upon returns to NVFAL’s and/or MEL’s shareholders as well as to shareholders of the Company.

7.2.8 Wine Grape Purchaser Risks – NVFAL and MEL
If the grape supply agreements that exist for the benefit of NVFAL’s, MEL’s and the FABAL Group’s vineyards
are terminated for any reason or are not renewed by the purchasing winery, FABAL Operations and the
FABAL Group more generally will use their reasonable endeavours to source other purchasers for the wine
grapes produced from NVFAL’s, MEL’s and the FABAL Group’s vineyards. However, this may affect both the
amount of wine grapes that FABAL Operations is able to arrange to sell from these vineyards, and the price
obtained for them.
The major potential purchasers of the wine grapes from all NVFAL’s, MEL’s and the FABAL Group’s vineyards
are substantial branded wine companies, including Accolade Wines Australia Limited, Treasury Wine Estates
Limited and Pernod Ricard Winemakers – respectively ranked numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Australia by volume –
as well as several other Australian and international wine groups, including Fogarty Wine Group, Project
Wine, Samuel Smith & Son, Hentley Farm and Casella Wines.
While dealings with most Australian wine companies have been challenging during the last few years, and
again in respect of the 2021 vintage, FABAL Operations has strong relationships with major customers and
has worked hard to secure the best outcome for the vineyards under its management.
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The risk continues that any wine company may fail or reduce business activities or capacity at any time.
There is a risk that international trade issues such as the import tariffs on Australia wine imposed by the
Chinese Government could impact on supply and demand in the Australian wine industry in the medium
term. This risk would also potentially impact on saleability and grape prices of uncontracted wine grapes.
FABAL Operations uses its long‐term relationships with its current customer base to manage this risk and to
arrange the sale of NVFAL’s and FABAL Group’s grapes.
The renewal or extension of any grape supply contracts is also a risk. FABAL Operations works with many
Australian wine companies to ensure that grape supply contracts are renewed, where possible, in advance
of their termination dates. However, there are no guarantees that these efforts will be successful in the
future, or that FABAL Operations will be able to achieve sales of grapes at prices that are within the
expectations of the NVFAL board, its management and/or shareholders, or other members of the FABAL
Group.
Similar wine grape purchaser risks applies in relation to MEL.

7.2.9 Specific Water Supply ‐ Adequacy and Continuity of Supply Risk ‐ NVFAL
As has been seen in recent years, particularly during the drought years between 2003 and 2010, a potential
risk (which is currently South Australia‐centric) exists that NVFAL’s vineyards, and other FABAL Group
vineyards managed by FABAL Operations, may have an insufficient water supply at a commercially preferred
cost, or a supply of inferior water quality.
Irrigation and water management are an important aspect of all vineyard operations, including NVFAL’s and
those owned by FABAL Group entities. Considerable time and attention have been spent by FABAL
Operations on the design of the irrigation systems for all vineyards under its management, in particular
NVFAL’s vineyards. However, a risk still exists that the irrigation systems for any vineyard may malfunction,
or that counterparty arrangements for water supply may change.
While the NVFAL board has previously disclosed that it is satisfied that NVFAL has secured sufficient water
transport capacity for its vineyards and that the method of delivery via external water supply schemes will
be sufficient to provide water to its Langhorne Creek vineyards, it is a reality and a risk that water supply can
be restricted due to extremely dry conditions or other unforeseen environmental or other events (such as
system breakdowns), and pricing structures are subject to market controls and amendment.
The investigation by FABAL Operations at the request of the Board of NVFAL into the New Belvidere vineyard
owned by NVFAL has disclosed a particular risk to the New Belvidere Estate at Langhorne Creek involving
access to infrastructure owned by CMV Farms Pty Ltd. (“CMV Farms”). This is the same risk that MEL faces
with the same infrastructure
This currently represents a significant risk to NVFAL Water Licences ‐ NVFAL
This risk to both MEL and NVFAL may be reduced and managed by various water sharing agreements
replacing the water transport agreement with CMV Farms.
In the event that the infrastructure water transportation arrangement with CMV Farms is terminated, a
dedicated pipeline, running 14 kilometres from Lake Alexandrina to the Belvidere Estate property works area,
would need to be built to service the Belvidere vineyards owned by MEL and NVFAL. The NVFAL share of the
pipeline would be 50% of the total development cost, which may potentially involve the expenditure by
NVFAL of up to $1,200,000 in the next 3 to 5 years.

7.2.10 Specific Water Supply ‐ Adequacy and Continuity of Supply Risk ‐ MEL
As has been seen in recent years, particularly during the drought years between 2003 and 2010, a potential
risk (which is currently South Australia‐centric) exists that MEL’s vineyards, and other FABAL Group vineyards
managed by FABAL Operations, may have an insufficient water supply at a commercially preferred cost, or a
supply of inferior water quality.
Irrigation and water management are an important aspect of all vineyard operations, including MEL’s and
those owned by FABAL Group entities. Considerable time and attention have been spent by FABAL
Operations on the design of the irrigation systems for all vineyards under its management, in particular MEL’s
vineyards. However, a risk still exists that the irrigation systems for any vineyard may malfunction, or that
counterparty arrangements for water supply may change.
While the MEL board has previously disclosed that it is satisfied that MEL has secured sufficient water
transport capacity for its vineyards and that the method of delivery via external water supply schemes will
be sufficient to provide water to its Langhorne Creek vineyards, it is a reality and a risk that water supply can
be restricted due to extremely dry conditions or other unforeseen environmental or other events (such as
system breakdowns), and pricing structures are subject to market controls and amendment.
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The investigation by FABAL Operations at the request of the Board of MEL into the Old Belvidere vineyard
owned by MEL has disclosed a particular risk to the Old Belvidere Estate at Langhorne Creek involving access
to infrastructure owned by CMV Farms Pty Ltd. (“CMV Farms”). This is the same risk that NVFAL faces with
the same infrastructure. In the event that the infrastructure water transportation arrangement with CMV
Farms is terminated, a dedicated pipeline, running 14 kilometres from Lake Alexandrina to the Belvidere
Estate property works area, would need to be built to service the Belvidere vineyards owned by MEL and
NVFAL. The MEL share of the pipeline would be 50% of the total development cost, which may potentially
involve the expenditure by MEL of up to $1,200,000 in the next 3 to 5 years.
This currently represents a significant risk to MEL. The risk to both MEL and NVFAL may be reduced and
managed by various water sharing agreement replacing the water transport agreement with CMV Farms.

7.2.11 Water Licences ‐ NVFAL
Another significant risk identified by the Company in respect of NVFAL relates to the ownership by NVFAL
of water entitlements on four Estates that are significantly less than the annual requirement to irrigate the
vineyards adequately at rate of between 1.0 ML per hectare and 4.0 ML per hectare, depending on the
Estate.
The shortfall in NVFAL’s owned water entitlements can be (and, currently, is) managed by way of securing
leases for additional water allocations on an annual basis. The decision of the NVFAL board to lease water
allocations at a capital cost of 3% is objectively reasonable in normal weather pattern years ‐ but in
extremely dry conditions, the cost of the annual leasing may increase from $100 per ML per annum to over
$500 per ML per annum.
To acquire the necessary permanent water entitlements for NVFAL vineyards would require a capital cost
of between $3.40M and $3.45M (at $7,000 per ML purchase cost).

7.2.12 Water Licences ‐ MEL
The Company has identified a risk in respect of MEL’s access to adequate water supply relates to the
ownership of only 387 ML of high reliability water entitlements for Old Marandoo Estate, compared to an
annual requirement to irrigate the approximately 230 hectares of planted vineyard with up to 830 ML (at a
rate of 3.6 ML per hectare).
In relation to MEL’s Belvidere vineyard, MEL owns 200 ML of high reliability water entitlements compared
to an annual requirement to irrigate the approximately 73 hectares of planted vineyard of up to 260 ML (at
a rate of 3.6 ML per hectare).
The shortfall in MEL’s owned water entitlements can be (and, currently, is) managed by securing an annual
lease for water allocations. The decision of the MEL Board to secure lease allocations at a capital cost of less
than 3% is objectively reasonable in normal weather pattern years ‐ but in extremely dry conditions, the cost
of the annual water leasing may increase from $100 per ML per annum to at least $500‐800 per ML per
annum.
The capital cost to acquire adequate permanent water entitlements for the MEL vineyards is estimated to
be up to $3,500,000 at $7,000 per ML.
While currently commercially managed, this represents a risk to MEL.

7.3

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
7.3.1 Community and Health Risks
The wellness movement is increasing globally and is promoting reduced alcohol consumption. The wine
industry potentially faces increasing social pressure to address the impact of alcohol abuse on communities
at various levels, the anti‐alcohol lobby and market preference for dealcoholized wines and alternative
alcohol formats.

7.3.2 Climate Change Risk
The impacts of climate change may lead to adverse effects on business operations and performance of
NVFAL and the FABAL Group. Restrictions on access to and/or an increase in the cost of water and energy,
and the inability of third‐party suppliers to adapt to and mitigate against climate change, could impact on
their ability to effectively grow wine grapes at a commercial cost.
Climate change could impact the quality and quantity of grapes grown on NVFAL’s or MEL’s vineyards.
FABAL Operations, through its environmental and related policies, incorporates innovative agronomic
practices to reduce water loss in the vineyards and conserve soil moisture levels while improving soil
structure. FABAL Operations drives industry accepted practice across all vineyards managed by FABAL Group
gain improved water use efficiency.
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FABAL Operations may also incorporate the use of drought tolerant rootstocks in any appropriate
redevelopment programs on the vineyards it manages.

7.3.3

Global Pandemic Risk

Since early 2020 Australian communities have faced significant challenges from physical and economic
impacts of the COVID‐19 global pandemic. During this time, the FABAL Group, MEL and NVFAL have provided
their employees with a range of processes, tools and activities to keep our people physically and mentally
safe and healthy during the pandemic.
Agricultural activities across Australia have traditionally relied on backpackers for peak harvest and pruning
activities. Since April 2020, the global pandemic has created significant labour shortages. The NVFAL
vineyards and those managed by the FABAL Group have been impacted by the shortages.
The global pandemic since April 2020 has created significant labour shortages in agricultural activities across
Australia which have traditionally relied on backpackers for peak harvest and pruning activities. This has also
impacted on access to labour for these activities on the NVFAL vineyards and those managed by the FABAL
Group.
The global pandemic impacted significantly on the traditional sales avenues for wines produced by wineries
internationally, particularly impacting on‐premises wine sales. In response, wine companies have developed
new strategies to drive wine sales with a recognition that consumers have a greater reliance of online sales
and deliveries direct to consumer.
The FABAL Group is well positioned to navigate the near‐term challenges associated with the health and
economic impacts of the pandemic, working alongside customers and suppliers. Its rapid and thorough
response to COVID‐19 was focussed on keeping staff safe and supported, the supply chain operating, and
customers served in all regions.
The FABAL Group is focused on managing the business through the current global pandemic and identifying
opportunities to further strengthen the business into the future.
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8
8.1

AUSTRALIAN TAX CONSIDERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Perks Accountants & Wealth Advisers has been engaged by the Company to provide a general overview of
the Australian income tax, GST and stamp duty implications for NVFAL Shareholders who accept the Offer
(or if their NVFAL Shares are compulsorily acquired).
The following is a general description of the Australian capital gains tax (CGT) consequences for NVFAL
Shareholders in relation to the disposal of their NVFAL Shares, through acceptance of the Cash Offer or if
the Share Offer is chosen (or both), in return for scrip consideration of Company Shares.
The following comments apply only to those NVFAL Shareholders that hold their NVFAL Shares on capital
account and are residents of Australia for tax purposes. The Australian income tax consequences will differ
for those NVFAL Shareholders, if any, who hold their NVFAL Shares as trading stock, as part of a profit‐making
undertaking or scheme or otherwise on revenue account (for example, share traders, banks, and insurance
companies).
NVFAL Shareholders who are not resident in Australia for tax purposes should seek their own independent
taxation advice which considers the tax consequences under the laws of their country of residence, as well
as under Australian law, in relation to the disposal of NVFAL.
The following description is based upon Australian taxation law and practice in effect as at the date of this
Bidder's Statement. It is not intended to be an authoritative or complete statement of the taxation laws of
Australia applicable to the particular circumstances of every NVFAL Shareholder. This summary is necessarily
general in nature and therefore should not be relied upon as advice.
This Section 8.1 in particular does not address in detail the tax considerations applicable to registered holders
that may be subject to special rules, such as banks, dealers in securities or registered holders who change
their tax residence while holding NVFAL Shares.
This summary is necessarily general in nature and therefore should not be relied upon as advice. NVFAL
Shareholders should seek independent professional advice regarding the taxation consequences of disposing
of NVFAL Shares relevant to their own specific circumstances.

8.2

TAXATION ON THE CASH OFFER DISPOSAL OF NVFAL SHARES
If you accept the Cash Offer, you will be treated as having disposed of your NVFAL Shares for income tax
purposes.
The value of your NVFAL Shares that are to be exchanged for cash pursuant to the Cash Offer will not be
deductible in any financial year as it is capital expenditure and is therefore not a deductible expense.

8.3

TAXATION ON THE SHARE OFFER DISPOSAL OF NVFAL SHARES – POTENTIAL CGT ROLL‐OVER RELIEF
If you accept the Share Offer, you will be treated as having disposed of your NVFAL Shares for income tax
purposes.
The value (to you) of your NVFAL Shares that are to be exchanged for Company Shares pursuant to the Share
Offer will not be deductible in any financial year as it is capital expenditure and is therefore not a deductible
expense.
If you choose to accept the Share Offer, the resultant disposal of your NVFAL Shares would constitute a
disposal event for capital gains tax (“CGT”) purposes. This is known as CGT Event A1. You would realise a
capital gain to the extent that the market value of Company Shares issued in return for your NVFAL Shares
exceeds your CGT cost base for the NVFAL Shares. Similarly, you would be taken to acquire new Company
Shares at their market value.
There is, however, provision for a CGT roll‐over which may enable any capital gain arising to be disregarded
and deferred until a future disposal of Company Shares.
This provision is known as the ‘Scrip for Scrip Roll‐Over’. The rules are contained in Subdivision 124‐M of the
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
The conditions that must be satisfied for the Subdivision 124‐M roll‐over to apply to this Offer are as follows:
1.

shares currently held in NVFAL will be exchanged for Company Shares;

2.

the exchange is in consequence of the single arrangement as detailed in this Share Offer;

3.

the Company must become the owner of 80% or more of the voting rights in NVFAL (please refer to
Section 3);

4.

all NVFAL Shareholders will participate in this Share Offer on the same terms; and

5.

NVFAL Shareholders acquired their shares after 20 September 1985.

Apart from the roll‐over, a capital gain would be realised on the exchange of shares.
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Subject to the Company acquiring at least an 80% holding in NVFAL, we believe that all the above conditions
will be satisfied.
To apply the Subdivision 124‐M roll‐over you must:
1.

choose for the rollover to apply, and

2.

be an Australian resident for income tax purposes.

The consequences of the roll‐over are that Company Shares issued to you in exchange for your NVFAL Shares
will take on the same CGT cost base as your NVFAL Shares. Any capital gain is disregarded and effectively
deferred until a future sale by you of Company Shares.
Additional conditions would apply if the Commissioner of Taxation was to form a view that the NVFAL
Shareholders were not dealing at arm’s length with the Company ‐ however it is our view that NVFAL
Shareholders will be dealing with the Company at arm’s length in considering this Offer and the additional
conditions should not apply.
We strongly advise that NVFAL Shareholders seek their own independent advice in relation to the taxation
aspects attendant with acquiring the Company Shares and how the Scrip for Scrip roll‐over provisions apply
to their own circumstances.

8.4

AUSTRALIAN RESIDENT NVFAL SHAREHOLDERS
This Section 8.4 may become relevant to you if the Company acquires less than an 80% holding in NVFAL as
a result of which the Subdivision 124‐M CGT roll‐over relief does not apply.
Acceptance of the Offer will involve the disposal by resident NVFAL Shareholders of their NVFAL Shares by
way of transfer of their shares and, as such, the disposal will have Australian CGT implications.
Australian resident NVFAL Shareholders who acquired their NVFAL Shares on or after 20 September 1985
may make a capital gain or capital loss on the transfer of their NVFAL Shares. A capital gain will result where
the amount you receive (or that you are entitled to receive) is more than the cost base of those NVFAL Shares.
Alternatively, a capital loss will result where the amount you receive (or that you are entitled to receive) is
less than the reduced cost base of those NVFAL Shares.
Broadly, the cost base of an NVFAL Share is generally the cost of acquisition or deemed cost of acquisition.
Certain other amounts associated with the acquisition and disposal of NVFAL Shares (such as brokerage or
stamp duty, if any) may be added to the cost base. The reduced cost base of an NVFAL Share is calculated
in a similar, but not identical, manner.
Capital gains and capital losses of a taxpayer in a year of income are aggregated to determine whether there
is a net capital gain. That amount may be further reduced by other concessions (particularly the CGT discount
rules (see further below)). If so, that net capital gain after applying any CGT concessions is included in
assessable income and subject to Australian income tax.
Capital losses may not be deducted against other income for income tax purposes but may be offset against
current capital gains or carried forward to be offset against future capital gains.

8.5

CGT DISCOUNT
Individuals, complying superannuation funds or trustees of trusts that have held NVFAL Shares for at least
twelve (12) calendar months before accepting the Offer may be entitled to discount the amount of the
capital gain (after application of capital losses) from the disposal of NVFAL Shares.
The CGT discount entitles these NVFAL Shareholders to reduce their capital gain on the disposal of NVFAL
Shares by 50.0% in the case of individuals and trustees and by 33.3% by complying superannuation funds.
Trustees should seek specific advice regarding the tax consequences of distributions attributable to
discounted capital gains. The CGT discount is not available to companies.
The CGT discount is not relevant for the purposes of calculating a capital loss.
The above comments do not apply to you if you buy and sell shares in the ordinary course of your business,
or if you acquired the shares for resale at a profit. In such cases, any gain will generally be taxed as ordinary
income. You should seek your own specific tax advice in such circumstances.

8.6

NON‐RESIDENT NVFAL SHAREHOLDERS
If you are not a resident of Australia for tax purposes, you will generally not have to pay Australian tax on
any capital gain when you dispose of your NVFAL Shares, unless both of the following requirements are
satisfied:


you hold a 'non‐portfolio interest' in NVFAL; an



the NVFAL Shares pass the 'principal asset test' at the time of the disposal.
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If either element is absent, any capital gain made on the disposal of the NVFAL Shares should not be subject
to income tax in Australia.
You will hold a 'non‐portfolio interest' in NVFAL if you (together with your associates) own, or owned,
throughout a twelve (12) calendar month period during the two years preceding the sale of your NVFAL
Shares, 10% or more of (broadly) all NVFAL Shares.
Broadly, the NVFAL Shares would pass the 'principal asset test' if the market value of NVFAL's direct and
indirect interests in Australian land (including leases and mining rights) is more than the market value of its
other assets at the time you accept the Offer.
Detailed calculations are necessary to determine the results of the 'principal asset test'.
If you hold a 'non‐portfolio' interest in NVFAL, you should contact your financial adviser to determine if the
NVFAL Shares would pass the 'principal asset test'.
If you buy and sell shares in the ordinary course of business, or acquired the shares for resale at a profit, any
gain could be taxed in Australia as ordinary income and not as a capital gain (subject to any relief under a
double tax treaty that Australia has concluded with your country of residence). Again, you should seek your
own specific Australian tax advice.

8.7

CLEARANCES FOR NON‐RESIDENT NVFAL SHAREHOLDERS
If, at the time of acceptance of the Offer, you are resident in or of a place outside Australia, you will not be
entitled to receive any consideration under this Offer until all requisite authorities or clearances of the
Reserve Bank of Australia (whether under the Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations 1959 (Cth) or
otherwise), or of the Australian Taxation Office, have been obtained.

8.8

STAMP DUTY AND GST FOR AUSTRALIAN RESIDENT SHAREHOLDER
8.8.1 Stamp Duty
Stamp duty is likely to be payable in relation to the disposal of your NVFAL Shares. This is because of the
value of land held by NVFAL. Any such stamp duty will be paid by the Company.

8.8.2 GST and Input Tax Credits
There will be no GST payable by NVFAL Shareholders on the disposal of their NVFAL Shares.
In addition, NVFAL Shareholders will be unable to claim any GST Input Tax Credits on the costs associated
with the transfer of their NVFAL Shares.
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9

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

9.1

ASIC MODIFICATIONS
The Company may rely on class order relief granted by ASIC which applies generally to all persons, including
the Company.
The Company has obtained modifications to the Corporations Act from ASIC in relation to the Offer, and
ASIC has made the following declarations in relation to the Offer:







to give relief in relation to section 631(1)(b) of the Corporations Act so that this Offer can be made
within 2 months and 90 days after the proposal (being on or before 29 April 2022);
to give relief in relation to section 633A(2) of the Corporations Act (as notionally inserted by ASIC
Class Order [CO 13/528]) so that this replacement Bidder’s Statement may be lodged with ASIC and
sent to MEL no later than 136 days after the Original Bidder’s Statement was lodged with ASIC (being
on or before 15 April 2022);
Specify the date of the Offer to begin no earlier than 14 days after lodgement of this replacement
Bidder’s Statement with ASIC and that the Offer be specified to close on a date that is no earlier than
one month after the Offer begins.
Provide in this replacement Bidder’s Statement:
(i) audited financial statements of the Company for the 6‐month period ended 31 December 2021
(“Half Year Audit”), and
(ii) reviewed financial statements of the Company for the year ended 31 June 2021 (“Review”), or
an abridged version of the Half Year Audit and Review,
and the Half Year Audit and Review of the financial statements to be conducted by a registered
company auditor; and



9.2

the Company lodges this replacement Bidder’s Statement with ASIC no later than 15 days after
completion of the Half Year Audit and Review.

REGULATORY AND OTHER APPROVALS
There are no regulatory approvals that the Company is required to obtain before acquiring NVFAL Shares
pursuant to the Offer.

9.3

DATE FOR DETERMINING THE HOLDERS OF NVFAL SHARES
For the purposes of Section 633 of the Corporations Act, the date for determining the people to whom
information is to be sent under items 6 and 12 of Section 633(1) pf the Corporations Act is the Record Date.

9.4

NO ESCALATION AGREEMENTS
Neither the Company nor any of its Associates has entered into any escalation agreement in respect of NVFAL
Shares or MEL Shares that is prohibited by Section 622 of the Corporations Act.

9.5

DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS AND BENEFITS
9.5.1 Interests of the Company Directors
As at the date of this Bidder’s Statement, the Company Directors have the following interests in NVFAL Shares:
Company Director

NVFAL Shares

Chris Day (and via his associated entities)

124,998

Bruce Spangler (and via his associated entities)

32,406

Dim Georgiadis (and via his associated entities)

108,807

9.5.2 Interested Persons
For the purposes of this Section 9.5, an “Interested Person” is:




a director or proposed director of the Company;
a person named in this Bidder’s Statement as performing a function in a professional, advisory or other
capacity in connection with preparing or distributing this Bidder’s Statement; or
a promoter of the Company.

9.5.3 Interests
Except as disclosed in this Bidder’s Statement, no Interested Person holds or held at any time during the two
years before the date of this Bidder’s Statement any interest in:



forming or promoting the Company;
property acquired or proposed to be acquired by the Company in connection with:
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o forming or promoting the Company; or
o the offer of Company Shares; or
the offer of Company Shares.

9.5.4 Benefits
Except as disclosed in this Bidder’s Statement, no one has paid or agreed to pay fees or given or agreed to
give any benefit to:



a director or proposed director of the Company to induce that person to become or qualify as a
director of the Company; or
any Interested Person for services provided by that person in connection with:
o forming or promoting the Company; or
o the offer of Company Shares under this Offer.

9.5.5 Consent to Early Despatch
The NVFAL Directors have agreed to the despatch of this Bidder’s Statement to NVFAL Shareholders earlier
than 14 days after it was given to NVFAL.

9.5.6 Expiry Date
No Company Shares will be issued on the basis of this Bidder’s Statement after the date which is 13 months
after the date of this Bidder’s Statement.

9.6

DISCLAIMERS AND CONSENTS
This Bidder's Statement has been prepared based on:





publicly available information
information known to the Company’s wholly owned subsidiaries, FABAL Investments (as a shareholder
of NVFAL and MEL) and FABAL Operations (as the appointed manager and administrator of NVFAL and
MEL)
information known to various Company Directors, who are also directors and/or shareholders of
NVFAL and/or MEL
information that the Company has obtained from NVFAL pursuant to the NVFAL BID and MEL pursuant
to the MEL BID under which they have each provided information for the purposes of the Offer.

NVFAL and MEL has each consented to the disclosure of the information about them respectively which is
contained in this Bidder’s Statement and has not withdrawn that consent before the date on which this
Bidder’s Statement was lodged with ASIC.
However, that information has not been formally certified by NVFAL or MEL and has not been independently
verified by the Company. Accordingly, subject to the Corporations Act, the Company does not make any
representation or give any express or implied warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this
information.
Each of the Company, FABAL F&B, FABAL Investments, FABAL Operations, FABAL Wines, FAM and TBA have
given and have not, before lodgement of this Bidder's Statement with ASIC, withdrawn their consent to the
inclusion of:
9.6.1 references to their names,
9.6.2 each statement they have made, or has been made in relation to them, and
9.6.3 each statement which is based on a statement they have made,
in this Bidder's Statement in the form and context in which those statements appear.
Kain Lawyers has given and has not, before the lodgement of this Bidder's Statement with ASIC, withdrawn
their written consent to being named in this Bidder's Statement as legal advisers to the Offer in the form and
context in which they are named. The fees payable to Kain Lawyers. for their services in respect of this
Bidder’s Statement are $26,900.
DW Fox Tucker Lawyers has given and has not, before the lodgement of this Bidder's Statement with ASIC,
withdrawn their written consent to being named in this Bidder's Statement as legal advisers to the Offer in
the form and context in which they are named. The fees payable to Fox Tucker for their services in respect
of this Bidder’s Statement are $9,020.
Perks Accountants & Wealth Advisers has given and has not, before the lodgement of this Bidder's Statement
with ASIC, withdrawn their written consent to being named in this Bidder's Statement as taxation advisers
to the Offer in the form and context in which they are named. The fees payable to Perks Accountants &
Wealth Advisers for their services in respect of this Bidder’s Statement are $1,585.
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Each person named in this Section 9.6 as having given its consent to the inclusion of a statement or being
named:
9.6.4 has not authorised or caused the issue of this Bidder's Statement,
9.6.5 does not make, or purport to make, any statement in this Bidder's Statement or any statement on
which a statement in this Bidder's Statement is based other than, in the case of a person referred to
above as having given their consent to the inclusion of a statement, a statement included in this
Bidder's Statement with the consent of that person, and
9.6.6 to the maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaims and takes no responsibility for any part
of this Bidder's Statement, other than a reference to its name and, in the case of a person referred to
above as having given their consent to the inclusion of a statement, any statement or report which
has been Included in this Bidder's Statement in relation to it with the consent of that party.

9.7

OTHER MATERIAL INFORMATION
The Company declares that:
9.7.1 in addition to making the off‐market conditional Offer to acquire NVFAL Shares that is set out in this
Bidder's Statement, it is also (and at or at about the same time) making an off‐market conditional
offer to acquire MEL Shares in return for the issue of further shares in itself, or in return for cash, or
a combination of both, as each MEL Shareholder elects; and
9.7.2 if its MEL Share Offer to acquire MEL Shares is 100% accepted in exchange for Company Shares, this
will:
9.7.2.1 result in the issue of a maximum of 527,902 Company Shares ‐ which issue will have the
effect of diluting your newly acquired shareholding in the Company, and
9.7.2.2 have some affect upon the value of Company Shares issued to you in the event of you
accepting the Company’s Share Offer in respect of some or all your NVFAL Shares ‐ which
affect could result in either a higher or a lower value attributable to any Company Shares
issued to you.
Except as disclosed in this Bidder's Statement, there is no other information that is known to the Company:
9.7.3 that is (or might reasonably be) material to the making of a decision by a NVFAL Shareholder as to
whether to accept the Offer, and as to the acceptance of the Cash Offer and the Share Offer in whole
or in part, or a combination of both, and
9.7.4 which has not previously been disclosed to NFVAL Shareholders.
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10 DEFINITIONS
10.1 DEFINED TERMS
The following definitions apply in interpreting this Bidder's Statement, except where the context makes it
clear that a definition is not intended to apply:
ACST

Australian Central Standard Time

ASIC

Australian Securities & Investments Commission

Associate(s)

Has the meaning given in Division 2 of Part 1.2 of the Corporations Act as if
Section 12(1) of the Corporations Act included a reference to this document
and the Company was the designated body and Associated has a
corresponding meaning

ASX

Australian Securities Exchange Limited

BBVE

BBV Equipment Co Pty Ltd (ACN 164 026 251)

Bidder's Statement

This document

Board

The board of directors of the Company

Business Day

A day on which banks are open for general banking business in Adelaide (not
being a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in that place)

BUT

Belvidere Unit Trust, the trust holding infrastructure assets on the Old
Belvidere Estate in MEL

Cash

Cash paid in Australian Dollars

Cash Consideration

$10.00 per NVFAL Share, or the other price (if any) offered for a NVFAL Share
under a variation of the Offer made in accordance with this Bidder’s
Statement

Cash Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire NVFAL Shares for
the cash price of $10.00 per share made in this Bidder's Statement, or any
subsequent offer that varies the price offered for a NVFAL Share

CGT

Australian Capital Gains Tax

Chocolate Ventures
Australia

Chocolate Ventures Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 623 449 016), being the operator
of the Barossa Valley Chocolate Company and Fleurieu Chocolate Company
and 50% owned by FABAL Investments

Company or FABAL

Food And Beverage Australia Limited (ACN 008 197 206), formerly known as
“The FABAL Group Pty Ltd”, being the issuer of this Offer, and the holding
company for FABAL F&B, FABAL Investments, FABAL Operations, FABAL
Wines, FABIL, FABAL Advisory and TBA

Company Board

The board of directors of the Company from time to time

Company Shareholder

A person who is registered in the Company’s register of members as the
holder of Company Shares (or preference shares in the Company) as at the
Offer Date

Company Shares

Fully paid ordinary shares issued or to be issued in the capital of the Company,
as the context requires or admits

Competing MEL Proposal

Any offer, expression of interest, proposal, agreement, arrangement or
transaction, which, if entered into or completed substantially in accordance
with its terms, would mean a third party (either alone or together with one
or more associates) would:
(a)

directly or indirectly acquire a relevant interest in, or have a right to
acquire, a legal, beneficial, or economic interest in, or control of,
100% or more of the issued share capital of MEL

(b)

acquire Control of, or merge with, MEL

(c)

directly or indirectly acquire or become the holder of, or otherwise
acquire or have a right to acquire, a legal, beneficial, or economic
interest in, or control of, all or a material part of MEL’s business or
assets, or

(d)

otherwise directly or indirectly acquire or merge with MEL
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whether by way of acquisition bid, members’ or creditors’ scheme of
arrangement, shareholder approved acquisition, capital reduction, buy back,
sale or purchase of shares, other securities or assets, assignment of assets
and liabilities, incorporated or unincorporated joint venture, dual‐listed
company (or other synthetic merger), deed of company arrangement, any
debt for equity arrangement or other transaction or arrangement
Competing NVFAL
Proposal

Any offer, expression of interest, proposal, agreement, arrangement or
transaction, which, if entered into or completed substantially in accordance
with its terms, would mean a third party (either alone or together with one
or more associates) would:
(a)

directly or indirectly acquire a relevant interest in, or have a right to
acquire, a legal, beneficial, or economic interest in, or control of,
100% or more of the issued share capital of NVFAL

(b)

acquire Control of, or merge with, NVFAL

(c)

directly or indirectly acquire or become the holder of, or otherwise
acquire or have a right to acquire, a legal, beneficial, or economic
interest in, or control of, all or a material part of NVFAL’s business or
assets, or

(d)

otherwise directly or indirectly acquire or merge with NVFAL

whether by way of acquisition bid, members’ or creditors’ scheme of
arrangement, shareholder approved acquisition, capital reduction, buy back,
sale or purchase of shares, other securities or assets, assignment of assets
and liabilities, incorporated or unincorporated joint venture, dual‐listed
company (or other synthetic merger), deed of company arrangement, any
debt for equity arrangement or other transaction or arrangement
Conditions

The conditions of the Offer as described in Section 5.5 of this Bidder’s
Statement

Contract

The contract between an NVFAL Shareholder and the Company upon
acceptance of the Offer by that NVFAL Shareholder

Corporations Act

The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

Director

Includes, so far as it relates to the Company, an officer (including, if so
entitled, a manager) who acts in the position or capacity of a director

Eligible Foreign
Shareholder

Has the meaning given to that term in Section 5.8.1 of this Bidder’s Statement

Exclusivity Period

The period commencing on the date of the NVFAL BID (being 24 September
2021) and ending on the earlier of:
(a)

the date of termination of the NVFAL BID;

(b)

the end of the Offer Period; and

(c)

the date that is 4 months after the date of the NVFAL BID

FABAL Advisory

FABAL Advisory Pty Ltd (ACN 094 329 110), a 100% subsidiary of the Company

FABAL Agribusiness
Management or FAM

FABAL Agribusiness Management Pty Ltd (ACN 070 525 441), a 100%
subsidiary of FABAL Investments

FABAL Counterproposal

A modification to the Offer made by the Company to provide either an
equivalent or superior outcome to a Competing NVFAL Proposal (whether a
Matching NVFAL Proposal or Superior NVFAL Proposal). The Counterproposal
must be made within three business days of NVFAL receiving a Competing
NVFAL Proposal

FABAL F&B

Food Agribusiness & Beverages Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 007 996 081), a 100%
subsidiary of the Company (formerly known as Food and Beverage Australia
Pty Ltd)

FABAL Group

The group of companies in respect of which the Company is the ultimate
parent

FABAL Investments

FABAL Investments Pty Ltd (ACN 008 045 074), a 100% subsidiary of the
Company, in its capacity as trustee of The Peradel Properties Unit Trust FABAL
Investments also has three subsidiaries in VRE BV, VRE MV and FAM
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FABAL Operations
or FABAL Ops

FABAL Operations Pty Ltd (ACN 080 796 710), a 100% subsidiary of the
Company, and the technical, leasing, employer and administrative manager
for certain entities within the FABAL Group as well as certain other managed
entities, some of which are described in this Bidder’s Statement. FABAL Ops
also has two subsidiaries in FABAL Vineyards Pty Ltd (ACN 610 784 033) and
FABAL Equipment Pty Ltd (ACN 080 156 449)

FABAL Wines

FABAL Wines Pty Ltd (ACN 074 694 518), a 100% subsidiary of the Company

FABIL

Food And Beverage International Pty Ltd (ACN 142 522 389), a 100%
subsidiary of the Company

GI

A Geographical Indication, the registration of the Australian wine regions
administered by the Australian Grape and Wine Authority

GST

The goods and services tax imposed under the A New Tax System (Goods and
Services Tax) Act 1999 (Cth)

Heathcote Ridge
Vineyard Limited or HRVL

Heathcote Ridge Vineyard Limited (ACN 118 604 498), deregistered in August
2020

Independent Expert

David Fechner of BDO Adelaide, an expert appointed by the Independent
NVFAL Directors to review the Offer from the Company

Independent MEL
Director

The director of MEL who is not also a director of the Company, being George
Havakis

Independent NVFAL
Directors

The directors of NVFAL who are not also directors of the Company, being
Brian Benger, David Haintz and Peter Audet

Ineligible Foreign
Shareholders

Has the meaning given to that term in Section 5.8.2 of this Bidder’s Statement

Insolvency Event

Any of the events set out in Section 652C(2) of the Corporations Act

International Financial
Reporting Standards

The standards outlined in the Corporations Act for companies reporting under
Australian accounting policies and standards

or IFRS
Kayinga Vineyard Limited
or KVL

Kayinga Vineyard Limited (ACN 162 753 728)

Marandoo Estate Limited
or MEL

Marandoo Estate Limited (ACN 007 587 751)

Marathon Water

Marathon Water Pty Ltd (ACN 128 713 780), being the operator of the 42 km
Marathon Water pipeline business and 50% owned by FABAL Agribusiness
Management

Matching MEL Proposal

Proposed amendments to the MEL Offer, or a new proposal from the
Company, as a counterproposal to a Competing MEL Proposal

Matching NVFAL Proposal

Proposed amendments to the Offer, or a new proposal from the Company, as
a counterproposal to a Competing NVFAL Proposal

Material Adverse Change

In relation to the Company, MEL or NVFAL (as the case may be) an event,
change, condition, matter, circumstance or thing occurring after the Offer
Date (‘Specified Event’) which, whether individually or when aggregated with
all of those events, changes, conditions, matters, circumstances or things of
a like kind that have occurred or are reasonably likely to occur has had or
would be considered reasonably likely to have the effect of diminishing the
value of its consolidated net assets by at least 5% against what it would
reasonably have been expected to have been but for that Specified Event
(calculated in accordance with the accounting policies and practices applied
by it in respect of the financial year ended 30 June 2021) other than those
events, changes, conditions, matters, circumstances or things:
(1)

required under, or expressly permitted by, the MEL BID or NVFAL BID
(as the case may be)

(2)

to the extent that they were Fairly Disclosed by the Company at least 3
Business Days prior to the date of the MEL BID or NVFAL BID (as the
case may be)
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(3)

agreed to in writing, or requested in writing, by MEL or NVFAL (as the
case may be)

(4)

directly relating to costs and expenses incurred in connection with the
Offer, including all fees payable to external advisers

(5)

arising as a result of any generally applicable change in law (including
subordinate legislation), regulation, orders, accounting standards or
governmental policy

(6)

arising from changes that affect the domain and hosting industry
generally, provided that those changes do not have a materially
disproportionate effect on it relative to other participants in that
industry

(7)

arising from changes in economic, business, industry or political
conditions that impact on it and its competitors in a similar manner
(including interest rates, general economic, political or business
conditions, including material adverse changes or major disruptions to,
or fluctuations in, domestic or international financial markets)

(8)

arising from any act of terrorism, outbreak or escalation of war
(whether or not declared), major hostilities, civil unrest or outbreak or
escalation of any disease epidemic or pandemic (including the
outbreak, escalation or any impact of, or recovery from, the
Coronavirus or COVID‐19 pandemic)

(9)

arising from any act of God, natural disaster, lightning, storm flood,
bushfire, earthquake, explosion, cyclone, tidal wave, landslide, on or
after the Offer Date or the NVFAL Offer Date (as the case may be)

(10) directly relating to any write down of trade receivables in connection
with any settlement of any litigation, or
(11) any write down of goodwill in connection with or as a result of the terms
of the Offer or the MEL Offer (as the case may be)
MEL

Marandoo Estate Limited (ACN 007 587 751)

MEL Affiliated Directors

The directors of MEL who are also Directors of the Company, being Bruce
Spangler, Chris Day and Amal Wahab

MEL BID

The Bid Implementation Deed entered into between the Company and MEL
on or about 30 September 2021 pursuant to which they agreed on the terms
and implementation of the Offer

MEL Bidder’s Statement

The Bidder’s Statement issued by the Company in respect of the MEL Offer

MEL Cash Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire MEL Shares for
the cash price of $2.35 per ordinary share made contemporaneously with the
Offer as described in this Bidder's Statement, or any subsequent offer that
varies the price offered for a MEL Share

MEL Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire MEL Shares as
described in this Bidder's Statement and includes a reference to that offer as
varied in accordance with the Corporations Act

MEL Preference Shares

Fully paid cumulative redeemable preference shares in MEL

MEL Share Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire MEL Shares in
exchange for one new Company Share for every four MEL Shares, made
contemporaneously with the Offer as described in the MELL Bidder's
Statement, or any variation thereof made after the initial MEL Offer

MEL Shares

Fully paid ordinary shares in MEL

MEL Shareholder

Where the context requires or admits, a person who is registered in MEL’s
register of members as the holder of MEL Shares as at the Offer Date

MEL Target’s Statement

The Target's Statement that MEL is required to provide to MEL Shareholders
under the Corporations Act which will include a report from an Independent
Expert on the fairness and reasonableness of the MEL Offer

National Vineyard Fund
of Australia Limited or
NVFAL

National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited (ACN 091 539 678)
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National Vineyard Fund
of Australia (No. 2)
Limited or NVFA2L

National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No. 2) Limited (ACN 095 594 577),
deregistered in September 2018

National Vineyard Fund
of Australia (No.3)
Limited or NVFA3L

National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No. 3) Limited (ACN 108 119 160).

National Vineyard Fund
of Australia (No. 4)
Limited or NVFA4L

National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No. 4) Limited (ACN 113 192 224),
converted to a proprietary company in May 2018

National Viticultural Fund
of Australia or NVFA

National Viticultural Fund of Australia MIS (ARSN 093 247 717), deregistered
in September 2015

Natural Olive Oil Skincare
or NOOSA

Natural Olive Oil Skincare Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 617 833 824), being the
operator of the Vasse Virgin @ Seppeltsfield business and 50% owned by
FABAL Investments

Net Asset Value
or NAV

The value of net assets from the balance sheet of any company divided by the
fully diluted number of shares on issue at the balance date

NVFAL

National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited (ACN 091 539 678)

NVFAL Affiliated
Directors

The directors of NVFAL, who are also Directors of the Company, being Bruce
Spangler, Chris Day and Dim Georgiadis

NVFAL BID

The Bid Implementation Deed entered into between the Company and NVFAL
on or about 24 September 2021 pursuant to which they agreed on the terms
and implementation of the NVFAL Offer

NVFAL Cash
Consideration or Cash
Consideration

$10.00 per NVFAL Share, or the other price (if any) offered for an NVFAL Share
under a variation of the Offer made in accordance with this Bidder’s
Statement

NVFAL Cash Offer or Cash
Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire NVFAL Shares for
the cash price of $10.00 per share in the Offer as described in this Bidder's
Statement, or any subsequent offer that varies the price offered for a NVFAL
Share

NVFAL IBC

The NVFAL Independent Board Committee established under the NVFAL BID
to consider the terms of the Offer and comprising the NVFAL Directors who
are not a NVFAL Affiliated Director, Peter Audet, Brian Benger and David
Haintz

NVFAL Share Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire NVFAL Shares in
exchange for 9 new Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares, made
contemporaneously with the Offer as described in this Bidder's Statement, or
any variation thereof made after the initial Offer

NVFAL Shareholder

Where the context requires or admits, a person who is registered in NVFAL’s
register of members as the holder of NVFAL Shares as at the NVFAL Offer Date

NVFAL Shares

Fully paid ordinary shares in NVFAL

NVFAL Target’s Statement

The Target's Statement that NVFAL is required to provide to NVFAL
Shareholders under the Corporations Act which will include a report from an
Independent Expert on the fairness and reasonableness of the Offer

NVFUT

National Viticultural Fund Unit Trust, the beneficial land holder of the Bantry
Bay Estate in NVFAL

Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire NVFAL Shares
made in this Bidder's Statement. The Offer is a Cash Offer or a Share Offer or
combination of both. It does not include a reference to the offer as varied in
accordance with the Corporations Act

Offer Consideration

The Cash to be paid pursuant to the Cash Offer, or the Company Shares to be
issued in exchange for NVFAL Shares pursuant to the Share Offer, as
described in this Bidder’s Statement

Offer Date

The date the Offer opens, 25 April 2022
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Offer Period

The period commencing on the Offer Date and ending at 5.00pm (ACST) on
31 May 2022 or such later date to which the Offer has or might have been
extended in accordance with Section 5.2 of this Bidder’s Statement

OTC

An over‐the‐counter share scheme as facilitated by (as the case may be):
(i)

by the Company for the sale and purchase of Company Shares

(ii)

by MEL for the sale and purchase of MEL Shares, or

(iii) by NVFAL for the sale and purchase of NVFAL Shares
Prescribed Occurrence

Any of the events set out in Section 652C(1) and (2) of the Corporations Act
in relation to the Company, MEL or NVFAL (as the case may be), being:
(i)

converting all or any of its shares into a larger or smaller number of
shares under Section 254H of the Corporations Act

(ii)

resolving to reduce its share capital in any way

(iii)

entering into a buy‐back agreement or resolving to approve the
terms of a buy‐back agreement under Subsection 257C(1) or 257D(1)
of the Corporations Act

(iv)

making an issue of shares, or granting an option over its shares, or
agreeing to make such an issue or grant such an option

(v)

issuing or agreeing to issue convertible notes

(vi)

disposing, or agreeing to dispose, of the whole, or a substantial part,
of its business or property

(vii)

granting, or agreeing to grant, a security interest in the whole, or a
substantial part, of its business or property

(viii)

resolving that it be wound up

(ix)

the appointment of a liquidator or provisional liquidator of it or a
subsidiary

(x)

the making of an order by a court for its winding up

(xi)

an administrator being appointed to it under Section 436A, 436B or
436C of the Corporations Act

(xii)

executing a deed of company arrangement, or

(xiii) the appointment of a receiver, receiver and manager, other
controller (as defined in the Corporations Act) or similar official in
relation to the whole, or a substantial part, of its property
Project Wine

Project Wine Pty Ltd (ACN 085 488 857)

Project Wine JV

A joint venture agreement between Project Wine and either FABAL Wines or
individual entities managed by the FABAL Group, including NVFAL, that
processes grapes of the joint venture partner into wine and facilitates the
sale of that wine under the joint venture partner’s producer’s licence at a
premium return to market grape sales pricing

Record Date

1 April 2022, being the date set by the Company under Subsection 633(2) of
the Corporations Act for the purposes of establishing the people to whom
this Bidder’s Statement will be sent under items 6 and 12 of the table in
Subsection 633(1) of the Corporations Act

Register

The register of NVFAL Shareholders maintained by NVFAL in accordance with
the Corporations Act

Relevant Interest

Has the same meaning as given by Section 608 and 609 of the Corporations
Act

Share Consideration

Nine Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares, or the other number of
Company Shares (if any) offered for a NVFAL Share under a variation of the
Offer made in accordance with this Bidder’s Statement

Share Offer

The conditional off‐market offer by the Company to acquire 10 NVFAL
Shares in exchange for 9 Company Shares as made in this Bidder's
Statement, or any variation thereof made after the initial Offer
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Superior MEL Proposal

A bona fide Competing MEL Proposal:
(a)

of the kind referred to in any of clauses (d)(xiii)(b) (a) or (b) of the
definition of Competing MEL Proposal

(b)

not resulting from a breach by MEL of its obligations under the MEL
BID

that the independent board committee of MEL, acting in good faith,
determines:
I.

is reasonably capable of being valued and completed within a
reasonable timeframe in accordance with its terms, and

II.

would, if completed substantially in accordance with its terms, be (or
is likely to become) more favourable to MEL Shareholders (as a whole)
than the Offer (if applicable, as amended or varied following
application of a Matching MEL Proposal

in each case taking into account all terms and conditions and other aspects
of the Competing MEL Proposal (including, but not limited to, timing
considerations, any conditions precedent, the value and type of
consideration, the level of certainty as to the funding required for the
Competing MEL Proposal, the identity, reputation and financial condition of
the proponent and other matters affecting the probability of the Competing
MEL Proposal being completed and the outcome for MEL Shareholders) and
of the Offer
Superior NVFAL Proposal

A bona fide Competing NVFAL Proposal:
(a)

of the kind referred to in any of clauses (d)(xiii)(b) of the definition of
Competing NVFAL Proposal

(b)

not resulting from a breach by NVFAL of its obligations under the
NVFAL BID

that the independent board committee of NVFAL, acting in good faith,
determines:
I.

is reasonably capable of being valued and completed within a
reasonable timeframe in accordance with its terms, and

II.

would, if completed substantially in accordance with its terms, be (or
is likely to become) more favourable to NVFAL Shareholders (as a
whole) than the NVFAL Offer (if applicable, as amended or varied
following application of a Matching NVFAL Proposal)

in each case taking into account all terms and conditions and other aspects of
the Competing NVFAL Proposal (including, but not limited to, timing
considerations, any conditions precedent, the value and type of
consideration, the level of certainty as to the funding required for the
Competing NVFAL Proposal, the identity, reputation and financial condition
of the proponent and other matters affecting the probability of the
Competing NVFAL Proposal being completed and the outcome for NVFAL
Shareholders) and of the NVFAL Offer
Total Beverage Australia
or TBA

Total Beverage Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 004 877 605), a 100% subsidiary of the
Company

Transaction Facility

The debt facility provided by National Australia Bank to the Company for the
purposes of funding the Cash Offer and the MEL Cash Offer as described in
Section 6

Voting Power

Has the meaning given to that term in Section 610 of the Corporations Act

VRE Barossa Valley or
VRE BV

Vineyard Road Estate Pty Ltd (ACN 613 053 964), a 100% subsidiary of FABAL
Investments

VRE McLaren Vale or VRE
MV

VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd (ACN 632 951 136), a subsidiary of VRE BV
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10.2

INTERPRETATION
In the interpretation of this Bidder's Statement, the following provisions apply unless the context otherwise
requires:
10.2.1

headings are inserted for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of this Bidder's
Statement

10.2.2

a reference in this Bidder's Statement to dollars, $ or cents means Australian currency
notwithstanding that the consideration payable pursuant to this Bidder's Statement may be
payable (wholly or in part) in fully paid ordinary Company Shares

10.2.3

a reference in this Bidder's Statement to any law, legislation or legislative provision includes any
statutory modification, amendment or re–enactment, and any subordinate legislation or
regulations issued pursuant to that legislation or legislative provision

10.2.4

where a specific term is given a meaning in the Corporations Act, that term will have that meaning
in this Bidder's Statement

10.2.5

a reference to a section, clause, part, schedule or attachment is a reference to a section, clause,
part, schedule or attachment of or to this Bidder's Statement

10.2.6

an entity which is referred to as a “subsidiary” of the Company is a reference to an entity in respect
of which the Company:
10.2.6.1 controls the composition of the entity’s board
10.2.6.2 controls more than 50% of the votes that can be cast at a general meeting of the
entity
10.2.6.3 controls more than 50% of the issued share capital of the entity, or
10.2.6.4 is a subsidiary of any entity described in paragraphs 10.2.6.1 to 10.2.6.3 above

10.2.7

an expression importing a natural person includes any company, trust, partnership, joint venture,
association, body corporate or governmental agency

10.2.8

where a word or phrase is given a defined meaning, another part of speech or other grammatical
form in respect of that word or phrase has a corresponding meaning

10.2.9

a word which denotes the singular also denotes the plural, a word which denotes the plural also
denotes the singular, and a reference to any gender also denotes the other genders

10.2.10

a reference to the word 'include' or 'including' is to be construed without limitation, and

10.2.11

any schedules and attachments form part of this Bidder's Statement.
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12 APPENDIX 1 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2021
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Interim Statement of Comprehensive Income
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021

Note
Revenue from contracts with customers
Other income
Share of Associate using the equity method
Cost of sales
Employee expenses
Operating expenses
Selling expenses
Administration costs
Depreciation
Finance costs
Profit before Income Tax
Income tax benefit
Profit for the Period
Net Profit Attributable to the Members

2
2

Half year ended
31 December 2020
31 December 2021
Unaudited
4,349,993
4,239,746
1,010,046
847,200
(589,287)
(312,170)
(364,119)
(404,056)
(2,728,427)
(2,200,624)
(714,627)
(773,671)
(26,925)
(28,923)
(730,688)
(519,180)
(128,427)
(84,985)
(59,533)
(57,298)
18,006
706,039
(4,502)
(186,682)
13,504
519,357
13,504
519,357

The accompanying notes for part of the financial statements
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Interim Statement of Financial Position
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
As at
Note
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Inventory
Current tax assets
Other current assets
Total Current Assets
Non‐Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Financial assets
Investments using the equity method
Deferred tax asset
Total Non‐Current Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Financial liabilities
Employee entitlements
Provision for dividends
Current tax liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Non‐Current Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Total Non‐Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Equity
Issued capital
Reserves
Retained Earnings
Total Equity

31 December 2021

30 June 2021

275,812
1,906,176
1,602,505
22,348
58,897
3,865,738

164,149
1,542,749
1,368,263
‐
77,581
3,152,742

7
8
9

5,836,367
3,054,607
19,997,729
261,137
29,149,840
33,015,578

5,045,625
2,793,523
20,737,236
261,137
28,837,521
31,990,263

10
11
12

892,272
704,251
804,842
121,027
‐
2,522,392

1,115,275
408,001
660,780
‐
24,275
2,208,331

11

4,552,236
4,147,039
8,699,275
11,221,667
21,793,911

3,463,775
4,188,314
7,652,089
9,860,420
22,129,843

13

2,331,792
12,229,699
7,232,420
21,793,911

2,116,041
12,366,886
7,646,916
22,129,843

3
4
5
6

The accompanying notes for part of the financial statements
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Interim Statement of Changes in Equity
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
Equity

Reserves
Total
Retained
Total
Asset
Financial
Reserves
Earnings
Valuation
Assets
Reserve
Reserve
11,450,153
916,733 12,366,886 7,646,916 22,129,843
‐
‐
‐
13,504
13,504
(134,417)
‐
(134,417)
‐
(134,417)
(2,770)
‐
(2,770)
‐
(2,770)
‐
‐
‐
‐
28,805
‐
‐
‐
‐
186,946
‐
‐
‐
(428,000)
(428,000)
11,312,966
916,733 12,229,699 7,232,420 21,793,911

Equity as at 1 July 2021
Profit attributable to members
Revaluation increment
Disposal of investment
Share issues
Dividend reinvestment plan
Dividend paid
Equity as at 31 December 2021

2,116,041
‐
‐
‐
28,805
186,946
‐
2,331,792

Equity as at 1 July 2020
Profit attributable to members
Revaluation increment
Acquisition VRE McLaren Vale
Disposal of investment
Dividend paid
Equity as at 31 December 2020

Reserves
Total
Retained
Total
Asset
Financial
Reserves
Earnings
Valuation
Assets
Reserve
Reserve
2,116,041 10,576,462
781,206 11,357,668 6,648,293 20,122,002
‐
‐
‐
‐
519,357
519,357
‐
22,885
‐
22,885
‐
22,885
‐
(9,488)
‐
(9,488)
‐
(9,488)
‐
(140,918)
‐
(140,918)
‐
(140,918)
‐
‐
‐
‐
(78,650)
(78,650)
2,116,041 10,448,941
781,206 11,230,147 7,089,000 20,435,188
Equity

The accompanying notes for part of the financial statements
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Interim Cash Flow Statement
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021

Note
Cash from Operating Activities
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers and employees
Dividends received
Interest received
Finance costs
Income tax refunded/(paid)
Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Cash from Investing Activities
Proceeds from property, plant and equipment
Payments for property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from investments
Payments for investments
Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Cash from Financing Activities
Proceeds/(repayment) of borrowings
Proceeds from share issue
Dividends paid
Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Net Cash Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

2
2

Half year ended
31 December 2020
31 December 2021
Unaudited
4,820,870
(4,859,285)
164,700
7,650
(59,533)
(46,623)
27,779

4,650,271
(3,733,288)
35,186
8,021
(57,298)
(29,662)
873,230

‐
(33,261)
16,475
(306,910)
(323,696)

9,091
(56,412)
390,000
(662,514)
(319,835)

498,803
215,751
(306,974)
407,580
111,663
164,149
275,812

(604,028)
‐
(78,650)
(682,678)
(129,283)
455,575
326,292

The accompanying notes for part of the financial statements
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
General Information
The half‐year financial report is a general‐purpose financial report prepared in accordance with AASB 134
"Interim Financial Reporting". Compliance with AASB 134 ensures compliance with International Financial
Reporting Standard IAS 34 "Interim Financial Reporting". The interim financial report does not include notes
of type normally included in an annual financial report and should be read in conjunction with the most
recent annual financial report.
Basis of Preparation
Reporting Basis and Conventions
The condensed financial statements have been prepared based on historical cost, except for the revaluation
of certain non‐current assets. Cost is based on the fair values of the consideration given in exchange for
assets. All amounts are presented in Australian dollars, unless otherwise stated.
The accounting policies and methods of computation adopted in the preparation of the interim financial
report are consistent with those disclosed in the most recent annual financial report for the year ended 30
June 2021, except for the impact of the Standards and Interpretations described below. These accounting
policies are consistent with Australian Accounting Standards and with International Financial Reporting
Standards.
New Accounting Standards and Interpretations
Nil
Changes in Accounting Policies
No other changes in accounting policies have occurred in the six months ended 31 December 2021.
Fair value measurements
Financial assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis have been re‐measured at 31 December 2021
using the same methodology and inputs as June 2021.
Vineyard assets revalued at 30 June 2021 have not been updated at 31 December 2021. Until the 2022
harvest occurs (prior to 30 June 2022), FABAL does not believe the fair value of vineyard assets is materially
different to 30 June 2021.
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
Half year ended
31 December 2020
31 December 2021
Unaudited
2. Revenue and other income
(a) Disaggregated revenue information
Types of goods or service
Sales of grapes, wine and other products
Vineyard and other management services
Total revenue from contracts with customers

(b)

623,920
3,726,073
4,349,993

691,478
3,548,268
4,239,746

Geographical markets
Sales of grapes, wine and other products
‐ grapes and other products – South Australia
‐ wine – Australia
‐ wine – overseas
Vineyard and other management services
‐ South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia
Total revenue from contracts with customers

77,116
419,183
127,621

76,848
343,628
271,002

3,726,073
4,349,993

3,548,268
4,239,746

Timing of revenue recognition
Goods and services transferred at a point in time
Good and services transferred over time
Total revenue from contracts with customers

3,074,066
1,275,927
4,349,993

2,963,588
1,276,158
4,239,746

110,569
7,650
164,700
3,003
‐
3,000

136,900
8,021
35,186
‐
21,411
122,000

Other income
‐ Rental Revenue
‐ Interest Received
‐ Dividends
‐ Option trading
‐ Export grants (EMDG)
‐ COVID‐19 grants
‐ Profit on disposal of property, plant &
equipment
‐ Profit on disposal of investments
‐ Goodwill written off
‐ Legal recoveries from historical agribusiness
projects
‐ Sundry Income

‐

542

3,392
‐

297,457
(27,613)

705,319
12,413
1,010,046
5,360,039

216,810
36,486
847,200
5,086,946

All revenue and income is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
Sale of grapes, wine and other products
FABAL wholly owns two vineyards in premium Australian wine regions, McLaren Vale and Barossa Valley.
FABAL produces grapes for sale to customers and makes bulk and bottled wine for sale. The performance
obligations for each of these types of sales are based upon the transfer of control of either the wine or the
grapes to the customer. The transaction price, comprised of both fixed and variable consideration, are
applied to this performance obligation once it has been satisfied.
Revenue from contracts with customers is then recognised when control of the grapes / wine is transferred
to the customer at an amount that reflects the fixed consideration to which FABAL expects to be entitled in
exchange for those goods. Variable consideration may be included within grape sales dependent upon the
quality of the grape supplied.
If the consideration in a contract includes a variable amount, FABAL estimates the amount of consideration
to which it will be entitled in exchange for transferring the grapes to the customer. The variable consideration
is estimated at contract inception and constrained until it is highly probable that any uncertainty is resolved.
All grape revenue whether fixed or variable is booked as revenue in the year of harvest and all variable
consideration is known and reported within the end of each financial year.
FABAL receives compensation for grape sales per the Wine Grapes Industry Act which states that three
payments are to be made with the final payment to be made by 30 September in the same year as harvest.
Sales of grapes in the period to the end of December 2021 represent an adjustment to grape sales in the year
ending 30 June 2021.
Vineyard management services
FABAL provides vineyard management services to a range of vineyard owners with a number of components.
 Management fees include a performance obligation that is recognised over time with payment due on
a monthly basis for the services provided; and
 services and recovery revenue for annual works programs are established annually with each customer
and include various performance obligations recognised at a point in time when the good or service is
delivered.
$29,600 in performance incentives were received in the period to 31 December 2021.
Other income
All rental revenue is generating on a short‐term basis with no long‐term leases in place.
Government grants have been received by FABAL in relation to the JobKeeper program in support of the
effect of COVID‐19 and are recognised as grants in other income.
Legal recoveries represent outstanding payments received from investors in historical agribusiness projects
that were previously managed by FABAL and its subsidiaries. These payments, which had been written off in
prior periods, if recovered through legal processes, are brought in as income in the current period.
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
As at
31 December 2021
3. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash at bank/(overdraft)
4. Trade and Other Receivables
Current
Trade receivables
Receivables from related entities
Other receivables
5. Inventory
Biological assets
Wine

30 June 2021

275,812

164,149

844,819
515,000
546,357
1,906,176

1,001,388
485,000
56,361
1,542,749

166,312
1,436,192
1,602,504

‐
1,368,263
1,368,263

The direct costs of growing the crop for the 2022 vintage (harvested in the next period) are considered the
fair value of grapes on the vine as at 31 December 2021. In the comparative period of June 2021, biological
assets were expensed or converted to inventory following the completion of harvest and sale or processing
of the grapes.
6. Other Current Assets
Prepayments
7. Property, Plant and Equipment
Buildings
At valuation
Accumulated depreciation
Total Buildings
Vineyards (land, water, bearer plants
and infrastructure)
At valuation
Accumulated depreciation
Total Vineyards
Plant and equipment
At cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total Plant and equipment
Right‐of‐use assets
At cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total Right‐of‐use assets
Total Property, Plant and Equipment

58,897

77,581

25,000
(315)
24,685

25,000
‐
25,000

4,085,379
(22,976)
4,062,403

4,065,000
‐
4,065,000

617,485
(317,367)
300,117

604,602
(293,128)
311,474

1,679,637
(230,475)
1,449,162
5,836,367

793,729
(149,578)
644,151
5,045,625
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
As at
31 December 2021
8. Financial Assets
Equity instruments at fair value through
Other Comprehensive Income
Shares in Barossa Infrastructure Limited
Shares in National Vineyard Fund of
Australia (No. 3) Limited
Shares in Kayinga Vineyard Limited
Shares in ASX listed companies
Shares in US listed companies
Preference shares in Project Wine






30 June 2021

1,530,000
483,553

1,530,000
504,165

156,774
648,954
60,326
175,000
3,054,607

160,624
392,475
31,259
175,000
2,793,523

Barossa Infrastructure Limited’s (BIL) principal activity is the distribution of irrigation water in the
Barossa Valley.
National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No. 3) Limited’s (NVFA3L) principal activity is the operation of a
vineyard in the Barossa Valley under the management of FABAL.
Kayinga Vineyard Limited’s (KVL) principal activity is the operation of a vineyard in Langhorne Creek
under the management of FABAL.
Project Wine Pty Ltd’s (Project Wine) principal activity is the processing of wine grapes and the sale
of wine. Project Wine is the contracted wine maker for FABAL, located in Langhorne Creek.


9. Investments Accounted for Using the Equity Method
Investments accounted for using the equity method consist of:






43% (2020: 43%) ownership interest in NVFAL which owns vineyards across six Australian wine regions
operating under FABAL’s management;
32% (2020: 32%) ownership interest in MEL which owns vineyards the Langhorne Creek region
operating under FABAL’s management;
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Chocolate Ventures Australia Pty Ltd (CVA) which owns and
operates the Barossa Valley Chocolate Company business in the Barossa Valley region;
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Natural Olive Oil Australia Pty Ltd (NOOSA) which owns and
operates the Vasse Virgin @ Seppeltsfield business in the Barossa Valley region; and
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Marathon Water Pty Ltd (Marathon Water) which owns and
operates a water pipeline from Wellington to the Langhorne Creek region.
Non‐Current

10. Trade and Other Payables
Current
Trade creditors
Other payables and accruals

19,997,729

20,737,236

201,691
690,581
892,272

459,385
655,890
1,115,275
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
As at
31 December 2021
11. Financial Liabilities
Current
Finance lease liability
Bank loan
Non‐Current
Finance lease liability
Bank loan

30 June 2021

383,402
320,849
704,251

196,615
211,386
408,001

1,042,236
3,510,000
4,552,236
5,256,487

442,775
3,021,000
3,463,775
3,871,776

Security provided for the economic entity's banking facilities is via first registered mortgage over properties
owned by FABAL, a fixed and floating charge over FABAL's assets, water rights and grape contracts.
12. Employee Entitlements

Opening balance as at 30 June 2021
Additional provisions
Utilised during the half year
Closing balance as at 31 December 2021

Employee Entitlements
$
660,780
308,731
(164,669)
804,842
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
As at
31 December 2021
13. Issued Capital
Share capital on issue

30 June 2021

2,331,792

2,116,041

As at
31 December 2021
Shares
Fully paid ordinary shares
At the beginning of the period
Preference shares converted
Shares issued in the period
At the end of the period
Fully paid preference shares
At the beginning of the period
Shares converted in the period
At the end of the period
Total share capital on issue

$
1,000,000
100,000
110,000
1,210,000

1,783,000
333,000
215,751
2,331,792

100,000
(100,000)
‐

333,041
(333,041)
‐

1,210,000

2,331,792

On 4 October 2021 all 100,000 convertible preference shares on issue were converted to 100,000 ordinary
shares in FABAL each at $3.33 per ordinary share.
Ordinary shares participate in dividends and the proceeds on the winding up of FABAL in proportion to the
number of shares held. At shareholders meetings, each ordinary share is entitled to one vote when a poll is
called, otherwise each shareholder has one vote on a show of hands.
Capital Management
Management controls the capital of FABAL to maintain a good debt to equity ratio, provide the shareholders
with adequate returns and to ensure FABAL can fund its operations and continue as a going concern.
FABAL's debt and equity includes ordinary share capital and financial liabilities, supported by financial assets.
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Notes To and Forming Part of the Financial Statements
Food And Beverage Australia Limited for the 6 months ended 31 December 2021
14. Related Party Transactions
Transactions between related parties are on normal commercial terms and conditions no more favourable
than those available to other parties unless otherwise stated.
Related party transactions
Armalite Finance
Barossa Rise
BBV Equipment Co
Bruce Spangler
Burge Barossa
Chocolate Ventures Australia
Chris Day Nominees
Christopher Dundon
D & T McLean Family Trust
Fairvue Investments
Fine Acres Australia
Georgiadis Lawyers
Gerard Amal Wahab
Global Digital Data Standards
Gomersal Wines
K2 Ag Services
Kayinga Vineyard
Marandoo Estate
National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No 3)
National Vineyard Fund of Australia
Natural Olive Oil Skincare Australia
Project Wine
The Day Settlement

Debtors
‐
5,297
3,123
‐
‐
89,014
680
‐
‐
‐
11,201
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
975
84,633
20,200
160,123
354
9,618
‐
385,217

Creditors

‐
‐
34,700
‐
2,695
767
‐
‐
‐
‐
230
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
20,870
7,009
578
18,976
‐
511
‐
86,335

Sales

‐
28,894
12,195
‐
‐
75,268
618
‐
‐
‐
18,664
‐
‐
‐
2,700
‐
245,068
462,802
162,611
1,024,909
14,974
8,743
‐
2,057,447

Purchases
60,000
‐
121,399
11,850
39,966
44,345
225,430
600
8,700
9,000
2,070
86,527
17,284
1,830
873
16,650
3,001
31,867
108,181
117,209
17,483
135,464
6,000
1,066,927

15. Subsequent Events
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the period, other than those disclosed elsewhere,
which significantly affected or may significantly affect the operations of FABAL, the results of those
operations or the state of affairs of FABAL in future financial periods.
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13 APPENDIX 2 REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
FOR THE 12 MONTHS ENDING 30 JUNE 2021

Bidders Statement from Food And Beverage Australia Limited to National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

Note
Revenue from contracts with customers
Other income
Share of Associate using the equity method
Cost of sales
Employee expenses
Operating expenses
Selling expenses
Administration expenses
Depreciation
Finance costs
Profit/(loss) before Income Tax
Income tax (expense)/benefit
Profit/(loss) attributable to the Members
Other comprehensive income
Revaluation increment on P, P & E
Deferred tax on revaluation
Revaluation increment on investments
Deferred tax on revaluation
Other comprehensive income for the year,
net of tax
Total comprehensive income attributable to
members of the entity

2
2
11

9(a)

4

4(c)
4(c)
4(c)
4(c)

7,855,085
1,425,117
312,952
(579,338)
(4,332,777)
(1,571,085)
(67,603)
(1,145,804)
(178,193)
(124,087)
1,594,267
(418,994)
1,175,273

2020
Unaudited
7,855,234
1,478,692
(1,015,212)
(603,501)
(3,749,036)
(1,437,814)
(114,674)
(1,476,912)
(117,932)
(152,131)
666,714
(116,366)
550,348

160,572
(41,749)
748,513
(194,613)

263,916
(72,577)
2,390,717
(657,447)

672,723

1,924,609

1,847,996

2,474,957

2021

The accompanying notes form part of the financial statements
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

Note
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Inventory
Other current assets
Total Current Assets
Non‐Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Financial assets
Investments using the equity method
Deferred tax asset
Total Non‐Current Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Financial liabilities
Employee entitlements
Current tax liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Non‐Current Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Total Non‐Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Equity
Issued capital
Reserves
Retained Earnings
Total Equity

2021

2020
Unaudited

5
6
7
8

164,149
1,542,749
1,368,263
77,581
3,152,742

455,575
1,732,635
1,618,835
57,783
3,864,828

9
10
11
4(e)

5,045,625
2,793,523
20,737,236
261,137
28,837,521
31,990,263

2,595,202
2,227,777
20,172,762
313,543
25,309,284
29,174,112

12
13
14
4(d)

1,115,275
408,001
660,780
24,275
2,208,331

1,499,364
516,486
538,348
73,466
2,627,664

13
4(d)

3,463,775
4,188,314
7,652,089
9,860,420
22,129,843

2,590,211
3,834,235
6,424,446
9,052,110
20,122,002

15

2,116,041
12,366,886
7,646,916
22,129,843

2,116,041
11,357,668
6,648,293
20,122,002

The accompanying notes form part of the financial statements
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

Equity

Equity as at 1 July 2020
Profit attributable to
members of the entity
Revaluation increment
Change in tax rate
Acquisition of VRE McLaren
Vale Pty Ltd
Disposal of investment
Dividend paid
Equity as at 30 June 2021

Financial
Assets
Reserve
2,116,041 10,576,462
‐
‐
‐

‐
707,418
316,679

‐
(9,488)
‐
(140,918)
‐
‐
2,116,041 11,450,153

Equity

Reserves
Asset
Valuation
Reserve
781,206

Total
Reserves

Retained
Earnings

11,357,668

6,648,293 20,122,002

‐
118,823
16,704

‐
826,241
333,383

‐
‐
‐
916,733

(9,488)
(140,918)
‐
12,366,886

‐
(9,488)
‐
(140,918)
(176,650) (176,650)
7,646,916 22,129,843

Total
Reserves

Retained
Earnings

Reserves
Financial
Asset
Assets
Valuation
Reserve
Reserve
8,843,192
589,867

Equity as at 1 July 2019
2,116,041
Profit attributable to
‐
‐
members of the entity
Revaluation increment (net of
‐
1,733,270
tax)
Dividend paid
‐
‐
Equity as at 30 June 2020
2,116,041 10,576,462

‐

9,433,059

1,175,273
‐
‐

1,924,609

‐
781,206

‐
11,357,668

1,175,273
826,241
333,383

Total

6,254,595 17,803,695

‐

191,339

Total

550,348
‐

550,348
1,924,609

(156,650) (156,650)
6,648,293 20,122,002

The accompanying notes form part of the financial statements
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

Note
Cash from Operating Activities
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers and employees
Dividends received
Interest received
Finance costs
Income tax refunded
Net Cash Flows from/(used) in Operating
Activities
Cash from Investing Activities
Proceeds for property, plant and equipment
Payments for property, plant and equipment
Proceeds for investments
Payments for investments
Net Cash Flows used in Investing Activities
Cash from Financing Activities
Proceeds/(repayment) of borrowings
Dividends paid
Net Cash Flows used in Financing Activities
Net Cash Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

2021

2020
Unaudited

2
2

9,123,770
(7,634,587)
62,501
15,784
(124,087)
(83,656)

9,462,723
(8,481,699)
133,452
11,752
(152,131)
(182,029)

17

1,359,725

792,068

18,364
(113,875)
390,000
(1,004,655)
(710,166)

‐
(24,819)
‐
(145,283)
(170,102)

(764,335)
(176,650)
(940,985)
(291,426)
455,575
164,149

(11,005)
(156,650)
(167,655)
454,311
1,264
455,575

5

The accompanying notes form part of the financial statements
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
The financial statements and notes represent those of Food And Beverage Australia Limited (FABAL) for the
year ended 30 June 2021. The financial statements were authorised for issue on 24 March 2022.
1. Basis of Preparation
The financial statements are general‐purpose financial statements that have been prepared in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure requirements. The financial report covers FABAL which
converted to a public company on 19 November 2021.
The financial report has been prepared as a going concern, an accruals basis and is based on historical costs
with the exception of the revaluation of selected non‐current assets, and financial assets and financial liabilities
for which fair value basis of accounting has been applied. Accounting policies have been consistently applied,
unless otherwise stated. The Group’s functional and presentation currency is Australian dollars.
First time Application of Australian Accounting Standards
The Group has historically not met the definition of a large proprietary company under the Corporations Act
2001 or been considered a reporting entity by the directors. As such, the Group produced special purpose
financial statements in accordance with the accounting policies described in those financial reports.
The Group has prepared this financial report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, with a
transition date of 30 June 2019.
The impact of the application of Australian Accounting Standards, as at the date of transition and for the
reported balance date and comparatives are described below.
1 July 2019
Unaudited
Total Equity

Previously reported
Investment accounting
Inventory provision
Recognise tax asset
Recoveries from historical
agribusiness projects
Disposal of investment
Other
Reported under Australian
Accounting Standards

30 June 2020
30 June 2021
Unaudited
Total Equity
Total
Total Equity
Total
Comprehensive
Comprehensive
Income
Income
18,405,248
18,426,589
194,690
22,328,837
3,855,555
(698,438)
1,085,122
1,783,940
‐
(1,312,537)
(111,000)
(111,000)
‐
(111,000)
‐
312,000
312,000
‐
‐
(312,000)
‐

496,327

‐
(104,115)

‐
(87,036)

17,803,695

20,122,002

496,327
‐
‐
2,474,957

‐

(496,327)

‐
(87,994)

140,918
(27,613)

22,129,843

1,847,996

Comparative Figures
Comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to the application of Australian Accounting Standards for
the first time as described above and changes in presentation for the current financial year.
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Other than the policies noted below, significant accounting policies are described throughout the financial
report in each relevant note.
Agriculture
The Group vineyard assets are accounted in the following way:
 Vines – bearer plants and included in property, plant and equipment
 Produce of vines (grapes) – grapes growing on the vine are considered biological assets. Due to the
timing of annual harvest, at each year end balance date the Group has no grapes on the vine, therefore
no biological assets. Any remaining produce not sold and held by the Group is included in inventory
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
1. Basis of Preparation (cont.)
Changes in Accounting Policies
Other than the adoption of Australian Accounting Standards as described above, there have been no changes
in accounting policies for the twelve months ended 30 June 2021.
Significant accounting judgements, estimates and assumptions
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the reporting amounts of revenues, expenses assets and liabilities, and the
accompanying disclosures, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities. Uncertainty about these assumptions
and estimates could result in outcomes that require a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets or
liabilities affected in future periods.
The following are considered the critical areas of judgement which have the most significant effect on the
amounts recognised in the financial statements, and estimate and assumptions that have a significant risk of
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year,
are identified below:
Judgements
Assessment of significant influence and joint control
Notes 10 and 11 describe a number of equity investments the Group holds. In particular, the Group holds a
number between 32% and 50% for a number of its investments. Management uses its judgement in considering
whether the Group has significant influence or joint control or control. This judgement includes consideration
of the voting rights held by the Group, and its ability to influence operational and financial decisions.
Estimates and Assumptions
Fair value measurement of financial assets
When the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities recorded in the statement of financial position
cannot be measured based on quoted prices in active markets, their fair value is measured using alternative
techniques. The inputs to these valuations are taken from observable markets where possible, but where this
is not feasible, a degree of judgement is required in establishing fair values. Judgements include considerations
of inputs such as liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility. Changes in assumptions relating to these factors could
affect the reported fair value of financial instruments.
Revaluation of vineyard assets
The Group carries its vineyard properties at revalued amounts, with changes in fair value being recognised in
Other Comprehensive Income. The Group engaged an independent valuation specialist to assess the fair values
as at 30 June 2021.
New Accounting Standards and Interpretations
There was no material impact of the Group applying for the first‐time certain standards and amendments, which
are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2020. The Group has not yet early adopted any
other standard, interpretation or amendment that has been issued but is not yet effective.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
2020
Unaudited

2021
2. Revenue and other income
(a) Disaggregated revenue information
Types of goods or service
Sales of grapes, wine and other products
Vineyard and other management services
Total revenue from contracts with customers

(b)

1,436,207
6,418,878
7,855,085

1,577,215
6,278,019
7,855,234

Geographical markets
Sales of grapes, wine and other products
‐ grapes and other products – South Australia
‐ wine – Australia
‐ wine – overseas
Vineyard and other management services
‐ Australia
Total revenue from contracts with customers

569,549
525,656
341,002

692,386
456,855
427,974

6,418,878
7,855,085

6,278,019
7,855,234

Timing of revenue recognition
Goods and services transferred at a point in time
Good and services transferred over time
Total revenue from contracts with customers

5,323,334
2,531,751
7,855,085

5,550,312
2,304,922
7,855,234

214,690
15,784
62,501
45,062
122,000
4,139
297,457
(27,613)

305,688
11,752
133,452
74,181
128,000
‐
‐
‐

585,955
‐
105,142
1,425,117
9,280,202

684,590
121,601
19,428
1,478,692
9,333,926

Other income
‐ Rentals
‐ Interest received
‐ Dividends
‐ Export grants (EMDG)
‐ COVID‐19 grants
‐ Profit/(loss) on disposal of P P & E
‐ Profit on disposal of investments
‐ Goodwill written off
‐ Legal recoveries from historical agribusiness
projects
‐ Insurance recovery
‐ Sundry Income

All revenue and income is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2.

Revenue and other income (cont)

Sale of grapes, wine and other products
FABAL wholly owns two vineyards in premium Australian wine regions, McLaren Vale and Barossa Valley. FABAL
produces grapes for sale to customers and makes bulk and bottled wine for sale. The performance obligations
for each of these types of sales are based upon the transfer of control of either the wine or the grapes to the
customer. The transaction price, comprised of both fixed and variable consideration, are applied to this
performance obligation once it has been satisfied.
Revenue from contracts with customers is then recognised when control of the grapes/wine is transferred to
the customer at an amount that reflects the fixed consideration to which FABAL expects to be entitled in
exchange for those goods. Variable consideration may be included within grape sales dependent upon the
quality of the grape supplied.
If the consideration in a contract includes a variable amount, FABAL estimates the amount of consideration to
which it will be entitled in exchange for transferring the grapes to the customer. The variable consideration is
estimated at contract inception and constrained until it is highly probable that any uncertainty is resolved. All
grape revenue whether fixed or variable is booked as revenue in the year of harvest and all variable
consideration is known and reported within the end of each financial year.
FABAL receives compensation for grape sales per the Wine Grapes Industry Act which states that three
payments are to be made with the final payment to be made by 30 September in the same year as harvest. All
grape revenue received for the year ending 30 June 2021 relates to the 2021 grape harvest with no revenue
from performance obligations satisfied in prior periods.
Vineyard management services
FABAL provides vineyard management services to a range of vineyard owners with a number of components.
 Management fees include a performance obligation that is recognised over time with payment due on a
monthly basis for the services provided; and
 Services and recovery revenue for annual works programs are established annually with each customer
and include various performance obligations recognised at a point in time when the good or service is
delivered.
No performance incentives were received in the period to 30 June 2021.
Other income
All rental revenue is generating on a short‐term basis with no long‐term leases in place.
Government grants have been received by FABAL in relation to the JobKeeper program in support of the effect
of COVID‐19 and are recognised as grants in other income.
Legal recoveries represent outstanding payments received from investors in historical agribusiness projects that
were previously managed by FABAL and its subsidiaries. These payments, which had been written off in prior
periods, if recovered through legal processes, are brought in as income in the current period.
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2020
Unaudited

2021
3. Key Management Personnel Compensation

The total remuneration paid to key management personnel of FABAL during the year is as follows:
Total remuneration

1,140,585

1,049,637

37,238
381,756
418,994

88,405
27,961
116,366

4. Income Tax Expense
(a) The components of income tax expense are:
Current income tax expense
Deferred income tax expense

(b) Prima facie tax on profit from ordinary activities before income tax is reconciled to income tax as follows:
Prima facie tax payable on profit from
ordinary activities before income tax at
26.0% (2020: 27.5%)
Add tax effect of:
‐ change in tax rate
‐ non‐deductible entertainment
‐ franking credits
‐ non‐allowable items
‐ non‐assessable cashflow boost

414,509

183,346

41,392
‐
(21,953)
12,346
(27,300)
418,994

‐
274
(47,062)
10,058
(30,250)
116,366

(c) Tax effects relating to each component of other comprehensive income:
2021
Before tax
Revaluation gain on PPE
Gain on financial assets

160,572
748,513
909,085

(Expense)/ Net of tax
Benefit
(41,749)
118,823
(194,613)
553,900
(236,362)
672,723

Before tax
263,916
2,390,717
2,654,633

2020
Unaudited
(Expense)/ Net of tax
Benefit
(72,577)
191,339
(657,447) 1,733,270
(730,024) 1,924,609
2020
Unaudited

2021
(d) Liabilities
Current tax
Non‐current deferred tax – Investments
Non‐current deferred tax – P, P & E

24,275
3,598,620
589,694
4,212,589

73,466
3,834,235
‐
3,907,701
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2020
Unaudited

2021
(e) Assets
Non‐current deferred tax – Accruals
Non‐current deferred tax – Tax losses

216,072
45,065
261,137

313,543
‐
313,543

Current Tax
The charge for current income tax expenses is based on the profit for the year adjusted for any non‐assessable
or disallowed items. It is calculated using the tax rates that have been enacted or are substantially enacted by
the balance sheet date.
Deferred Tax
Deferred tax is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method in respect of temporary differences arising
between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the financial statements. No
deferred income tax will be recognised from the initial recognition of an asset or liability, excluding a business
combination, where there is no effect on accounting or taxable profit or loss. Deferred tax is calculated at the
tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised, or liability is settled. Deferred tax
is credited in the income statement except where it relates to items that may be credited directly to equity, in
which case the deferred tax is adjusted directly against equity.
Deferred income tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that future tax profits will be available
against which deductible temporary differences can be utilised. The amount of benefit brought to account or
which may be realised in the future is based on the assumption that no adverse change will occur in income
taxation legislation and the anticipation that FABAL will derive sufficient future assessable income to enable the
benefit to be realised and comply with the conditions of deductibility imposed by the law.
2020
Unaudited

2021
5. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash at bank

164,149

455,575

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short‐term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown
within short‐term borrowings in current liabilities on the balance sheet.
6. Trade and Other Receivables
Trade receivables
Receivables from related entities
Other receivables

1,001,388
485,000
56,361
1,542,749

1,254,077
491,500
(12,942)
1,732,635

A receivable is recognised if an amount of consideration that is unconditional is due from the customer (i.e. only
the passage of time is required before payment of the consideration is due). Trade receivables are non‐interest
bearing and are generally on terms of 30 to 90 days.
7. Inventory
Wine

1,368,263

1,618,835

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
8. Other Current Assets
Prepayments

77,581

57,783
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2020
Unaudited

2021
9. Property, Plant and Equipment
Buildings
At valuation
Accumulated depreciation
Total Buildings
Vineyards (land, water, bearer plants
and infrastructure)
At valuation
Accumulated depreciation
Total Vineyards
Plant and equipment
At cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total Plant and equipment
Right‐of‐use assets
At cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total Right‐of‐use assets
Total Property, Plant and Equipment

25,000
‐
25,000

2,500
‐
2,500

4,065,000
‐
4,065,000

1,843,000
‐
1,843,000

604,602
(293,128)
311,474

488,217
(297,576)
190,641

793,729
(149,578)
644,151
5,045,625

607,473
(48,412)
559,061
2,595,202

(a) Movements in carrying amounts:
Buildings
Balance 1 July 2020
Additions
Business combination of
VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd
Disposals
Reclassification
Revaluation
Depreciation expense
Balance at 30 June 2021

Vineyards

2,500
‐

1,843,000
49,818

22,216
‐
‐
625
(341)
25,000

2,036,764
‐
‐
159,946
(24,528)
4,065,000

Plant and
equipment
190,641
177,058

(5,676)
‐
‐
(50,549)
311,474

Right‐of‐use
assets
559,061
196,414

(8,549)
‐
‐
(102,775)
644,151

Total
2,595,202
423,290

2,058,980
(14,225)
‐
160,571
(178,193)
5,045,625

(b) Nature of the assets including significant assumptions
The assets are vineyards situated at McLaren Vale and Barossa Valley covering a planted area of 35 hectares.
The net market value of the vineyard has been determined by the independent licensed valuers, Knight Frank
on behalf of the National Australia Bank Limited.
The key assumptions noted in the valuations are:






All existing or proposed water licenses and agreements will remain linked to the property
Crop sale agreements will remain in force for the full period of the agreement
Vineyards will continue to be competently managed and are free from irremediable disease or structural
or design deficiency that affects yields and hence value
Infrastructure (irrigation and trellis systems) normally associated with continuing use will remain
The impact of COVID‐19, whilst uncertain, has not had a significant effect on the valuations

The directors have agreed to adopt the current independent valuations of the vineyards which have been
recorded through the revaluation surplus. Vineyard assets include land, water, bearer plants and infrastructure.
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9.

Property, Plant and Equipment (cont)

Property
Freehold land and buildings are shown at their fair value (being the amount for which an asset could be
exchanged between knowledgeable willing parties in an arm's length transaction), based on periodic, but at
least triennial, valuations by external valuers, less subsequent depreciation for buildings.
Any accumulated depreciation at the date of revaluation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the
asset and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the asset.
Bearer Plants
Bearer plants are measured at accumulated cost up until the point of production and then subsequently valued
at fair value. Produce that grows on bearer plants will be measured at fair value less costs to sell.
Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are measured at cost less any accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Right‐of‐use assets
Right‐of‐use assets are measured at cost less any accumulated depreciation and impairment losses and adjusted
for any remeasurement of lease liabilities.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets including buildings and right‐of‐used assets, but excluding freehold
land and water rights, is depreciated on a straight‐line basis over their useful lives to FABAL commencing from
the time the asset is held ready for use. Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of either
the unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful lives of the improvements.
(c) The depreciation used for each class of depreciable assets are:
Buildings
Plant and equipment
Right‐of‐use assets
Motor vehicles
Vineyard assets
Land and water

40 years
4 – 10 years
5 – 10 years
5 – 10 years
25 – 50 years
indefinite

The assets residual value and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.
An asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset's carrying
amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
(d) Gains and losses on disposal
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains
and losses are included in the income statement. When revalued assets are sold, amounts included in the
revaluation relating to that asset are transferred to retained earnings.
(e) Impairment of assets
At each reporting date, FABAL reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to determine
whether there is any indication that the value of those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists,
the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the assets fair value less costs to sell and value in use,
is compared to the assets carrying value. Any excess of the assets carrying value over its recoverable amount is
expensed to the income statement.
Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, FABAL estimates the
recoverable amount of the cash‐generating unit to which the asset belongs.
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2020
Unaudited

2021
10. Financial Assets
Unlisted investments at fair value
through Other Comprehensive Income
Shares in Barossa Infrastructure Limited
Shares in National Vineyard Fund of
Australia (No. 3) Limited
Shares in Kayinga Vineyard Limited
Shares in ASX listed companies
Shares in US listed companies
Preference shares in Project Wine

1,530,000

1,360,000

504,165
160,624
392,475
31,259
175,000
2,793,523

488,798
159,469
44,510
‐
175,000
2,227,777

The Group has elected to recognise investments in equity instruments at fair value through other
comprehensive income. Subsequent changes in fair value, other than impairment gains or losses and foreign
exchange movements, are recognised in other comprehensive income.
Project Wine is the contracted wine maker for FABAL located in Langhorne Creek.
11. Investments Accounted for Using the Equity Method
Investments accounted for using the equity method consist of:







43% (2020: 43%) ownership interest in National Vineyard Fund of Australia Ltd (NVFAL which owns
vineyards across six Australian wine regions operating under FABAL’s management;
32% (2020: 32%) ownership interest in Marandoo Estate Ltd (MEL which owns vineyards the Langhorne
Creek region operating under FABAL’s management;
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Chocolate Ventures Australia Pty Ltd (CVA which owns and operates
the Barossa Valley Chocolate Company business in the Barossa Valley region;
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Natural Olive Oil Australia Pty Ltd (NOOSA) which owns and operates
the Vasse Virgin @ Seppeltsfield business in the Barossa Valley region; and
50% (2020: 50%) ownership interest in Marathon Water Pty Ltd (MW) which owns and operates a water
pipeline from Wellington to the Langhorne Creek region; and
100% (2020: 50%) ownership in VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd (VREMV). The balance of ownership was acquired
by FABAL in December 2020. The entity is now in included in FABAL’s consolidated position.
2021
Non‐current

20,737,236

2020
Unaudited
20,172,762

Movements during the year in equity accounted investments in associated companies:
Opening balance
Less: Initial adoption of IFRS
Add: share of profit/(loss) before tax
Less: Acquisition of VRE MV
Add: share of net assets
Closing balance

20,172,762
‐
312,952
(323,145)
574,668
20,737,236

20,537,128
(698,437)
(1,015,212)
‐
1,384,629
20,172,762
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11. Investments Accounted for Using the Equity Method (cont)
Summarised presentation of aggregate assets, liabilities and performance of associates:

FABAL’s share in NVFAL: 43% (2020: 43%)
FABAL’s share in MEL: 32% (2020: 32%)
FABAL’s share in CVA: 50% (2020: 50%)
FABAL’s share in NOOSA: 50% (2020: 50%)
FABAL’s share in MW: 50% (2020: 50%)
FABAL’s share in VREMV: 100% (2020: 50%)

6,740,843
75,168,541
81,909,384
3,040,861
27,664,818
30,705,679
51,203,705
15,063,843
4,240,055
1,018,022
133,488
281,828
‐

2020
Unaudited
5,928,097
77,580,182
83,508,279
4,111,555
30,817,917
34,929,472
48,578,807
14,600,013
3,968,605
942,378
73,599
265,062
323,145

Revenue
Profit/(loss) of associates before tax

13,431,184
1,795,838

9,952,022
(3,395,109)

2021
Current assets
Non‐current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Non‐current liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity

The associates had no contingent liabilities or capital commitments as at 30 June 2021 and 2020.
12. Trade and Other Payables
Unsecured liabilities
Trade creditors
Other payables and accruals

459,385
655,890
1,115,275

866,375
632,989
1,499,364

Trade payables and accruals are recognised when FABAL has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of
past events, for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result, and that outflow can be
reliably measured. Trade payables are non‐interest bearing and are normally settled on 30‐day terms.
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2020
Unaudited

2021
13. Financial Liabilities
Current
Finance lease liability
Bank loan
Other loan
Non‐Current
Finance lease liability
Bank loan

196,615
211,386
‐
408,001

146,771
22,000
347,715
516,486

442,775
3,021,000
3,463,775
3,871,776

440,211
2,150,000
2,590,211
3,106,697

216,010

166,118

461,173

462,945

677,183
(37,793)
639,390

629,063
(42,081)
586,982

196,615
442,775
639,390

146,771
440,211
586,982

Maturity of lease liabilities:
Minimum lease payments payable no
later than 12 months
Minimum lease payments payable
between 12 months and 5 years
Less future finance charges
The present value of lease liabilities is as follows:
Less than one year
Between one and five years

FABAL has a $5,000,000 loan facility and a $100,000 overdraft facility in place with the National Australia Bank
Limited.
Security provided over FABAL's banking facilities is via first registered mortgage over the properties owned by
the entity, a fixed and floating charge over FABAL's assets, water rights and grape contracts.
Lease liabilities are recognised when FABAL has a right to control the use of an asset for a period of time in
exchange for consideration. Lease liabilities are measured at the present value of the lease payments that are
not paid at the date. The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate implicit on the lease, where that
rate can be readily determined. If that rate cannot be determined, FABAL’s incremental borrowing rate is used.
2020
Unaudited

2021
14. Employee Entitlements
Opening balance
Additional provisions
Utilised during the half year
Closing balance

538,348
266,372
(143,940)
660,780

500,078
178,194
(139,924)
538,348

Provision is made for FABAL's liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to
balance date. Employee benefits expected to be settled within one year have been measured at the amounts
expected to be paid when the liability is settled plus related on‐costs. Employee benefits payable later than
one year have been measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those
benefits.
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2020
Unaudited

2021
15. Issued Capital
Fully paid ordinary shares

2,116,041
Shares

2,116,041
Shares

Fully paid ordinary shares
At the beginning of the year
Shares issued during the year
At the end of the year

1,000,000
‐
1,000,000

1,000,000
‐
1,000,000

Fully paid preference shares
At the beginning of the year
Shares issued during the year
At the end of the year

100,000
‐
100,000

100,000
‐
100,000

1,000,000
100,000
1,100,000

1,000,000
100,000
1,100,000

Total shares on issue
Fully paid ordinary shares
Fully paid preference shares
At the end of the year
$

$

Fully paid ordinary shares
At the beginning of the year
Shares issued during the year
At the end of the year

1,783,000
‐
1,783,000

1,783,000
‐
1,783,000

Fully paid preference shares
At the beginning of the year
Shares issued during the year
At the end of the year

333,041
‐
333,041

333,041
‐
333,041

2,116,041

2,116,041

Total share capital on issue

Ordinary shares participate in dividends and the proceeds on the winding up of FABAL in proportion to the
number of shares held. At shareholders meetings each ordinary share is entitled to one vote when a poll is
called, otherwise each shareholder has one vote on a show of hands. Shares have no par value.
Capital Management
Management administers the capital of FABAL in order to maintain a good debt to equity ratio, provide the
shareholders with adequate returns and ensure FABAL can fund its operations and continue as a going concern.
FABAL's debt and equity includes ordinary share capital and financial liabilities, supported by financial assets.
Dividends Declared
In September 2021, the directors declared a special dividend of $0.20 per share on 1,000,000 shares ($200,000)
as at a record date of 4 October 2021. Two further ordinary dividends totalling $0.20 per share on 1,100,000
shares ($220,000) paid in December 2021 and March 2022.
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16. Related Party Transactions
Shares held by director related entities
Chris Day and associates
Dim Georgiadis and associates
Jane Caire and associates
Total shares held
Related party transactions
AX‐S International
Barossa Rise
BBV Equipment Co
Belvidere Unit Trust
Bruce Spangler
Burge Barossa
Burge Family Wine Estates
Chocolate Ventures Australia
Chris Day Nominees
Christopher Dundon
Tanya McLean
Day Break Nominees
Dim Georgiadis
FADU
Fairvue Investments
Fine Acres Australia
FoodBasket Australia
Georgiadis Lawyers
Gerard Amal Wahab
Global Digital Data Standards
Hillebrand SMS
Illaparra Winery
Irene Kamm
K2 Ag Services
Kayinga Vineyard
Marandoo Estate
Marathon Water
National Vineyard Fund of Australia (No 3)
National Vineyard Fund of Australia
Natural Olive Oil Skincare Australia
Project Wine
Strategic and Business Advisory Services
The Day Corporation
The Day Settlement

Shares
Unaudited

Shares
518,844
247,000
3,000
768,844
Debtors
‐
4,695
10,984
10,402
‐
‐
‐
49,693
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
10,840
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
134,304
139,912
‐
18,221
252,527
531
51,591
‐
‐
‐
683,700

Creditors

518,844
247,000
3,000
768,844
Sales

‐
‐
15,204
11,000
10,065
3,325
‐
3,050
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
6,215
‐
41,098
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
13,297
2,362
‐
62,006
29,834
‐
31,389
‐
‐
‐
228,845

‐
76,981
33,360
9,819
‐
‐
(2,100)
192,119
572
‐
‐
161
610
‐
‐
40,872
1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
647,351
873,885
12,550
465,168
1,883,751
17,620
139,500
‐
349
‐
4,392,569

Purchases
22,000
‐
206,111
14,000
39,994
60,627
‐
27,460
554,941
1,200
1,800
630
‐
1,566
18,000
10,194
‐
261,286
17,635
3,030
4,200
(15,465)
1,820
15,550
60,519
67,307
‐
99,158
166,686
24,038
192,987
1,550
‐
11,909
1,870,733

Transactions with related parties are on similar terms and conditions to those described in similar transactions
described in this financial report.
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2020
Unaudited

2021
17. Cash Flow Information
Net income/(loss) for the period

1,175,273

550,348

Non‐cash flows in profit from ordinary
activities
Depreciation
Associate (profit)/loss
Profit on disposal of assets
Profit on disposal of investments

178,193
(312,952)
(4,139)
(297,457)

117,932
1,015,212
1,394
‐

Changes in assets and liabilities:
(Increase)/decrease in trade receivables
(Increase)/decrease in other current assets
(Increase)/decrease in inventory
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Increase/(decrease) in tax balances
Increase/(decrease) in trade payables
Cash flow from operations

189,886
(19,798)
250,572
122,432
461,804
(384,089)
1,359,725

274,003
28,511
167,510
38,270
(65,664)
(1,335,448)
792,068

Cash flows are presented in the cash flow statement on a gross basis, except for the GST component of investing
and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
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18. Controlled entities
Parent Entity
Food And Beverage Australia Limited (formerly The FABAL Group Pty Ltd)
Subsidiaries
FABAL Advisory Pty Ltd
Food, Agribusiness & Beverages Australia Pty Ltd
Food and Beverage International Pty Ltd
Total Beverage Australia Pty Ltd
FABAL Investments Pty Ltd
atf Peradel Properties Unit Trust
FABAL Agribusiness Management Pty Ltd
Vineyard Road Estate Pty Ltd
VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd
FABAL Operations Pty Ltd
FABAL Vineyards Pty Ltd
FABAL Equipment Pty Ltd
FABAL Wines Pty Ltd

Country of
Incorporation
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia

Percentage
ownership
2021
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Percentage
ownership
2020
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Principles of Consolidation
A controlled entity is any entity FABAL has the power to control the financial and operating policies so as to
obtain benefits from its activities. All controlled entities have a June financial year‐end.
All inter‐company balances and transactions between the Consolidated Group entities, including any unrealised
profits or losses have been eliminated on consolidation. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed
where necessary to ensure consistencies with those policies applied by FABAL.
Where controlled entities have entered or left FABAL during the year, their operating results have been
included/excluded from the date control was obtained or until the date control ceased.
Minority equity interests in the equity and results of the entities that are controlled are shown as a separate
item in the consolidated financial report.
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19. Parent Information
The following information has been extracted from the books and records of FABAL and has been prepared in
accordance with Accounting Standards.
2020
Unaudited

2021
Statement of Financial Position
Assets
Current assets
Non‐current assets
Total Assets

29,140
12,341,818
12,370,958

209,643
12,398,125
12,607,767

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Non‐current liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

81,582
559,117
640,699
11,730,258

172,714
2,353,906
2,526,620
10,081,147

Equity
Issued capital
Reserves
Accumulated losses
Total equity

2,116,041
‐
9,614,217
11,730,258

2,116,041
‐
7,965,106
10,081,147

1,825,761
1,825,761

4,694,995
4,694,995

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Total profit
Total comprehensive income
Guarantees

FABAL has provided cross‐guarantees, in the current or previous financial year, in relation to the debts of each
of its wholly owned subsidiaries.
FABAL has provided a guarantee for $3,000,000, in the current and previous financial year, in relation to the
debts of CVA. FABAL holds a 50% interest in CVA, which operates the Barossa Valley Chocolate Company
business.
Contingent liabilities
As at 30 June 2021, FABAL had no contingent liabilities (2020: Nil).
Contractual commitments
At 30 June 2021, FABAL had not entered into any contractual commitments for the acquisition of property,
plant or equipment (2020: Nil).
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20. Financial Instruments
(a) Financial Risk Management
FABAL's financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, local money market instruments, short‐
term investments, accounts receivable and payable.
The main purpose for non‐derivative financial instruments is to raise finance for FABAL operations. FABAL does
not have derivative financial instruments at 30 June 2021.
(i)

Treasury Risk Management
The board and audit committee of Food And Beverage Australia Limited, (the management group for
FABAL), meet on a regular basis and analyses financial risk exposure and evaluates treasury management
strategies in the context of the most recent economic conditions and forecasts.

(ii) Financial Risks
The main risks FABAL is exposed to through its financial instruments are interest rate risk, liquidity risk and
credit risk.
Liquidity risk: FABAL manages liquidity risk by monitoring forecast cash flows and ensuring that adequate
unutilised borrowing facilities are maintained.
Credit risk: The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at
balance date to recognised financial assets, is the carrying amount, net of any provisions for impairment
of those assets, as disclosed in the balance sheet and notes to the financial statements. FABAL does not
have any material credit risk exposure to any single receivable or group of receivables under financial
instruments entered into by FABAL.
(b) Interest Rate Risk
FABAL's exposure to interest rate risk, which is the risk that a financial instrument's value will fluctuate as a
result of changes in market interest rates and the effective weighted average interest rates on classes of
financial assets and financial liabilities, is detailed in the table on the following page.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
20. Financial Instruments (cont)
Weighted
average
effective
interest
rate %

2021
Financial assets
Cash and equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Financial assets
Investments
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Leases liabilities
Trade and other payables
Bank loan
Total financial liabilities
2020
Unaudited
Financial assets:
Cash and equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Financial assets
Investments
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Leases liabilities
Trade and other payables
Other loan
Bank loan
Total financial liabilities

Floating
interest
rate

0.01%

164,149
‐
‐
‐
164,149

3.05%

‐
‐
3,232,386
3,232,386

2.57%

0.15%

455,575
‐
‐
‐
455,575

3.43%

‐
‐
‐
2,172,000
2,172,000

4.02%

Maturing
within 1
year

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
196,615
‐
‐
196,615

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
146,771
‐
347,715
‐
494,486

Maturing 1
– 5 years

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
442,775
‐
‐
442,775

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
440,211
‐
‐
‐
440,211

Non‐
interest
bearing

Total

‐
1,542,749
2,793,523
20,737,236
25,073,508

164,149
1,542,749
2,793,523
20,737,236
25,237,657

‐
1,115,275
‐
1,115,275

639,390
1,115,275
3,232,386
4,987,051

‐
1,732,635
2,227,777
20,172,762
24,133,174

455,575
1,732,635
2,227,777
20,172,762
24,588,749

‐
2,183,952
‐
‐
2,183,952

586,982
2,183,952
347,715
2,172,000
5,290,649

(c) Net Fair Value






Term receivables, government and fixed interest securities and bonds are determined by discounting the
cash flows, at the market interest rates of similar securities, to their present value.
Listed investments have been valued at the quoted market bid price at balance date adjusted for
transaction costs expected to be incurred. For unlisted investments where there is no organised financial
market, the net market value has been based on a reasonable estimation of the underlying net assets or
discounted cash flows of the investment.
Other loans and amounts due are determined by discounting the cash flows, at market interest rates of
similar borrowings to their present value.
Other assets and other liabilities approximate their carrying value.

No financial assets and financial liabilities are readily traded on organised markets in standardised form other
than listed investments, forward exchange contracts and interest rate swaps.
Financial assets where the carrying amount exceeds net fair values have not been written down as FABAL
intends to hold these assets to maturity.
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FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
20. Financial Instruments (cont)
Aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities at balance date:
2021
Carrying
amount
Financial assets
Cash and equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Available‐for‐sale financial assets
Financial liabilities
Lease liability – current
Lease liability – non‐current
Trade and other payables
Other loan
Secured loan – non‐current

2020
Unaudited
Carrying
Net fair value
amount

Net fair value

164,149
1,542,749
23,530,759
25,237,657

164,149
1,542,749
23,530,759
25,237,657

455,575
1,732,635
22,400,539
24,588,749

455,575
1,732,635
22,400,539
24,588,749

196,615
442,775
1,115,275
‐
3,232,386
4,987,051

196,615
442,775
1,115,275
‐
3,232,386
4,987,051

146,771
440,211
2,183,952
347,715
2,172,000
5,290,649

146,771
440,211
2,183,952
347,715
2,172,000
5,290,649

21. Leases
FABAL has lease contracts for various items of plant and equipment. Leases generally have terms between 3
and 5 years. Obligations under its leases are secured by the lessor's title to the leased assets.
Set out below are the carrying amounts of right‐of‐use assets recognised and the movements during the period:
2020
Unaudited

2021
As at 1 July
Additions
Reclassification to plant and equipment
Depreciation
As at 30 June

559,062
196,414
(8,549)
(102,776)
664,151

13,556
607,473
(11,099)
(50,869)
559,062

Set out below are the carrying amounts of lease liabilities (included under interest bearing loans and
borrowings) and the movements during the period:
As at 1 July
Additions
Accretion of interest
Payments
As at 30 June
Current
Non‐current

586,982
204,697
19,626
(171,915)
639,390
196,615
442,775

9,560
649,031
9,710
(81,319)
586,982
146,771
440,211

102,776
19,626
122,402

50,869
9,710
60,579

The following are the amounts recognised in profit or loss:
Depreciation expense: right‐of‐use assets
Interest expense on lease liabilities
Total amount recognised in profit or loss
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021
22. After Balance Date Events
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the period, other than those disclosed elsewhere,
which significantly affected or may significantly affect the operations of FABAL, the results of those operations
or the state of affairs of FABAL in future financial periods.
23. Business Combination
Prior to 31 December 2020, the Group acquired the remaining 50% shares of VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd and
obtained control of the entity.
Assets acquired and liabilities assumed
The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of VRE McLaren Vale Pty Ltd as at the date of acquisition
were:
Fair value recognised on
acquisition ‐ $
Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Cash
Inventory
Deferred tax assets
Other assets
Liabilities
Trade payables
Loans
Deferred tax liabilities
Total identifiable net assets at fair value
Carrying value of equity accounted investment
Goodwill recognised an acquisition
Purchase consideration transferred

2,058,980
8,004
110,260
50,831
9,870
2,237,945
(29,281)
(1,220,000)
(43,132)
(1,292,413)
945,532
323,145
(27,613)
650,000
945,532
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Takeover Acceptance Form for the Offer dated
11 April 2022 to acquire all of your shares in
National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited
This form and the Bidder’s Statement are important documents and
require your immediate attention. If you are in doubt about how to deal
with this document, please consult your financial or other professional
adviser.
This form relates to an offer (“Offer”) by Food And Beverage Australia
Limited ACN 008 197 206 (“Company”) to acquire all of your ordinary
shares in National Vineyard Fund of Australia Limited ACN 091 539 678
(“NVFAL”), the terms of which are set out in the Bidder’s Statement from
the Company dated 11 April 2022 (the “Bidder’s Statement”). Capitalised
terms used in this form have the same meaning as in the Bidder’s
Statement, unless otherwise defined. Offer Consideration:




$10.00 for each of your NVFAL Shares (“Cash Offer”); or
9 Company Shares for every 10 NVFAL Shares (“Share Offer”);
or
a combination of both Cash Offer and Share Offer.

You are accepting the Offer for ALL of your NVFAL Shares.

A

NVFAL Shareholder Acceptance of
Offer

Shareholder Reference Number

Total no of NVFAL Shares held
If you accept the Cash Offer, you will be paid $10.00 in Cash for
each NVFAL Share you hold
No. of NVFAL Shares accepting
the Cash Offer
If you accept the Share Offer, you will receive 10 fully paid ordinary
shares in the Company for every 9 NVFAL Shares you hold
No, of NVFAL Shares accepting
the Share Offer
You will be deemed to have elected to receive the Share Offer for
ALL of your NVFAL Shares if you do not complete an election or
make an invalid election.

If you are an Ineligible Foreign Shareholder, you will not be entitled to
receive the Share Consideration if you accept the Share Offer. Instead, you
will receive a cash amount under section 5.8.2 of the Bidder’s Statement.
Your acceptance must be received by 5:00 PM (ACST) on the last day of the Offer Period.
Receipt of this Acceptance Form completed and executed below by 5:00 PM (ACST) on the last day of the Offer Period being 31 May 2022 unless
extended by FABAL will constitute acceptance in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Offer set out in the Bidder’s Statement.
Non‐withholding declaration
Unless you notify the Company in writing, by submitting this Acceptance Form or otherwise accepting the Offer, you declare that either:

you are an Australian tax resident; or

you are not an Australian tax resident and the NVFAL Shares you hold are ‘membership interests’ but not ‘indirect Australian real property
interests’ (as those terms are defined in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) and Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth)).
See the back of this form for completion instructions

B

Full Name of Shareholder:

C

Current Address:

D

Contact Details: Full Name

Contact Number:

Email:

E

Consent to register as a shareholder of Food And Beverage Australia Limited
To the extent that I/we have elected for Shares I/we hereby authorise you to register me/us as the holder(s) of the new shares issued to me/us and I/we
agree to be bound by the constitution of Food And Beverage Australia Limited.
I/We accept the Offer made by the Company for all of my/our NVFAL Shares and I/we agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Offer and I/we
transfer ALL of my/our NVFAL Shares as per the above instructions.

F

Signature of Shareholder:

Signature of Shareholder (if jointly held or corporation):

How to complete this Acceptance Form
These instructions are cross‐referenced to each section of the Acceptance Form as shown on the previous page.

A

Acceptance of the Offer
Please provide details of the total number of National Vineyard
Fund of Australia Limited shares you hold as at the date of
signing this Acceptance Form. Please indicate how many of
those shares for which you wish to accept the Cash Offer and
how many of those shares for which you wish to accept the
Share Offer.
You will be deemed to have elected to receive the Share Offer
for ALL of your NVFAL Shares if you do not complete or make
an invalid election.
By signing this form, you warrant to the Company (and
authorise the Company to warrant on your behalf) that you
have full legal and beneficial ownership of ALL the NVFAL
Shares you hold and that the Company will acquire them free
from all mortgages, charges, liens, encumbrances (whether
legal or equitable), restrictions on transfer of any kind and free
from any third‐party rights.

B
C

Consent to register as a shareholder of Food And Beverage
Australia Limited
If you have elected to accept the Share Offer in whole or in part,
by signing the Acceptance Form, you are consenting to be
registered as a shareholder of the Company and agree to be
bound by the constitution of the Company. The constitution can
be found on the Company’s website, www.fabal.com.au.

F

Signing Instructions
Please sign here to accept the Offer and confirm that you agree to
all the terms and conditions as detailed in the Bidder’s Statement
dated 11 April 2022 and as set out in this Acceptance Form, in
accordance with the following instructions:
Joint Shareholders: If your NVFAL Shares are held in the names of
more than one person, all of those persons must sign this
Acceptance Form.

Please note that if you accept the Offer you must accept for
ALL of the NVFAL Shares that you hold as at the date your
acceptance is processed.

Companies: This Acceptance Form must be signed by either two
directors or a director and a company secretary. Alternatively,
where the company has a sole director and, pursuant to the
Corporations Act, there is no company secretary, or where the
sole director is also the sole company secretary, that director may
sign alone. Alternatively, a duly appointed attorney may sign.

If you have elected to accept the Cash Offer in whole or in part,
by signing the Acceptance Form, you are consenting to FABAL
Operations Pty Ltd, the manager of NVFAL, providing your
banking details to the Company for payment of the Cash
Consideration.

Overseas Companies: Where the holding is in the name of an
overseas company (for example, a company incorporated outside
of Australia), the form must be signed as above, or
documentation must be provided showing that the company can
sign in an alternate manner.

Full Name of Shareholder

Powers of Attorney: If this Acceptance Form is signed under a
power of attorney, please attach a certified copy of the power of
attorney to this Acceptance Form when you return it. If this
Acceptance Form is signed under Power of Attorney, the attorney
declares that he/she has no notice of revocation of the Power of
Attorney.

Please provide your registered shareholder name as at 31
March 2022.
Current Address
Please provide your current or updated address details. If you
accept the Share Offer in whole or in part, this address will be
recorded on the Company’s share register.
Contact Details

D

E

Please enter your name or the name of your designated
contact person, together with contact phone number and
email address.

Deceased Estates: All the executors and administrators must sign
this Acceptance Form. When you return this Acceptance Form,
please attach it to a certified copy of probate, letters of
administration or certificate of grant accompanied (where
required by law for the purpose of transfer) by a certificate of
payment of death or succession duties and (if necessary) a
statement in terms of Section 1071B(9)(b)(iii) of the Corporations
Act.

Your acceptance must be received by no later than 5:00 PM (ACST) on the last day of the Offer Period
Please post your completed Acceptance Form to the postal address appearing below.
If you have any questions in relation to the Offer, please call Food And Beverage Australia Limited. Our Company Secretary or Client Services
staff will be pleased to assist you.
Contact Details

Postal Information

1‐300‐FABAL‐1 (1‐300‐322‐251),

Food And Beverage Australia Limited (the Company)

(08) 8132 5500 (within Australia) or

105 King William Street

+61 8 8132 5500 (outside Australia)

KENT TOWN SA 5067

between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (ACST).
Privacy Statement
Your personal information may only be disclosed to our related bodies corporate or as otherwise required or permitted by law. Personal
information about you is held on the public register in accordance with Chapter 2C of the Corporations Act 2001. If you would like details of
your personal information currently held by us or if you would like to correct or update any information that is inaccurate, incorrect or out of
date, please contact Food And Beverage Australia Limited.

